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ABSTRACT 

The Volume contains the materials of an Interdisciplinary symposium about evolution 
The aim of the symposium was to clear up the role of symmetry and topology at different 
levels of the evolutionary processes. The following topics are treated: evolution of the Universe; 
symmetry of elementary particles; asymmetry of Earth; symmetry and asymmetry of 
blomolecules; symmetry and topology of living objects; human asymmetry. 

Б. Лукач, С. Берци, И. Молнар, Г. Паал (ред.): Симметрия и топология в эволюции. 
KFKI-1991- 32/С 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Сборник содержит материалы интердисциплинэрного симпозиума по эволюции. 
Целью симпозиума являлось выяснение роли симметрии и топологии на разных уровнях 
эволюции. Были затронуты следующие темы: эволюция Вселенной, симметрия элементар
ных частиц, асимметрия Земли, симметрия и асимметрия биомолекул, симметрия и то
пология живых организмов, асимметрия человека. 

Lukács В., Bérezi Sz., Molnár I., Paál G. (czerk.): Szimmetria ós topológia az evolúcióban. 
KFKI 1991 32/C 

KIVONAT 

A kötet egy evolúciós témájú Interdiszciplináris szimpózium anyagalt tartalmazza. A 
szimpózium célja a szimmetria és topológia szerepének tisztázása volt az evolúció különböző 
szintjein. A témák a következőek: az Univerzum fejlődése; az eloml részek szimmetriája; a 
Föld aszimmetriája, a blomolekulák szimmetriája és aszimmetriája; az élőlények szimmetriája 
ós topológiája, az emberi aszimmetria. 



HtrmooucTicM 
This Volum» is tu» written me tori»> of tn» symposium 

"Symmetry ana Topology in evolution' held on g9-30tn Hmy 1991 in 
Budapest under tn» aigis of tn» M»tvr»l evolution (Geonomic) sci
entific Committee of tn» Hungarian Academy of Sciences, by tue 
evolution of Hsttor Subcommittee of tn» sat a committee. Hopefully 
it »ill be a member of an annual series: tne previous volume was 
'evolution: from cosmogenesis to Biogenesis-, published as KFKI-
I99I-SO. Tue Committee is an interdiscipiinary scientific body 
for general overview of natural sciences to develop new long-
range connections among different disciplines; tne Subcommittee 
started m 1999. tries to follow (or trace Pack) tne steps of 
seif-organisation of matter from tne Beginning to (at least) tne 
present. 

Unfortunately, no constructive method is known to view 
'Natural Science" as a unit; tne global picture is deduced from 
the separate discipl nes. Still, an overview may give answers to 
old Questions. For example, on all levels of organisation the ac
tual path nf evolution may be regarded eitner as accidental or as 
predetermined. Such Questions nave connotations not only profes
sional but pm losopmcai. reiigioiis. »c. as well, we do not want 
to leave tne grounds of strict natural science and try to show up 
the available most coherent picture as a starting point of any 
deduction. Looking at tne neighbouring levels sometimes the 
causes or сопзеяиепсез can be recognised. 

AS an example: we are chiral (can tell our right hand from 
our left in tne vast majority of cases); tne neutrino always can 
too. and tne electron sometimes. is there any connection among 
these fact*? The premature answer can be avoided by recognising 
that tne chimpanzee is not chiral. 

The lecturers of tne symposium are experts of tneir own 
fields; tne Organising Committee (tne editors) took tne responsi
bility of selecting tne actual persons, but tne texts are the 
lecturers' sovereign works. The Organisers tried to establish 
overlaps and links between lectures, and sometimes tney insert 
their comments in tne Gothic italics of tms text, with a signa
ture £. Tne lecturers are not responsible for anything in eotnic 
itaiics. 

we nope that this Volume will promote some further interdis
ciplinary work. The editors would like to thank tne Theory De
partment of tne Particle and Nuclear Institute of tne Central Re
search institute for Physics (кгт RHKI) for background and tech
nical help. The pub 11cat ion was partly supported by the OTKA fund 
•Developmental constraints on tne evolution of ecological Spe
cialisation'. 

editors (and Organising Committee) 
0. Lukacs (president), Si. Bérezi, I. no mar, G. Pas I 
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ABSTBACT 
Deviations -from symmetries ere discussed. We distinguish two 

cases: i) symmetric laws * asymmetric external disturbances lead 
to approximately symmetric actual states; ii) symmetric laws 
without other influences lead to states asymmetric in an extent 
determined by the laws themselves via spontaneous symmetry Ьгеак-
ing. 

o. lmooucrioa 
Tr.ls Paper is devoted to the mathematics of the different 

kinds of symmetry breaking, since the present Volume deals with 
symmetries, our coals are limited: we do not want to go into fine 
details of definitions, but try to demonstrate that a symmetry 
may be broken for different reasons and to show how the extent in 
which it is broken can be quantified. 
t . OB S U B S U M E S 

instead of a complete definition let us use the following 
one: 
A SYMMETRY IS A TRANSFORMATION LEAVING SOMETHING INVARIANT. 

Example: consider a sphere. By rotating it remains the same. 
For a precise definition of geometrical symmetries see an

other paper in this Volume Щ . 
2. OB ВЖЕАК1В6 

If there is no symmetry at alt. nobody speaks about broken 
symmetry, we speak about а broxen symmetry if 

1) the situation is almost symmetric; 
2) tu» situation ought to be symmetric still it is not. 

The symmetry can be broken 
t) by external asymmetric influences; 
21 spontaneously. 

3. OB THE ЕХПЯТ ОТ AB APPBOXIMATC STMKET1T 
The measure is slightly subjective. However, if there is ap

proximate symmetry, then the ideal symmetric situation can be vi
sual lied, an« the actual cne can be compared with it. 
Example: the ellipsis. Its equation is 

r s r{*» = l/u+ecose) (1) 
where e is tne oxceatrlctty. Tor ellipses diesis tor e<<i the el
lipsis is almost a circle, so the extent of the deviation /rem 
the symmetric circle (rotational symmetry) is measured by the di
mension less e. 

if the symmetry breaking is caused by an external influence 
then generally it it proportional to the influence (and then one 
can compare the acting forces). If the breaking is spontaneous, 
this is not necessary at all. 
«. AB EXAMPLE FOB BOB-SPOBTABEOUB STMHETIT BBEAEIBO: OBLATEBESS 

A rotating fluid body is often an oblate spheroid (although 
other solutions of the hydrostatic equations exist as well 12)). 
For small angular momentum Я one can get simple approximate for
mulae as follow: 

The rotation results in an inertial "force", including its 
•potential" one gets 

V(r.e) 5 -GH/r • XeT'lln'e (Z) 
Then the equipotentlal surfaces (of which one Is the surface of 
the fluid [3)1 are given by roots of a cubic equation. Again for 
snan <г they can be approximated in a transparent way. Consider a 
value v 0<o. Then r c = r„|e): 

r e = (7GM/vem*xi«JHa)'/<ve'))iin'ej (Ji 
Then the extent of asymmetry or symmetry breaking is the ratio of 
tne two terms in the bracket II for, say, *>i/f. Substituting 
terrestrial surface data, the ratio is 0.0017, rather moderate. 
5. OH SPONTANEOUS ЗТНИЕТВТ BREAKIH6 

Again instead of a precise mathematical definition here we 
adopt the following transparent one: 
THE SY1.1ETRY BREAKING IS SPONTANEOUS IF THE LAWS ARE SYMMETRIC 
STILL THE MOST NATURAL CONFIGURATION (SAY 0ROUN0 STATE) FOR THEM 

IS ASYMMETRIC. 
Tne simplest example is mechanical equilibrium in a potential 
V(x):V(-x>. The potential is even, i.e. mirror-symmetric: this 
will be the symmetry. The most natural configuration is now tne 
equitibrlum one; it that is not unique, then the ground state 
among them. Here come the details. 

The condition for equilibrium is 
x:x0; (dv/dx)0 : о («) 

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to polynomials, such -.hat 
V(0) s 0 
V(ia>) z »m (S) 
V(-X) s VIX) 

we are going up with the degree of the polynomial -
»o 

The only possibility compatible witr (5) l* 
V 0(X) x О (») 

Then (4) holds everywhere; the ground state is degenerate. This 
case is trivial. 

Conds. (9) cannot be satisfied: this class li empty. 
From (9) we get 
Vj(x) t ax», a>o (П 

This potential, for a=i, is shown a* Fig. 1. The only solution of 
(4) is x»0 (heavy dot). 

SYMMETRIC EQUILIBRIUM STATE FOR SYMMETRIC LAWS. 
Conds. (3) cannot be satisfied: this class is empty. 



Free (S) we cet 
V * ( K ) : ax* * ox*. b>o (») This potential, for soae values of a and for bit, is shown on Fl», г. The equilibrium condition I«) leads to 
x(a • 2bx> ) =0 (9) Now, x 0 0 = 0 l s always a root, but for a<o two other ones exist as well: 
« e* = ±J-*/S" (10) Then. as shown on Fl(. г, for a>0 х 9 0з0 is the only equilibrium point, and is an enercy minimum (heavy dot). However, for a<0 the situation os qualitatively different. As seen, x 0 0 Is an equilibrium point, but entrcy maximum (circle*. «. local maximum 1* an unstable equilibrium; far small perturbations the state goes away and returns not. On the other hand, the new x e«'s are stable minima (heavy dots). After soae transient evolution the mass point settles down at one of x 0*. ASYMMETRIC GROUND STATE(S) FOR SYMMETRIC LAwS. 

Now. notice that the actual final state will lack the mirror-symmetry. In the same tia' the set of (round states is still symmetric: there is one on the right, one on the left. Similarly, both are equally probable (50-50*> as final states, т/iis symmetry is a consequence of the symmetry of the potential. But the symmetric potential v, leads to asymmetric final states if a<0. 
This phenomenon is called spontaneous symmetry breaking, since in a dynamical evolution from symmetric laws and initial conditions tne system foes into an asymmetric actual state without any external asymmetric influence. 
The very simple example shows that no very specific or complicated mechanisms are needed for this spontaneous symmetry breaking. Still, one generally expects symaetr/ from symmetric laws and has the tendency to stop at the symmetric solutions. So, 

remember tne possibility of spontaneous symmetry treating. 
The necessary condition for such a breaking is the appearance of a 'double-bottomed potential". This is known from various parts of natural sciences. Some cases will be seen in tnis Volume. In addition, we mention here 3 examples from physics. 
1) Higgs mechanisms m particle physics {«]. Some hypothetic scalar bosons may have quartlс self-potentlals V< w), where i stands for the wave function, so roughly lvl' is proportional to Hlggs particle number or probability. (If the potential Is not polynomial, or higher than quartlc, then tne theory is not rtnor-malisable, the infinities from divergences cannot be removed, so the theory has no prediction at all, i.e. is not a theory.) So Higgses spontaneously appear in a "number" determined by the parameters of V(4), except if the average energy is higher than V(0)-v n t n. (I.e. above the central peak of Fig. 2.) If the Hlg-gses are coupled to other particle*, the interaction mimics other particle masses — |0|» - The mechanism was invented for renormalls-abie quantum field theories of vector bosons, where particle masses are detected but would prevent renoraalisation. In such systems phase transition is expected when the specific energy passes through a value in the order of the central peak: at high energy (temperature) the actual state is symmetric, and going to low temperature this symmetry spontaneously breaks down ("the state rolls down from the hill"). 

fie. t: Quadratic potential. 
Stable equilibrium at the center. 

frrMrawwa«'JBfc? ш «we аа^л 



2) Ге ггomitart ism [3J. Sometimes tne interaction between electron spins or orbital momenta is attractive and strong enough to prefer identical directions for neighbouring atoms. Then the ground state is asymmetric: magnetic momenta pointing into a definite direction in average, although the laws are isotropic in the Э-space. This direction is, however, random, because the isotropic laws lead to isotropy in probability. И the environment is not isotropic (e.g. the weak geomagnetic field), then sometimes this anisotropy singles out the direction (but the strenein of a ferroaagnet is prescribed by its physical parameters and is definitely not proportional to geomagnetism. 
3) Fittotlectncity ot BeTiOj (51, («J. BaTiOj is a cubic crystall. The expected location of the Tl ion is at the center, the actual one is excentrlc by a fixed shift. In a very simplified way one may say that the Ti ion is fairly big compared to O's- The o's are located at the centers of the lateral faces of the cube, so restricting the room for Tl just in the center. Then It is "more convenient* (ay, energetically) for the Tl ion to be excentrlc. which means a potential of qualitative form of Pig. I. For a more correct and less transparent explanation see Ref. S; in an approximation a quart 1c potential is obtained. The configuration has a hysteresis loop, but above a threshold value the external potential makes the Ti Jump into an oppositely excentrlc position, with reversed electric dlpole moment. This can be done with external pressure as well, and this is the reason for pieto-electrlclty. 

t. соясиюиж 
This paper has been written for the sake of the ones following it in this Volume. The most important message is: 

REMEMBER: A SYMMETRIC POTENTIAL MAY HAVE MINIMUM IN THE CENTER 
BUT MAY HAVE MAXIMUM A S WELL. SYMMETRIC LAWS OFTEN LEAD T O ASYM

METRIC GROUND STATES 4ITHOUT ANY FURTHER REASON. Life is not always simple. 

REFEBEHCES [1] B. Lukacs, this Volume, p. v7 (21 S. Chandrasekhar, Ellipsoidal Figures of Equilibrium. Yale 
University Press, Hew Haven, 19*9 [3J к. S. Thorne. Proe. «T**» mt. School 'Enrico Fermi", p.237 
U9T1> 

t«l P. Langacker, Phys. Вер. тге, los (1981) IS] Ch. ritte I, Introduction to Solid State Physics, J. Wiley * Sons. Hew York, 19*1 (6] л. von Hippe), Bev. Mod. Phys. гг. 221 (1950) 

So if you »ее »omething not *o »ymmetric a» expected then 
either you see wrong, or you expect wrong, or eomething ie 
aouoio-oottomoa. 
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ABSTRACT 
тле unexpected possibility of a multiply connected charac

ter of the space of the universe is demonstrated for the nonspe-
ciaiists by using simple examples. indications for tne realiza
tion of this possibility m tne actual universe are briefly dis
cussed and its cositiological implications mentioned. 
FBOM TOPOLOGY TO CBTSTAL STBUCTUBE 

When speaking about tne "topology of tne Universe" one may 
be inclined to thin» of the connectivity properties of material 
structures within the Universe, which - according to our present 
Knowledge - may be »filamentary". "bubbly", "frothy", "sponge 
like- etc. (Hellott, 1990). There is, however, a possibility for 
a deeper Kind of a "topology of the Universe", when the space it
self (even a possible emptiness alone) does have its own nontriv-
ial connectivity properties. E.g. going always straight ahead in 
the space one may find himself at his starting point after having 
covered some characteristic distance depending on the direction 
of th* journey tcf. Ellis, 19T1; Wolf, 1967). Recent astronomical 
observations - and also quantumcosmological considerations - nave 
made this possibility worth of special attention (Paal, 19TI; 
Pail & al., 1991; Fang a Sato, 198«; Fang a Ho, 1947). 

In order to make the somewhat mystic or incredible spatial 
recurrences understandable for the specialists of other fields of 
sciences it is customary to consider first the case of two-dimen
sional spaces (surfaces) inhabited by flat beings ("observers" or 
"travellers") an« start with the simple example of an infinite 
cylinder. Here there is clearly only one single direction in 
which the flat traveller may return to his original place, if the 
route chosen by him is the stralghtest possible one while crawl
ing on the surface (without superfluous turns aside) - but such a 
return is impossible in all other directions. In the usual Eu
clidean plane there is no possibility for a linear return at all. 
The transition from one of these cases to tne other seems fairly 
easy. One may always roll up a flat (uncurved) plane into a 
cylinder so making a 'multiply connected* surface out of a "simpy 
connected* one. - Obviously in the simply connected plane there 
is only one straight line connecting any two given points, while 
m the multiply connected cylinder there may be infinitely many 
of them. 

This simple example is relatively easy to reformulate in 
such a mathematical tor« as to permit general nation to any di
mension and space curvature. Imagine first a picture Just painted 
by fresh paint on the surface of a cylinder, which is then sent 
rolling quickly on a plane sheet of paper before th« laps« of 
time needed for the paint to dry. Clearly repeated images of the 

r'ctur« will appear painted on th« paper tn «xeactly perledicai 
distances. One may say in a somewhat mare abstract language that 
an infinite set of equidistant pictures on a plan« precisely 
"represents* a single picture on a cylinder, v r that by identifying all the point* corresponding to «ach other according to a 
•group of parallel translations* in a plane (- times a given 
length d) an equivalent representation of a cylinder Is obtained 
from a two-dimensional Euclidean space (plane). Tne plane is 
called the simply connected "covering space" and the translations 
generate a "compactifled" multiply connected space, th« cylinder. 
The short range 'local* properties of these spaces coincide, but 
tne long range "global" ones (e.g. long range returns) differ. 
The plane and tne cylinder are said to represent topologically 
different "space forms' of the flat (Euclidean) space. 

In a more general language one may say that any 'space form* 
of constant curvature can be derived from a iImply connect«« 
spherical, flat or hyperbolic universal covering space (of posi
tive, sera or negative curvature) by introducing into the latter 
a discontinuous group of fixed point free isometrtr transforma
tions and identifying its points which correspond to each ether 
under the transformations of th« group. This identification leads 
to the multiply connected 'quotient space*. A let of infinitely 
many points of the original space (which are connected by the 
transformation group) plays th« role of a "single point" in th« 
new space. 

According to this scheme there are five topologically dif
ferent space forms of the two-dimensional Euclidean space. The 
first is the trivial pltne with no compactificatlon (recurrences, 
identifications), the second is the (infinitely long) eyiinJtr 
obtained by a single sequence of translations, i.e. Identifica
tions by equidistant steps along a single direction, tne third is 
the (finite) torus obtained by two algebraically independent se
quences of translations, i.e. identifications by steps along two 
different directions, the forth is the (infintely long) "Hatnut 
tuner obtained by one sequence of translations combine«1 with a 
reflection, while the fifth is the "Sinn dot tit" obtained by two 
sequences ol translations, one of them combined with a reflec
tion. It is easy to so« that if on« tried to us* two translations 
combined with two reflections, then a fixed point wouid emerge 
whose local properties would differ from those of other points of 
th« space. So a two-dimensional Euclidean space may П*ы« * space 
forms with infinite extent and 2 space forms without infinite ex
tent! - Not« that this finit«ness is essentially different from 
the much better Known finiteness of the surface of the simple 
sphere (i.e. two-dimensional space of positive curvature). The 
latter is isotropic, i.e. the distance of returns is tht same in 
all directions, while the former is necessarily anisotropic. 

In the same spirit but somewhat more generally one can con
struct a three-dimensional "cylinder" by introducing one sequence 
of translations in the three-dimensional Euclidean space. In t m s 
case not infintely long two-dimensional strips, but infintely 
long and wide three-dimensional layers would "repeat« th*ms*lv*s" 
(would be identified) in the original three-dimensional covering 
space, without enumerating all tne 1» possibilities for the 
thr«»-dimensional Euclidean space forms we only mention here the 
thr0r-d)m»nsion*l torur (designated by T 5 ) generated by three in-



dependent sequences of translations (without reflections or rota
tions) which is the simplest case when the three-dimensional Eu-
clidein space can be fully "compact" (finite, closed) and can 
have finite total volume. 

For visualization a compact if lea space may also be thought 
of as a system of conguent cells in a crystal lattice with some 
definite rule of alignment of the cells. In general the cells nay 
nave different forms and the alignment may happen according to 
different combined translations, rotations and reflections as 
well. Only specific transformations lead to meaningful corapacti-
ficatlons. This also applies to spaces of nonzero curvature, al
though the meaning of "translation" or rotation" is somewhat 
more obscure in these cases. For details see Ellis (1971), Wolf 
U96 T ) . Obviously the observable properties ot a multiply connected 
universe are identical with those of the corresponding "universal 
covering model universe" populated by equal configurattonr in 
strictly congruent cells and a n the Known formulae of observa
tional cosmology hold in this crystal-liKe covering. These models 
naturally show some Kinds of periodicities according to spatial 
distance. This is how they can be discovered astronomically. The 
question is then, whether there are indeed such discoveries. 
F M H CBTSTAL STRUCTURE TO WORLD MODEL 

Hints to actual periodicities in the space distribution of 
astronomical objects first appered 20 years ago in connection 
with quasars (Pail, I9T0; Paai. 1971; Fang & Sato. 1984, Fang я 
Mo, н е т and references therein), but have failed to pass the 
proper statistical significance tests. Really significant period
icity has first been found in the space distribution of galaxies 
by Broadhurst et al. (1990). it turned out tnat the typical dis
tances between galaxy pairs are distributed according to a non-
random periodic pattern whose regularity depends on the world 
model, more particularly on the forces acting on the expansion of 
the Universe <pa»l a al. 1991). 

The so called autocorrelation coefficient of galaxies indi
cates the relative excess of galaxy pairs with a given spatial 
separation. This spatial distance of galaxy pairs is, however, 
not a directly observable quantity. It can only be calculated 
from the measured redshifts of spectral lines in tne light of the 
galaxies. This calculation In tu»-n yields different results de
pending on whether the universe is filled simply by the usual 
cosmic matter ("dust"), which - according to Einstein's General 
Theory of Relativity - ts gravitationally attracting, or it is 
filled mostly by tne modern quantumtheoretlcal "vacuum" (a back
ground sea of energy without particles of identifiable form), 
which is gravitationally repulsive (Paai a Lukacs. 1990). In ei
ther extreme case of dust or vacuum dominance the calculated pe
riodicity of the space distribution of galaxies turns out to be 
relatively poor, see Flg.l and Fig.г (although some li partially 
irregular periods may be distinguished even in these cases). How
ever for a vacuum/dust ratio equal to г/i one finds IT fairly 
regular periods (Fig.3). The superiority of the latter model be
comes even more prominent, if one calculates the periods also by 
an independent method (i.e. by minimizing the squared deviations 
of the places of maxima of the galaxy distribution function from 

0.00 
-f—f—t—t—f—•—|*—i*—r*—r*—r 

0.25 0.90 
Separation dx 

0.75 
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an equidistant set of distances) and indicates the multiples of 
this period on the diagram ot the autocorrelation function 
(equidistant verttcal lines on the Figures). The periods defined 
in these two different ways coincide only for the mole! of rig Э, 
while in Figs. 1 and г the two Kinds of periods differ so 
strongly that the phase differences accumulate to a full period. 
Consequently this tuning of periods singles out the best cosmo-
loglcal model, unless one is willing to accept that prominent pe
riodicities appear just by mere chance without any deeper physi
cal reason. 

Thus If one looks for a periodicity, which may be a signal 
for the topologic»ity nontrivt*i character of tfte .»pace of the 
Universe, then one finds a particular world model filled with 
twice *i much vacuum as dust. This model also has further impor
tant advantages for cosmology-

Astronomical observations seem to show that the attracting 
dust gives about 1/3 part of the critical detsity needed to make 
.the space of the Universe almost flat (uncur/ed, Euclidean). Now 
we may have found the remaining г/3 part in the form of vacuum 
and so the old 'flatness problem* may have disappeared, in otner 
words a kind of "missing mass" seems to nave been found. - On the 
other hand in these moderately vacuum dominated models the total 
expansion time measured írom the Big Bang to the present epoch is 
essentially longe" then in the dust models and so it is much eas
ier to find time in tnem for the oldest stellar systems, i.e. a 
'missing time problem" u also easier to solve in this case. 
FKOM WORLD MODEL TO •WOILD'S EHD' 

However the new model may have terrifying consequences as 
well. The obtained density of vacuum 10000 times surpasses that 
of the thermal cosmic background radiation- This implies tnat -
according to the Stetan-Boltzmann law - our vacuum is already 10 
times supercooled and so may explode in any moment, when in the 
very ear:y Universe a supercooled vacuum was destroyed by a phase 
transition, then some bosons mediating interactions acquired rest 
energy ar.d mass (out of the released vacuum energy). If the pre-
rent supercooled vacuum gave mass to the remaining massiess 
basons, then those bosons could be e.g. the photons mediating the 
electromagnetic interaction. Implying that the range of elec'.rlc 
force would tall from infinity to about a millimeter or so (Pial, 
Horváth ard Lukacs, 1991). If giuons got masses, then tne stabil
ity of nuclei and the nuclear fusion processes might change (e.g. 
in stars). 

Similar statements could, however, been found in much ear-
tier literature as well. 'The sun win be darkened, and the moon 
win not give Its light, ... and the heavenly powers (range ot 
strenghts!) be shaken* and later on 'there win be a new heaven 
and new earth" (new phase after universal cosmic phase transi
tion), so one has to admit that the priority for such predictions 
sould be given to the following gentlemen: Matthew (2«, 29), Hark 
(13,24), Luke (21.24) and John (Bev 21,1). 

Early in this century (and tn the last от) the beginning or 
creation of the world had been regarded a* absolutely unscien
tific, before reiativistic cosmology mad* the Big Bang a fully 
natural and even necessary notion. Hay it be that a similar 

change of views will happen In eur «aye tn connection with the 
•end of the world* too?! 
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ABSTRACT 
we discuss the changes of symmetries (both spatial and in

ternal) of the universe from t'he beginning to the present age. 
For this one must clarify what is a "Beginning"; what do initial 
conditions mean for the total and unique Universe and if any then 
wnat may be tne correct initial conditions, wnile one cannot set
tle down this quest on with a finality, we discuss the problem ;n 
details and try to give a probable answer. The most probable sce
nario contains many subsequent spontaneous symmetry breakings, 
sometimes with a partial compensation Detween deteriorating in
ternal symmetries and improving spat.a I ones. 

1. WHAT IS COSHULOGY? 
Cosmo/озу is a pseudo-Greek term of the same structure as 

geology, meteorology tc., so roughly it is tne science of tne 
Cosmos or Universe. Originally it was distinguished from eos-
л?оэолу, a discipline describing tne genesis of tne Universe. How
ever, m General Relativity tne matter governs the geometrv of 
the space-iime, and, except for very special cases, the matter of 
tne whole Universe cannct remain in equ i1ibrium. Therefore Any 
valid theoretical description of the Universe will automatically 
contain its evolution as well, and then there is no need for a 
separate cosmogony. 

NOW the Question is if there is an independent science of 
cosmology at all. The answer is no if 

1) mere is no such definite entity as universe; or 
2) there are no specific laws of the Universe. 

And for tne present lecture: in the first case we cannot soeaK 
about the symmetries of the Universe; in the second we can but it 
will have a limited physical relevance. 

To explain this statement let us see wnat may be the Uni
verse, if tne universe is simply an »nconerent sum of entities 
then it has no definite gloDal structure including symmetries, 
and tne local structure randomly changes from point to point. 
'« the Universe has a global structure but all its laws are con
sequences of Known local laws, then the actual symmetries ana 
their evolution belong to the purely descriptive part of science, 
and therefore one cannot lea-r. too much from it, although the 
story may still be interesting. 

These questions are rather fundamental and we cannot be ex
pected to be able to solve th»m here. However a very brief reca
pitulation of earlier ideas is edifying. Not claiming complete
ness. 

1) the universe of the ancient Ore»* science is a single fi
nite unit, with its own laws, and witr. spherical symmetry. 

2) Newton's Universe is more or less tnt infinite absolute 
space • the matter filling it; the empty absolute spice would 
nave an E(3) symmetry but the matter may or may not share this. 
This Universe, which is only а патеп col lect пит, ha = no law of 
ItS Own. 

3) in General Relativity tne universe may or may rot exist 
as a definite object. General Relativity can descr.ee the Uni
verse as an object; it may possess some definite symmetry, for 
example. However no specific laws of tne universe appear in Sen-
era! Relativity. 

*) the so called standard cosmological model contains some 
cosmotogicai pnn^ip'es w.iich may Be consequences of some unknown 
cosmo1 og i с 'aws . 

Methodical and consequent thinking in a model т*> point to 
some prod) »nut i с э 1 point- where the model is i neon.*' f le, seif-
contradictory or impossible, in the present case the result il as 
fv11ows. 

t) Aristotle's cjsroiojy « л free of paradoxes land this was 
the reason to \ \^ *or two ii Иеп.а) , a 1trouah finally it has 
Seen proven incorrect. 

Z) Newton's cosmology nad paradoxes, some of which was known 
from tne oegi-inina. E.g. gravity causes instability in лп infi
nite universe ;!} Known later as jeeiiger-s paradox. 

3) Genera! Relativity removes the old paradoxes. E.g. the 
universe may ce # i n i t * or compact [г]; even if it is infinite, 
gravitational instabilities art not necessar> because of the non-
linear.ty o' gravitational laws; it may be of finite ige tc. 

A) The standard model is of maximal spatial symmetry (for 
simplicity out also suggested By observations), Applying the 
Known laws the L'n. verse possesses some constants of integration. 
Now, feie constants can be read off from observations, and 
changing them even moderately tne present universe would De QUH~ 
itativeiy diferent from the actual one C3] . So the actual Uni
verse seems "improbable". 0' course, tn,s term does not have any 
mean.ng r.ere, Because there is only a single universe, so one 
cannot study a set of them with different initial conditions. 
However, if one eliminates the probability problem By tn« umcity 
of the uriverse, then he must tacitly accept that something к 
behind the only values of the constants, so they »re prescribed 
somehow. Then we may expect unknown laws of tne total Universe, 
we stop here, not discussing the question if some of the laws may 
be given try tne unknown unification of general relativity »nfl 
quantum field theory. 
2. PART VS. WHOLE 

in any case the present universe consists of a lot of parts 
as galax: clusters. galaxies, s u r s and particles, it is obvious 
to classify entities as p-irr.ary (no constituents), secondary 
(with primary constituents), 4c. However, this classification is 
insufficient for the present purpose, not telling anything about 
the relations between tne "higher" entity and its parts. Since we 
are interested m tne problem of specific laws, it is worthwmie 
to list tne 3 qualitative different possible relations between a 
higher entity and its parts. Social sciences were long ago con-



fronted to this question (laws of associations, constitutions of states, tc.) and from their results here we take the following cases (names in the canonical - German) (4). The discussion and classification will be useful also for a later lecture in this volume [5]. 
1) Cinheit. Constitutional гпаЮду is the centralised state. The whole exists in its own right with its own laws, the Parts nave no independent existence or laws. 
2) Einigung. Constitutional analogy is the federation. Both the Whole, and the Parts exist in their own rights with their own laws. 
3) Vereinigung. Constitutional analogy is the confederation. The independent entities are the Parts with their own laws; the w*ole is their sum with interactions, so can be derived from them. 
Obviously any further transitional stages could be identified, but these three will suffice now for us. The present Universe is clearly not an Einheit. Namely, its parts (e.g. stars) can quite satisfactorily be described or explained without referring to the total universe. There remain the other two possibilities; we could choose between them according to the success or failure o* explanatory models (see later). However this was not necessarily true for the primordial universe, which probably did not nave separate parts of permanent identity (cf. later). 

3. BUILDING TOGETHER OR TAKING APART? Consider the hierarchy of objects m the present universe. The observable part contains more tnar <0 4 galaxy clusters, of which each contains roughly 10* gala* Our galaxy contains -to' 1 stars and an average star contain 'J^ 7 nucleons and similar number of other particles. Our Sun . 6 » Ю 9 ys old [61, the oldest stellar clusters in cur Galaxy • _ • ages (10-20)«10 9 ys, and extrar>olat ing back the reession of galaxies the objects of the presently obs.rvable volum«. were packed with a density higher by orders of magnitude than the present one at si5»io' ys ago. So the formation of any presently existing structure should be explained on a scale Ю 1 0 у or shorter. 
Then galaxies cannot build up by random encounters of 1 0 1 1 

independent stars (instead of detailed formulae remember that the solar system cannot have had a close encounter in the last 4 billion years, therefore such processes are too m'requent to collect 10'' stars in 15 billion years). Also, it if mprobable that thousands of independent galaxies could nave co> -egated to form a galaxy cluster in 15 billion years. This uggests a fragmenta
tion from protoclusters to sta.-s. 

To be sure, star formation is fairly explained by gravitational contraction. However the above probability considerations suggest formation mside an existing galaxy; so we may try with the idea that first the galaxy is formed, then it fragments into smaller matter elements, and finally these "droplets" contract into stars. 
if so. then it is "bvious to go one step farther by investigating the possibility ..hat proto-galaxy-clusters dropped out from a primordial unity, indeed, this is the standard explanation >n this years; we shall see why. 

4. ON STANDARD COSMOLOGIES 
The simplest nontrivial and reasonable cosmological modal i» a space-time with full spatial symmetry (i.e. constant curvature Кг 0 or li on constant time nypersurfaces). Then (T) ds» = dt»-R« (t) |dx« »S» (x)dO» ) (4.1) where fsin x for K:«t S(x) : { x k=0 (4.2) Ish X Кг-1 Then the distance of "naturally moving" objects change propoi— tionaiiy to R, so densities are -R~'. This scale function R is governed by the Einstein equations which (without cosmologic constant) read as 

R» = (6i/3)GpB> - К (4.3) R = -(4»/3)G(p*3P/c» IB (4.4) where G is the Cavendish constant of iravity, p is the Bass density and P is the (dynamical) pressure, with an additional equation of state F:P(p) (or of similar form) these equations can be integrated for a fiven initial condition (discussed later). 
Assume full thermodynamic equilibrium and blackbody radiation for tne equation of state 

P : N(,»» /90)T*/(hc) 3 (4.5i where T is the temperature and N is the number of independent ne-iicity states, roughly the number of different kinds of particles. -100. Then P = 3P/C« , »nd for t-.Q eqs. (4.J-4) can be analytically solved. By comparing the derivative of (4.3) with (4.4) one gets 
T = T 0R 0/R (4.Я where R 0 = R(to>- T esT(t e) and t 0 is an arbitrary convenient time moment. Then substitutini to (4.3) one g<ts R = (3í»ÍN/90)l/*(Ge"2/(hC)3)'/*T0R0v't-t" (4.T) where t' is a constant of integration. However, T : (Зг! 3!»/«)-!'''*^-*/!!«) 3)-»/»/,/!^ (4.8) Observe that ~-m at t:t'. This time moment is the natural zero point of the time counting, and in this convention no free con-

stint tppetrs in еле thermit evolution. Eq. (4.7) deserves some discussion but this will be postponed till the next Chapter. Now we turn to (4.8). It gives a continuously decreasing temperature. Above T-10000 K-l e'r the photons would have destroyed all the atoms, so a completely ionised plasma was present. Photons are substantially coupled to free electric charges, so before t-t'-ЭООООО ys they destroyed any virtual gravitationally bound structure, when T goes below l ev-io" 1 2 erg. the gas becomes fairly transparent for photons and structures of sufficiently large masses become bound. At this temperature 
С : ре" - Ю 3 erg/cm 3 (4.9) Гоr the smallest bound object 
Etnerm - r* 3 - Egrav - 0»/R; И - PR 3 ( , t 0 * \ 

Hence the first appearing bourd objects have the mass • 10 s* g • to' 8 solar mass. Since this value is roughly that of the largest galaxy cluster, the standard cosmology can explain the appearance of galaxy clusters. Therefore it seems that 



1) before 3O00OO ys fro» t" there were no identifiable 
structures above elementary particles in the Universe; and 

2) among the objects there was a fragmentation chain Uni
verse — > protoclusters — > protogalaxies — > matter for proto-
stellar contraction. 

However at 300000 ys the matter probably contained the Known 
elementary partic'es and in the standard model it is so from the 
beginning. Thus we still have to discuss the initial renditions, 
since elementary particles can stand up in different cotigura-
tions. 
5. OH INITIAL CONDITIONS 

How we return to eq. (Ч.Т). it is valid only for K = o, but 
for early times (high temperatures) it is a good approximation 
also for K-tl. Eq. (4.1) snows that a constant factor is unde
fined for K=0, but it is not so for the other two cases. Ко clear 
evidence for к is seen m the observable part - 1 0 г в cm, therefore 
now 

R p r - q»10 2 e cm. q > i (5.i) 
from the blacKbody radiation 

T p r - 3 к (5.г ) 
Therefore in eqs. (4.6-T) 

T 0 R 0 s q»jo' 2 ergem - q»lO j e cmgrad (5.3) 
From mass counting the particle number of the observable part is 
- t o 7 8 . For the size R it multiplies with q 3. 

With this data in mind go bacK to eqs. (4.3-4). They can be 
rewritten as 

XR* - GM/R = -KK (5.4) 
dE • PdV = О; E =(4И/3)R 3€; M=E/c» (5.5) 

Eq. (5.4) САП be read is "energy conservation" with "Kinetic" and 
"potential* energies; the next equation shows that the changes 
are adlabatic (no exterior) and И changes. However going back
wards to the past both terms on the left hand side of (5.4) are 
growing in absolute value as l/t. We cannot exactly use (4.7-8) 
now because they would give KsO, but it can be seen that for 
early times the "initial conditions" R 0 and T 0 must be more and 
more fine tuned to get the constant difference. Eqs. (4.3-4! of 
course preserve the difference, but now we try to thins according 
to causality. 

At present all the 3 terms in (5.4) are in the same order of 
magnitude. Going bacK the needed tuning is - ( t / t p r ) . If anything 
prescribed R at a t 0 it murt have prescribed with this accuracy. 
If the initial conditions w^re determined in an age T-l GeV, 
e.g., then the tuning must have been сса Ю - 3 0 . 
!F THE INITIAL CONDITIONS WERE RANDOM TOR THE UNIVERSE THEN THE 

PRESENT U-I I VERSE IS ABSURDLY IMPROBABLE. 
Kow, it is difficult to interpret this statement. First. 

wften should the description start with an initial condition? In a 
ballistic problem the proper moment for the initial conditions is 
when the stone is leaving the hand. Until that moment the equa
tions of motion are not those of the ballistic problem, and at 
that moment various initial velocities can and used to be pre
pared (in a reasonable range). Then the proper moment for setting 
the initial conditions for the Universe would *e the moment when 
the evolution was switching from unknown previous ones to tne 
Einstein equations (43-4) ("creation of tne Universe"?). But we 

do not know anything about previous, qualitatively different, 
eras of evolution (with the exception of a slight guess, see the 
next Chapter). In időition, there is only a fingt« Universe. We 
do not know if it even has ал/ meaning to imagine a set of dif
ferently prepared Universes. It u quite possible that one could 
not apply the usual dichotomy of (arbitrary) initial conditions • 
(fixed) equations of motion on the (total) Universe. But practi
cally all tranches of pnysics use this dichotomic description to 
evolutionary situations. So it is possible that the universe 
would need a new type of physics or at least additional cosmo-
logic laws prescribing, e.g., the unique "Initial conditions". 
Tnis was the reason to permit the possibility that the present 
Universe might be an Einigung, having its own laws »s well as its 
parts have theirs. It is possible that the Universe cannot be to
tally understood from its parts. 

However we do not want to be involved in theology or similar 
disciplines. Therefore no philosophical questions of creation of 
the Universe, tn? will of any Creator to prepare special initial 
conditions 1С. will be discussed. Here we formulate two questions 
in ti1.« usual physical language. 

1) was any spectjl time moment t 0 tn the ptst which wa.i a 
"Beginning" to impose initial conditioni? 

2) И there is any roon for initial conditions, then what 
are the quantities for -»hich initial values are to be imposed? 

For Question i) we of course cannot give a final answer. 
However we list, without the claim for completeness, the possi
bilities for the kinds of such t 0's. A special time moment might 
Tiivt been the starting point of the Einstein evolution. Another 
possibility would have been the minimum of the radius R(t). The 
third possibility is the maximum of the temperature or energy 
density or any related quantity. Obviously the above biacVbody 
model does not contain .ny of these three special moments: in it 
the Einstein equation always governs the evolution, the minimal 
radius is o, which is a singular f.oint unsuitable to prescribe 
data, and the maximal temperature s », again in a singular 
state. We return to Question !! in tne next Chapter. 

For Question 2), in contrast, the answer is simple. In the 
above simple model of niacKbody radiation there are two indepen
dent quantities, R and T. So an initial condition is the pre
scription of R 0 an*! T 0. In more complicated models some further 
quantities may appear, e.g. for the total numbers or densities of 
different charges or particle. 

6. OH THE "BEGIHHIHG" 
The fact that we cannot go beyond General Relativity is not 

a proof of its ultimate validity. The Einstein equation is the 
simplest equation governing the curvature which Is conform to 
present observations as e.g. planetary motions. However it is 
auite possible that the equation possesses extra terms unseen in 
the present observations. To be definite, the standard form of 
the Einstein equation is 

Rik - K g u S p r - »«ik : -(8-G/c«)Tik (6-1) 
Here g,K is the metric tensor, й щ is the Hlcci tensor which con
tains gjk together with its first and second derivatives in a co-
variant manner, linearly in the second ones, x is the so 
called cosmologic constant, while Tj« is tne energy-momentum ten-



sor of the natter [7]. Above x was neglected, but the present 
observations give upper bounds for jxj, and its effects car. 
be felt at low dens it ies, so A is irrelevant for early times. 
Now, the simplest possibility for a different evolution is the 
presence of higher neglected terms (nonlinear or higher tn 
derivatives). 

Of course the neglected term may be of any form and may ap
pear just in the next measurement or 20 orders of magnitude 
above. However there is a mcurai way to generate son? higher 
terms. 

The Einstein equation f 6. t ) can be obtained from a varia
tional principle whose Lagrar.gian is 

L - ^matter * ^grav (6.2! 
where 

t-grav = f(Bt : (cV e n G ) (B*2' Now, assume that f(Ri is nonlinea -. :r.-.eed, 
[3] that a purely quadratic Lagrar.gian »: u! : 
!ess action integral, a pure nasser, which, 
be something "fundamental", good for asy~?to 
ing 

; : OB» » (cVeiTG) (В»г.\; . 
the Einstein equation, up tc first jrjer 

f í . 3 i 
:: о s p o i n t e d o u t 
to a Hastens i :-n-

'»f or*, je ems to 
: -hav '.oar. Wri*.-

(6.4) 
>lk - Х«1к« ГГ - *«;K » d(8TrG/c 4)(l. i K -

.-hjr.ges 
lé.5) 

we have any , ... «; гг«:К! = " Í ' ^ / p ) T U The new coefficient о has the d;=er.si:r. gcmVs'v 
guess for the value of such a quantity? 

Yes. certainly. Contemporary physics Knows з quite fundamen
tal and general phenomena, each with its o-r single and unique 
characteristic constant. They are i) ,rái-it." with the Cavendish 
constant G = 6.67» ! 0 ~ e cm 3/g$i , ii! ."е/jíjvK/ «nil the velocity of 
light c=3.00»to 1 0 co/s, and i •-1 ] quantisation with the FlarcK 
constant h-'.05»io~ 2 T gcra'/s. Partially u m f i e l theories do exist 
but the final triadic unification ("He l at ;v ; st ic Quantum Grav
ity"! is not at hand. However, its fundamental scale: must be set 
by G, с and h. Now, the obvious form for a of the above dimension 
is 

a - (fundamental r.ucber)»hc- (6.6) 
So ext^a terms of (6.5) type may be expected from any quantum ex
tension of General Relativity, A S an approximation, let us start 
from (4.1-Si, and calculate the extra terms. They become compara-
ole with the eld ones at 

T - T P 1 = /h'c'/G' = t.22»in'9 3 e V - !0'- 5 erg (6.7) 
which is out of any possibility for observation. Eut this means 
that in the unified theory of all present theories this may be 
the point where Geometry emerges from the sea of foaming quantum 
fluctuations, or the corresponding temperature may be a maximal 
te-perature. 

The simplest mo<2el anticipating such phenomena is General 
Relativity • a KawXing radiation from the change of the geometry. 
Then the past history of the Universe is geadesica! 1 у incomplete 

Hawking radiation of this type is present (9)) then during that 
time the original energy of the fluctuation cin bt reproduced and 
then the Universe can remain for later use. 

This is a very primitive "model". However it contains a 
"beginning" (of tne evolution governed by the Einatein equation). 
There the initial conditions are 

EP1 (6.9) i.e. completely prescribed by number constants (number of helle-
lty states, тт. ас.) and by the 3 fundamental constants. In this 
scenario no freedom appears in tne initial conditions of our sin
gle and unique Universe, which is hopeful. 

Kow let us extrapolate back the standard Universe (4.7-8). 
There is a state with T-Tpi and i«€pi- However there R-0.1»q 
ca-io 3-«q«Rp; This is a rather "unnatural" initial condition 
which cannot be expected from any "Re lat tv ist ic Quantum Gravity 
Theory". This high factor is reflected in the mentioned "fine 
tun m g prob lee" . 
Ac-AiN, T H E P R E S E N T U N I V E R S E S E E M S I M P R O B A B L E IN T H E L I G H T or 

FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS. 
let us note that the present elementary particles seem improbable 
as well. Hamely, the -tassive ones are ííjo» t m only natural com
bination for rest en ,-gy -Tpj by 20 orders of magnitude, and some 
possess si:?! 20 orders of magnitude duove Rpj. while these 
masses and radii are in natural relations with each other, the 
masses themselves remain unexplained from (still unknown) funda
mental theories. The fundamental elementary objects in any 
"Relativist ic Quantum Gravity would have n-Rpi. m-Tpj/C (and 
maybe a lifetime -tpi ), so protons, electrons (c. cannot be the 
elementary objects of "the fundamental" theory. 
WE HAVE REASONS "OR DOuSTS IF THE KNOWN EuEMENTARY PARTICLES HAD 

BEEN PRESENT AT "THE BEGINNING". 
we do know that some "elementary particles" are composite 

objects and were created at a definite stage of the evolution of 
the Universe. However, e.g. tne electron seems point-like, so re
ally elementary, still, its mass does not belong to "fundamental 
unified physics". (Its electric charge does, since e }-he, the nu
merical factor being as moderate as 1/13T.) 

Kor charges or particle numbers the natural initial condi
tions are simple enough. A particle number is dlmenslonless, and 
charges may be defined likewise. Then the fundamental constants 
G, c, h yield n o t n m g for tnem; the natural initial condition is 
either N a-1 or H a = 0. The same is true for the total entropy S. In 
contrast, extrapolating back from the present Universe, 
"baryon-4 3»so 7 5. ar.d S-io» T [10] . 
T. ON PHASE TBAHSITIOHS 

The above "unnatural" numbers leea to point into a common 
direction, discovered by Guth [101: 
THERE SEEM TO HAVE 3EEN SLSSTAN TIAL ENERGY ANC ENTROPY PRODUCING 

PROCESSES iN THE EARLY PAST OF THE UNIVERSE. 
As shown by eq. (5.5). this is possible if P<0. Negative 
(dynamical) pressures are unfamiliar, but may appear e.g. in sce
narios when a phase transition cannot start because of »ny bar
rier inducing supercooling of the high temperature phase. Then 
the energy is tu cht. r than the equilibrium value, therefore the 
pressure is lower. Since now P>0, it was >0 in the past in any 

1 r 



not unstable or metastable state, but for transient periods, fol
lowed By reheating, it nay have been even r;g»tive. 

To illustrate this we show the smplest nontrivial example; 
for details see Bef. 11. Consider a system without particle num
bers. Omitting the details we have an equation of state p(T), and 

€ = Ts - p = Tp. T - p ,T,2) 
Consider a mode: system of coupled scalar and vector bosons. The 
scalar Higgs bosons possess a quartic self-potential V<e>. men
tioned m ar earlier lecture [12]. g is a mult icomponer.t quantity 
for a set of scalar bosons, if a particular Higg3 has а попгего 
expectation value <j> (in a side minimum of the quartic poten
tial), then s&ne coupled vector bosons ge'„ masses. 

At a given temperature T- all the vector bosons with m<<T 
simulate a Mack&ody radiation, while those with m>>T have negli
gible contribution to the pressure. So in the roughest approxiaa-
tion 

P я (K"ii'/90)TV<hcj3 - V(v)/(hc) 3 (7.31 
where H* is the number of heliciiy states for the particles вкТ. 
and v is to be taken at the actual equilibrium state, }:} 0 ór 
fl = 0±. Then, according to eq. (7.2), 

С : (N',irf/30)T»/íhC)3. • V(fl)/(hc)3 (т.4, 
Recapitulate the Figures of Ref. 12. The quartic potential 

possesses a central peaK. Until the average energy (roughly the 
temperature) is above this peaK. <Q>=0. For lower energies the 
state sits down to one of 0«. There Is a difference AV be
tween the two cases. In addition, in the spontaneous symmetry 
breaking the vector bosons с ipled to { get masses proportional 
to <i>. Let us assume that at least some of these masses are >T. 
Then we have two different equations of state, one for the high 
temperature phase in which the state of v is mirror-symmetric 
(<fl>=0): 

PoiT) = IN0«»/90)Т*/(ЛС)3 - 4V/(hc)3 IT. 5) 
and one for the low temperature phase where в sits in an asymmet
ric minimum 

P» : ((N0-4N)n« /90)T*/<he ) э <7. И 
The two phases are in equilibrium at T e q for which 

Po<T eq) = P*<T e q) ( T. T ) 

whence 
T eq = (90AV/i»Att)»/* (Т.в) 

lí T is decreasing, there is a symmetry breaking at T e q . 
How consider a situation when T Is just passing T e a very 

rapidly. The scenario is sketched on Figs. i-з. just above T # 0 

the symmetric state is stable. Just after passing the state 
starts to roll towards a s.de minimum, but if the cooling is very 
fast then there are states similar to Fig. г. That snapshot is a 
state in which T has substantially decreased but still <}> is 
modera e and U V is still almost the or.glnal. This is the su
percooled symmetric state. Assume that it supercools to T. Q/3. 
Then the thermal part of p has decreased By two orders of magni
tude, so is practically negligible compared to 4V. in this 
<-ase. from (T.t-2) 

€ s -p г av ( T 9 ) 

Then for K = J e « . (»•>-») give an exponential expansion 
H = R;e*/ T; T» = t3/e»)({hc)Jc»/GAV) (7.10) 

1 £• 

Fig. f: Jutt above Г*. 

Fig. 2: Jumt be tow Тщ. The itat» wtart* to roll down. 

Fig. 3: Well below TV The »täte «(arte to 
wettle down. Reheating will follow. 



called inflation. During thl* Inflation £ Is roughly constant, 
while the volume increases, so energy is produced, while tne to
tal entropy is roughly constant'because of the adlabatic change. 

The supercooling ends after some At needed to reach the 
side m m mum Then the asynuaetric phase is established. Comparing 
(7.4> and (T.o), the energy of the ground state becomes lower, so 
some energy must go again into thermal degrees of freedom, which 
is thf reheating. This is a nonequilibrlum process, producing an 
entropy 4S-AE/7 e 4. where Д is the energy produced in 
the inflation. If 4t/T-o(lol-i02), then the inflation can 
produce almost jny increase in energy or entropy, e.g. the factor 
&S/S~10 8 T needed to eliminate the fine tuning problem in Ref. 
to. 

This is only the simplest possible scenario, but for the 
present goal It is enough. Let us stop at this moment and summa
rize the effects of a spontaneous symmetry breaking proceeded by 
a supercool ir.g. 

I) The symmetry of the actual state of some scalar bosons 
breaks down. 

г) Seme vector bosons get masses. 
3) R Jumps up, with substantial energy and entropy increase. 
4) The inflation smoothens the existing spatial inr.srao 

geneities, so spatial symmetries (uniformity) are 
restored. 

Therefore »n such phase transitions internal ana spaa! 
symmetries change oppositely: the spatial symmetry is restored on 
the account of the internal one. 
•. OH GIARD URIFICATIOH 

Our particle physical measurements do not extend веуог.З iCOO 
Gev energy, except a few isolated reconstruct л cuuic radiation 
events up to lo*1 GeV. A very bold extrapolation, however, sug
gests a spontaneous symmetry breaking at -to* 5 Gev. Saaely. the 
low energy particle physics seem; to have 3 independent interac-
t ions 

1) Electromagnet ism. with symmetry group U(!i. 
2) Weak interaction, with symmetry group S'JUi. 
3) Quantum chromodynamics (whose periphenal effect is 

the strong interaction), with symmetry group SU!3). tor 
colours. (The earlier literature mentioned another 5U!3) 
symmetry for flavours, i.e. among different kinds of 
hadrons. This symmetry is approximate, and has no inti
mate relationship to the fundamental symmetries. It is a 
consequence of the fact that the hadrons are composed 
from quarks. ) 

Now, with increasing energy the 3 coupling constants seem to con
verge, and it is possible that all tne 3 interactions belong to a 
common SU(5) group, (the smallest one with all the 3 as sub
groups) С131. The resulting theory is called Grand Unification, 
in the simplest extrapolation the parameters of the theory can be 
ca!cuiat«d from low energy data, and the theory ear be valid just 
above !0'-5 sev, although up to now no predicted consequence has 
beer, observed. 

:n an SU(5) symmetric theory there is no qualitative differ-
er.ee between qu-irks sand leptons. They can continuously be trans
ferred into each other by exchanging massless vector boson* of 

t 

appropriate charges. Therefore In Grand Unification only two 
charges are conserved, nam«.'у 

electric charge 
baryon number - lepton number. 

If anything new happens between to 1 5 Gev and Planck energy, we 
cannot guess it from here. 
9. AGAIM 0Я INITIAL CONDITIONS 

Now we can redtscuss the problem of initial conditions. We 
start a*. Planck temperature (or energy or energy density) which 
we take i-o tuna is t mguishao I e from t:tp(. A naive extrapolation of the present Universe resulted in (4.13), which led to the un
natural initial condition R:0.t c-n at TsTpj. However, as we have 
seen, any part of the present entropy or energy may have been 
producta ir. an inflation. So there is no evidence against 

Bo - *PJ 
T 0 - Tp| 

Hence 
S, - I. 

For the charges, a!i observations suggest electric neutrality, so 
Q -. 0. 

Tne ether conserved quantity of Grand Unification is the (baryon-
lepton) number. Let JS count the particles in our neighbourhood. 
The overwht.ming majority consist» of a few kinds of particles as 
proton.*, neutrons, electrons, neutrinos (all with ant l par ne les ) 
and ?r,:*-;p.s. Photons do not carry any Kind of charge. The con
serve! quantity a can be calculated presently as 

4 = (яр • !í„ - !!e - N„: - (antipart.) (9.1) 
New, Xj'Ne (r.e-t-ai jty; for both particles the ant ipart le les trt 
negligible!- Neutrons are stable only m nuclei, all tne matter 
и practically 9ox H and to* He. Hence N n=N p/5. Neutrino numbers car.r.ot se r.easured t>ecause low energy neutrinos practically do 
rot interact with the measuring apparatuses. But cosmologic mod
els suggest Uv.-Ne, ar.d then a Hübt **etts of ant meutnnos 
can compensate N„. Therefore there is no evidence against 

A : 0. 
In addition, for the nonconserved numbers one may assume a fully 
symmetric initial state. 

This starting Universe cannot be distinguished from nothing 
at a:i for a period tpt due to the uncertainty principle. One may hope that these initial conditions end in our Universe; we cannot 
check this, because t) the number factor» in T 0 and R 0 *rt »till 
unknown, li) we cannot calculate near Tpj, ill) tne fine tuning 
problem does not exist anymore due to inflations and iv) we do 
not know how many phase transitions happened until now. Anyway, 
this is a nice initial Universe and the lest arbitrary one. 

But the starting Universe was of the mass and size of a sin
gle quatum fluctuation. 
THIS INITIAL "PLANCK" UNIVERSE CANNOT HAVE CONTAINED ANY PARTI

CLES. OR EVEN ANY IDENTIFIABLE PARTS. 
The lest arbitrary initial Universe cannot have bttn any

thing else than an Einheit, being an undifferentiated unity. 
10. A POSSIBLE SCEHAIIO 

we do not know which kind cf Grand unification is true, or 
if any of them is true at all. we do not know anything even in 
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this extent at higher energies. However, hypothetical scenarios 
connecting the discussed initial Universe to the present one can 
be drawn in a more or less qualitative mar.r.er. Steps of such sce
narios were discussed in Ref. 11; here we concertrate only or. the 
changes of symmetries and those m the individuality )f parts. 

1) Beginning. The Universe is one, indivisible elem?ntary 
unit, with Planck data. Maxinál symmetry: no observable spatial 
structure; fields -n symmetric states, conserved charges at 0 
values. So parts. The whole Universe is one "particle". 

2) Just after beginning. Some energy production oust have 
happened, otherwise the Universe would have fluctuated back to 
its absence after t F l . Maybe a delayed phase transition happened, 
maybe Hawking radiation preserved the Universe; we do not Know. 

3) Somewhere not far (?) below J r i . Possibility for individ
ual particles to be more or less separated and tc drop out. (3y 
uncorrected fluctuations in the growing volume?) 

4} Soaewhere between Tpj and 1 0 1 * GeV. supersymaetry breaks 
down. Boson and fermion members of suFerpairs become distinguish
able. 

5) Just above t o 1 5 GeV. Quantum fluctuations may start to 
create spatial inhomogénéit les. 

"i la a range downwards from 10* 5 GeV. Supercooling, infla
tion. .\galn a substantial part of the energy is created. This en
ergy is new and do not necessarily follow the original pattern of 
mhomogeneity. spatial symmetry is then restored (in some ex
tent). Finally SU(5) symmetry breaks down to SU(3 )xSU(2 )xU( l ) • 
Afterwards baryons and leptons are practically separately con
served. The actual state is still symmetric for particle-antipar-
ticie reflection. 

T) Just after the SU(5) break inc. An effective (spontane
ous?) CP breaking of the broken Grand Unification leads to faster 
decay of antiquaries and antlleptons? (This point is rather 
obscure, for the details see Ref. 14.) 

в) Down to «1000 6eV. Probably no phase transition. Fluctua
tions may generate inhomogénéities but no macroscopic permanent 
structures exist. As far as we guess the present point-iike par
ticles already exist. The antiparticle/particle ratio continu
ously goes down. 

91 Somewhere in the range W O O GeV. the mixed SUU)xU(i) 
veinberg-Salam interaction breaks apart to the faaiiiar electro-
magnetism ana weak interaction. Again spontaneous symmetry break
ing happens for some scclar bosons, and the weak coupling bosons 
w and Z (observed) get masses. The transition may be of first or
der, but already the time scale of the expansion and cooling is 
cca. I 0 " t 0 s, longer than the characteristic time of the electro
magnetic Interactions. So no substantial supercooling and infla
tion is expected. 

10) Between 1000 GeV and 200 MeV. Standard expansion and 
cooling. SU(J) symmetric state for favour abundances. 

11) At cca 200 HeV. Hadronlsation of quarks in a probably 
first order transition (between в and 15 ps from beginning). 
Strong fluctuations, correlated in volumes containing -1 solar 
mass. At the end 4uarKs and gluons an com med, protons, neu
trons, some hyperbns and mesons are present. The state is no more 
SU(3) symmetric for flavours (hyperons art less abundant), but 

/ 

there is Jtill an SU(2) symmetry of flavours (equal numbers of 
protons and neutrons). 

13) Between ZOO and 1 HeV. standard expansion and cooling. 
Still part icle-ant ipartic le symmetry tor leptons. 

13) At i HeV. i- l s.) Neutrons start to decay but the iife-
t ime l s - Ю С О s . 

14) At 0.5 MeV. Annihilation of e"e* pairs. Only the slight 
(io"°) e" surplus survives. On the account of the actual C? sym
metry the spatial homogeneity somewhat .-»stores. 

'.'.) Somewhere at 0.1 HeV. ;-lO?o ?•! The free neutrons van
ish by decay; sound ones ir. d, t, • and a survive and tu;Jd up 
the primordial heiiusi. Since it is detected, we have observa
tional evidence abcut separate autonomous parts of the U.ni/erse 
iron t: 1ГС0 S . 

1*1 Afterwards, for a while. Some nucleosynthesis. The mat
ter ;s an e»p plasma, opaque for photons. 

If) At -1 eV, (3C1000 ys after beginning). Neutral atoms 
build up. The matter becomes transparent 

19) Afterwards. Kucrosc:pic structures become possible. 
First proto-íalaxy ."lusters &r* stable. Henceforth macroscopic 
homogeneity breaks down to r jr. dorn '.homogeneous isotropic! distri
butions of spheres. 7fn epoch ends with the start of fur ion in 
protestáns, and r.o great change happens until present in symme
try. 

19) Present, so symmetry on human scales, spherical symmetry 
on terrestrial scales, more or less homogeneous isotropic distri
bution on large scales. 

20) Future. ???. (See also Ref. z for a passible future.) 

11. CONCLUSIONS 
The present lecture had a double goal. First, we have empaa-

sized that our У-owledge about the елгГ/ Universe is very lim
ited, гл./* states,'nt of an expert is probably accepted by anybody 
else. However, hence other logical statements follow. For exam
ple, faKilii- models may not be applicable for the early Uni
verse; our notions may be alier. from those situations; very seri
ous problems sleep alcicst undisturbed under many subsequent lay
ers of familiar and quant it .it ive pros 1 ems. These statements are 
rather negative, and one can always que.» t :•>.-. the validity of a 
model under strange circumstances, but new we wanted only to 
demonstrate that cosmology still reed: ccrtmu-us ccr.f er.pl амоп 
about ::s f "r.dar.i ntal notions. However, .r. any djfinitt time 
there is a Pt/t desc:-' ?t ion, and our secjr.d gja. war t., show up 
the outlines o' such a if;-n :yt ion. specially frcm the viewpoint 
of symmetries. We nave shown '.".*. - i the present Universe can be 
obtained from a maximally s уяги-; г . •: c-im:rdiai one; n ) the 
breakings of symmetries w.re spontaneous, therefore natural, and 
til) at some symmetry breakings inter:'.»: und spatial symmetries 
changed oppositely (the breakdown of interna: one» drive pro
cesses pjrtially restoring the spatial ones). 

In a very symmetric Universe complicated organisms (as our
selves) could not exist. In a very asymmetric one minds would 
have great difficulties Ir. understanding. The present Universe is 
convenient for rat'onal beings (according to observations). We do 
not know if it remains so forever. Present General Relativity 
does not predict further deterioration of the remainder of the 
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spatial symmetries, and present particle physical theories do not 
predict the breakdown of the present effective SUO )x5U(2)xU(l > 
symmetry. However, they have hot been constructed to predict it 
in the lack of any indication froa measurements. One cannot ex
clude the existence of further scalar bosons with quartlc poten
tials [151; if they exist, futher symmetry breaklncs may happen. 
But we do not Know to which vector boson tney are coupled and 
with what strength. 
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Abstract 

General survey of the chirality ( parity violation ) of the weak interaction is given, 
with some mathematical details and experimental consequences. 

| . Elementary particles and their interaction» 

The elementary particles are the "smallest", most fundamental, structureless and 
universal building blocks of our world. According to the generally accepted theory of the 
elementary particles ( th° so called Standard Model ), we classify them into 4 groups 
: leptons, quarks, intermediate bosons and •'..•; Higgs scalar Both the leptons and the 
quarks ( see Table 1 and 2 ) are classed into 3 families. Each family contains 2 types 
of elementar}- particles. In the lepton families one of the particles has zero charge and 
approximately zero mass. They are called neutrinos. The second particle species have an 
electric charge of —1 ( in the unit of the electron's charge ), and their masses are shown in 
Table 1 . ( 1 GeV is approximately the mass of the hydrogen atom; ' Ge\'= 1000 MeV ). 
The electron is stable, but the muon and the tau decay into other particles after a mean 
lifetime of ~ 2-10~ s s ( 2 microseconds ), and~ 3 10~' 3 s, respectively. All these leptons 
carry precisely the same amount of spin t intrinsic angular momentura) : 1/2 . For each 
lepton »here is a corresponding antilepton. The antiparticles have the same mass and spin 
as their respective particles but carry opposite values for other properties, such as electric 
charge. The antiparticte of the electron is called positron 

The lepton families are distinghised mathematically by lepton numbers; {or example, 
the electron and the electron neutrino are assigned electron number 1, muon number 0 and 
tau number 0. Antileptons are assignee lepton numbers of the opposite sign. Although 
some of the leptons decay into other l.'ptons, the total lepton number of the decay products 
is equal to that of the original particle For example, the muon decays into an electron, 
an electron antineutrino and a tnuon neutrino: ц~ -» e~v,vH . Total lepton number is 
unaltered in the transformation. 

Electric charge must be conserved in all interactions, and the electron it the lightest 
charged particle. Therefore it is absolutely stable. 

The quarks are also classified into Э families ( see Table 2.). Their fractional charges 
( 1/3 and 2/3 of the electron's charge ) are never observed, because they farm combinatiou* 
in which the sum of their charges is integral. Barions consist of 3 quarks, the mesons consist 
of a quark-antiquark pair. For example, the most well-known barions, the proton and the 
neutron contain the light u and d quarks .- p — uud ; n —udd . 

The top quark has not been observed so far in the high energy experiments. If it 
exists, it's mass should be in the 100 GeV — 180 GeV interval, derived from theoretical 
and experimental investigations. 

The six leptons and six quarks ( with their amiparticles ) are now thought to be the 
fundamental constituents of matter. Four forces ( interactions ) govern their relations ; 
electromagnetism, gravity, strong and weak interact-ons. These interactions of the leptons 
and quarks are mediated by the intermediate bosons ( see Table 3. ). The strong interaction 
between two quarks is mediated by the gluons, the electromagnetic force between two 
electrically charged particles is mediated by the photon. The heavy W*,W~ and Z 
bosons are responsible for the weak interaction. The existence of the gravi ton is uncertain. 

There is another hypothetical particle that has not been observed experimentally 
yet ; the Higgs particle. It is neutral ( 0 electric charge), and its spin is also 0. Accord
ing to the generally accepted theory of the elementary particles ( the Standard Model ), 
the interaction of the Higgs with the leptons, quarks, W* , Z bosons i» responsible for 
the masses of these particles. They get their masses through the so called spontaneous 
symmetry breaking ( for further details 're i.e. (1,2,31 ). 

Name Letter Mass Charge 

electron neutrino v. s O 0 

electron e~ 0.5 MeV -1 

muon neutrino v» « 0 0 

muon M" 106 MeV •1 

tau neutrino v. « 0 0 

tau r~ ITS GeV •1 

Table 1.: Leptons 



Name tetter Mass Charge 

up u =»4MeV 2/3 

down d a>6MeV -1/3 

charm с 1.5 GeV 2/3 

strange s a 150 MeV -1/3 

top t * 2/3 

bottom b 5 GeV -1/3 

labte 2.: Quarks 

Interaction Intermediate boson Mass Spin 

Strong gluons 0 1 

Electromagnetic photon 0 1 

Weak W* ,Z SO GeV, 91 GeV 1 

Gravity graviton ( ? ) 0 2 

Table 3. : Fundamental interactions and their intermediate bosons 

\ fryiMlrlrtrr principle» in phvsic« 

The notion of symmetry is central to the theories of the elementary particles. A 
transformation which does not alter the laws of nature is called symmetry of the nature 
( or symmetry transformation ). The phenomena ( events ) of nature take place exactly 
in the same, maimer in the transformed world as in the original world. For example, 
the gravity or the Coulomb force between two particles has translation symmetry : the 
£ ~ Zi — la' force is unaltered after the I -* I + a translation ( here z , and i j are the 
coordinate vectors of the particles). 

h is an experimental fact that certain physical quantities are not observable ( im
measurable )• From thest. facts we can infer some symmetry principles, and from these 
principles we can deduce mathematically the conservation laws of nature (4). 

The table bellow contains some examples for these relations : 

t 7" 

Not observable Symmetry transformation CoAMr̂ vfAioQ I T 

absolut« space 

coordinate 

space translation í 

* - » * + » 

fflOTMtttUffl 

absolute time time translation: «ncrcy 

absolute direction 

in space 

rotation: incilir fnonumtmn 

absolute 

right (left) 

space reflection : 

í - » - í 

pvity 

absolute phase 

of wave taction 

gauge transformation : 

ф -> e*«V 

electric charge 

Table 4.: Unobservable quantities, symmetries and conservation laws 

The symmetry principles in particle physics led to the discoveries of new laws of 
nature. For example, each of the four fundamental forces is now thought to arise from the 
invariante of a law of nature, such as the conservation of charge or energy, under a local 
symmetry operation, in which a certain parameter is altered independently at every point 
in space. The resulting '.heories are called gauge theories (1,3). The gauge group ( local 
symmetry group ) of the Standard Model is the SV(3), ж SV(7)i x (7(1) group. 

3 . Space reflection symmetry in quantum mechanics 

Let V> be an atomic wave function, 6 the Hamilton operator of the system, and P the 
space reflection operator : 

(P*)(t) - : 0'(l) - *(-i) 
if H(i) = B(-t) ( space reflection is symmetry of the system ), and ф is eigenfunction of 
the Hamiltonian ( Йф ш Еф ), than Рф is also eigenfunction with the same eigenvalue 
( E ), and ЙР ш РЙ, 

The eigenvalues of P are P - ±1 ( because from Рф - Рф ••> Р*ф » Р'ф ш ф). Р 
is called parity of the system. If the physical system has symmetry under space reflection, 
then its parity is conserved. 

According to the empirical Laporte-rule, the atomic weve functions change their par
ity while the atom emits a photon . In 1927 Wigner showed that the Laporte-rule is a 
consequence of the space reflection symmetry of the electromagnetic interaction. 



Various investigations of atomic and nudcer transitions demonstrated unambigously 
that both the electromagnetic and the strong interactions have exact space reflection sym
metry (they are parity conserving ). 

4. The parity violation ( space reflection asymmetry > 
of the weak interaction 

Not only the atomic wave functions, but also the elementary particles have parity 
( intrinsic parity ), similarly to their intrinsic angular momentum ( spin ). The parity 
of the leptons, barious, mesons and photon can be measured with elementary processes 
proceeding through the electromagnetic and strong interactions. For example, the photon 
and the sr*, x" mesons have negative intrinsic parity. 

The weak interaction was supposed to be also parity conserving until 1956. Then Lee 
and Vang pointed out that the conservation of parity as a universal principle was very 
inadequately supported by experimental evidence. They were first led to this finding by 
consideration of the various decays of the K-raeson. Both the К -» irir and К —« rxir decay 
modes had been observed, while the irir final state had P = +1 parity, the f i r state had 

Space reflection symmetry of the world would require the "mirror reflected" world 
{ with the x —• —x transformation ) to be indistinguishable from the original world. 
Therefore, to check the mirror symmetry, we have to carry out two experiments that are 
mirror images of each other. If mirror symmetry holds, they should give the same results. 
On Figure 1. bellow we show the layout of the famous Coe,i experiment ( accomplished in 
1956 ). 

SPACE KBFLBCIION COVNteK C O U N T S * 

Co 4 0 
fsriN 

MIRROR f o «0 < 3 > l SP'rV 

Fig. I.: Co*" experiment 

The Co*0 nucleus decays into NiM nucleus, electron ( t~ ) and electror antineutrino 
( if, ) . Mirror symmetry can be checked by measurement of the correlation between the 
outgoing electron's direction and the spin of the Cota . 

At the left hand side of Figure 1. the spin of the Соы nucleus points upwards, at 
the right hand side downwards. This arrangement corresponds to mirror reflection. The 

differe-.it number of electrons going upwards in the two cases shows the violation of space 
reflection symmetry for the weak interaction. 

Various experiments after 1996 «bowed that the spin of the antineutrino is always 
pointed towards its direction of motion ( it is always right-handed ), and the neutrino's 
spin is always opposite to the direction of motion ( it is left-handed ). This is another 
example of space reflection asymmetry ( parity violation ). After «pace reflection the left-
handed neutrino would become right-handed, and right-handed neutrino does not exist in 
nature. World and mirror-world are distinguishable by physical experiment«! 

Let us introduce the notion of charge reflection ( denoted by С ). This transformation 
changes all particles to their antiparticles ( e" **. e + , v ** v , . . . ) . The charge reflection 
is symmetry of the electromagnetic and strong interactions, and ( similarly to space reflec
tion ) it is not symmetry of the weak interaction. The experiments «how, however, that the 
combined CP transformation ( charge + space reflections together ) is very good symmetry 
of the weak interaction ( for example, the right-handed v goes under this transformation 
into the existing left-handed v ). 

In 1964 a small CP violation in K-meson decays was discovered This CP violation 
could explain the matter—antimattei asymmetry of our world ( according to the SL'(5) 
grand unified theory, the .V* bosons with masses of -» 10" GeV could have decayed 
asymmetrically into quarks—antiquarks and leptons—antileptons, about t — 10"" s after 
the big bang ) [6.7]. 

S. Mathematics of the weak interaction and of parity violation 

In the following we shall present some mathematical details of the weak interaction 
and its parity violation. First we introduce the notion of the Feysman-graph- These 
diagrams can illustrate the processes of the elementary particles, and also, one can use 
them to read the building blocks uecessary for the calculations of the measurable quantities 
( according to some definite mathematical rules ). One can deduce from each Feynma»-
graph a complex number : the amplitude of the corresponding elementary proces« that ii 
illustrated by the graph. This complex amplitude can be used to calculate the measurable 
quantities of the process. 

Figure 2. bellow shows one of the simplest Feynman-graphs of the e~e~ -* e~«~ 
collision process. The interaction of the electrons is mediated.by the photon ( 7 ), which 
is unobservable here ( virtual ). 

Fig. 2.: Simple Feyuman-graph of the t'e~ -* e'e~ process 
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We need 3 types of mathematical expressions for the calculation of the complex am
plitudes : 

— wave functions 
— propagators . 
— vertices 

a. Wave functions 

They correspond to the outer lines of the graphs ( on Fig. 2. they are the e~ lines ). 
The wave function of the electron has 4 components : 

/* t (b*)> газ) 
Here x is the space vector, t is for time. The space-tirae dependence of t* for free 

electron is given by the Dirac-equation : 

(-0|+ф*е-т-)^' ) = ° 
m« is the electron mass, 7 0 , ->', ->г, 7 3 are the Dirac-matrices : 

( 1 0 0 0 \ 

0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 - 1 0 J 
0 0 0 - 1 / 

( for further details see f.e. [lj ). 

b. Propagators 

, < = 

They correspond to the inner lines ( virtual particles, which are not observed at the 
given process ). For particles wi'h mass Л/ and p = (E,p) four-momentum ( E is the 
energy, j> the 3-moment um of the particle ) the propagator is proportional to 

p 1 - \П 

The wave functions and the propagators characterize the particles, but not their interac
tions ! 

i. Vertices 

The vertices are referred to the points where the outer and inner lines meet each 
other. They are complex matrices, and they determine the interactions of the particles in 
the process. 

The vertex of the electromagnetic interaction if given by the 

»*V (/1-0,1,2,3) 

4x4 complex matrices ( e * y/ÍHJÍSf ). This vertex corresponds to thoM point* of the 
Feynraan-graph» where 2 electron lines and a photon line meet each other : 

It can be shown that this kind of interaction, given with the 7" (ft = 0,1,2,3) matrica, 
is parity conserving. 

Let us now consider the v,t~ -» v,t~ collision process. One of the Feyuman-graphs 
can be seen bellow : 

Fig. 3. : Feynraan-graph for the v,t~ — v,t~ process 

The collision here is mediated by the W boson. The complex amplitude corresponding 

1 
to this graph contains the 

P* - Ml 

factor, coming from IV propagator. The W mass is very large : Л/ц- — 80 Gel' = 
80- 10'cV , therefore the above propagator factor \f very small ( p 2 is negative here ). This 
explains the fact that the weak interaction, mediated by the heavy IV boson, is very weak 
at small energies. 

The v,t~W vertex ( corresponding to the points of ti:e above graph where the lines 
of these particles meet each other ) has the following form : 

ic.7"(l - 75) 

where : 



The preseasce of the 7s matrix is responsible for tbe parity violation of tbe weak 

The weak interaction vertices of the quarks have the above form, but with different 
cur numbers: 

The neutron decay ( n -» pe~v, ), for example, can be reduced to d -* ut'v, quark 
decay ( with some complications coming from the strong interaction of the quarks and 
gluons ). 

The e~e~ -» e~t~ collision process can be mediated not only by photon, but also by 
the Z boson. The corresponding two Feynman-graphs : 

Fig. 4.: Photon and Z exchange graphs of the i~t~ -» e~t~ process 

For the calculation of the observable quantities of the t~c~ —> t~c~ process we have 
to add the two complex numbers coming Crom the two graphs : 

M=M,+MZ 

The eeZ vertex has the following form : 

Цегу" - сд7»7») 

The «, си-, cv, сд coupling constants are real numbers, and heve the same order of 
magnitude. The uuZ and ddZ vertices have similar forms, with different cv and сл 

constants. The propagator factors in the two amplitudes are the following .-

photon( 7 ) - . — Z boson —• 1 
Р'-Щ 

The mass of the Z boson is very large ( Mg ss 9lGeV = 91 • 10'eV ), therefore at small 
energies ( where \p2\ < M? ) the Mj amplitude is very small compared to My : 

\Мг\«|Л<,| 

In the atomi, tbe atomic electrons interact with the quarks in the nucleus via both 
photon and Z exchange : 

Fig. S.: Photon and Z exchange graphs for tbe electron—nucleus interaction 

The N nucleus contains r nitrons ( with udd <,i> > and protons ( with uud 
quarks). Tbe ttZ, uuZ and ddZ interactions are parity viot*wu6' ( due to tbe it matrix in 
the vertices ). Therefore, there are parity violating effects in atomic processes ( Zeldovieb, 
1959 ). These effects are very small ( due to the large mass of the Z boson j . but can be 
observed. 

We mention that the cw, <4 • <u constants in the above vertex formulas are completely 
predicted by the 5C'(2)t ' l'(l) unified theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions 
( Weinberg-Salam model ) [J). 

6. Experimental demonstration of the atomic parity violation 

The effect of the small parity violating contribution of the Z boson exchange in atomic 
processes can be shown by measurement of the optical activity of atoms ( for other methods, 
»«[8] )• 

Light is transverse v ,avc motion — the electric field vector vibrates perpendicularly 
to its direction of propagation. The vibration can be arranged to take place in only one 
direction- This is the linearly polarized light. Tbe direction of propagation and the electric 
field line determine the polarization plane. When the electric field vector rotates along 
a circle, the polarization of the light beam is called circular. The circularly polarized 
light contains photons with definite angular momentum ( right- or left-handed photons ). 
The linearly polarized beam is superposition of right- and left-handed circularly polarized 
beams with equal electric field amplitudes. 

If a medium interacts differently with the ri'ht-handed and tbe left-handed photons, 
we call it optically active. When a linearly polarized light beam passes through such a 
medium, the polarization plane of tbe beam is rotated through some angle, and the beam 
emerges from tbe medium linearly polarized in a different direction . This rotation of the 
polarization plane is the consequence of the phase delay between the right-handed and 
left-handed circularly polarized beams. 

Many crystals and molecular compounds exhibit rather large optical activity. This i* 
due to the asymmetric arrangement of their atoms. The mirror images of these crystals 



and cccapovads ratal« UH Polarisation, plane im Ibe opposite direction and with the M M 
»agh Optical activity kora has aothiag to do with parity violation. 

Themiiini image of aga» ofatostts,huw<]w, is identical with the original gas. With 
•йпог syioaMliic elementary iatuadiuui the atoms look the same m a minor at they 
do m HaKty. Therefore, any optical rotation obativsd in an atomic gat «a not caused by 
hsadtidnm ( left-light asymmetry ) in the geometry of toe atoms, as it is in molecular 
gas, but by the handedness embodied in the laws of nature that govern the weak force. 

The angle of optical rotation predicted by the dectroweak theory ( Wrinberg-Salam 
model ) is extremely small, about 10™* degree under the most favourable experimental 
circumstances. The rotation degree enhances roughly with the cube of the atomic num
ber [8]. Therefore, the heavy atoms are preferred from the experimental point of view. 
Unfortunately, the theoretical calculations are rather difficult for the heavy atoms. The 
first experiments performed in 1976-78 in Washington and Oxford with atomic bismuth 
showed serious discrepancy between the predictions of the Weinberg-Salam model and the 
experimental results (9,10|. The results of subsequent experiments carried out in 1980-S2 
were, however, in good agreement with this model [8,11], which is nowadays the generally 
accepted unified theory of the electromagnetic 'anu * :ak interactions ( for historical details 
see (12, page 294] ). 
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everrtnine la compose* at aIamantary partielas. it tue mat 
elementary particla physics ia asymmatrie (anything ae the exact 
meaning of this term), than any system at partielas ia eupeete* 
te be asymmetric aa mall. Still, «о nor feilem tne temptation for 
direct cone loa ion. 

The smallest Hying organisms consist at -to10 particles, in 
a random clusters et м pedes the individual asymmetry decreases 
ay a factor i/JfT tor pure statistic raasona. to tna asymmetry at 
the constituents may very easily van is» in any practical aenaa. 

rne »symmetry et tne interactions can result in macreacepic 
asymmetry. Particla physics shows up a chiranty, albeit a mask 
one. That is something, ana may oe a factor in macreacepic asym
metries; after a later article the reader mmseif can decide 
aaout its importance, in advance here »a only note that particle 
physics completely quantities its asymmetries. 

AS tor further interactions, no trace of them ia seen, so 
there is no need to contemplate about their influence in geology, 
biology, 4c. 

С 
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Abstract 
A corresnhm Is shown between the secular magnetic changes and 

gwtty aiymmuilij.Thg probable common cause is at Earth's core. 

The Secular Change of Earth's Magnetic Field 

The secular change of Earth's stationary magnetic field hardly fits 
into our picture about gcosdenccs, because of the large scales and 
iilatiwjy rapid changei. Namely, on Earth's surface no changes of 
iwnnar trie and thue scale are seen. 

From observatory measurement» continuous for the last hundred 
years Isopottc maps are cor strutted. They start from the yearly 
averages of me components of the local magnetic vector; the isopores 
connect the points of equal annual changes. These maps correctly 
reflect the distribution of changes on Earth's surface, however the 
separation of components and the mapping Is rather arbitrary, 
hmdermg the emmngtnce of a coherent physical picture. The common 
opinion was more or less that the secular magnetic changes came from 
local, or at most Incoherent regional, processes, not showing general 
properties of the whole Earth. 

The data of the vectorial components of the secular magnetic 
changes measured in separate observatories do show properties 
Independent of рЬкс. From the appearencc of this global phenomenon 
one can conclude that at least a part of the secular magnetic change 
reflects a global process, involving the whole Earth. 

I m m t (т*МжяпШ*8Йв*1п* CbxMflm"wnMÉsnsTnwS JlnTtÉnau CnWnwnmm* 

observatory lie approximately on a hcUx.The data were analysed by a 
place-independent method. The endpoint of the annual averages of the 
vector were fitted by a curve given by a polynomial of low order, and 
then the Individual deviations were studied. The deviation vector can be 
decomposed Into longitudinal (tangential to the fitting curve) and 
transversal components ( see Fig. 1.). Both components show global 
properties: the most remarkable Is the roughly half century period 
time. The extrema of the longitudinal effect arc synchronous on Earth ( 
Fig. 2). 

In the same time the equilixlng curves ( showing the global 
changes of Earth's stationary magnetic field) suggest a point in 
Pakistan, whither the curves (approximately) trend. The radial vector of 
this point is approximately orthogonal both to Earth's magnetic axis, 
and to the excentricity direction of the best fitting dlpole field. 

The roughly half century wave is also seen in further global 
changes, as e.g. in the rotational velocity, in the amplitude of polar 
altitude and in some sea-level data (Fig. 3). 

Connection between Magnetic and Gravitational Fields 

The above secular magnetic changes suggest mass rearrangements 
of half century scale time in Earth's interior. (Such rapid changes can be 
imagined only in the very depths.) This rearrangement must of course 
have geophysical consequences via the gravitational equations : the 
gravity niveau levels must change. 

It is not easy to find a physical connection between the magnetic 
data and the terrestrial gravity. However we have found significant 
correlations between the geometrical characteristics. We have verified 
that the two preferred directions of the magnetic changes, namely (he 
excentricity direction of the stationary field and the Pakistan direction 
of the secular change, are also preferred directions of the terrestrial 
gravity. 

The probable direction of a physical explanation is suggested by 
the change of the excentricity of the magnetic dipolc field. The 
phenomenon was found in measurements in the lfMO's, but can be 
reconstructed back to A.D. 1550 from magnetic declination maps. 



fearing this mot* Лае 400 yean the exxcatrictty was growing from 220 
«o4SOkm,wM»ei«s(UrcctkM was movtag westward, I s la each 5 years 
(He. 4). Swell a global awJ persistent asymmetry suggest material 
MymnMtrk« oa large stales. Asymmetric placement can be imagined 
only for the tancr core, since gem i tMj Earth' large masses must be in 
flwiaVlIkcley^^ 
center itself. 

On the Geometry of Earth's Gravitational Field 

The terrestrial gravity field is characterized by the geoid. It is a 
surface constructed from the geoid undulation, i.e. from the radial 
differences between the actual niveau level and a rotational ellipsoid. 
Then it is got Cram a potential generated by the irregular pan of the 
mass distribution. The geoid is fairly well known from satellite orbits 
(Fig. 5). But it is hard to to interpret this geoid being uncorrelated to 
the Irregularities of the mass distribution seen on tbe surface (chains of 
mountains, oceans etc.). 

One can calculate, of course, a geoid at any distance of the center. 
The results show again the lack of correlation between the geoid and 
the surface iahomogcneitJes, namely far from the surface, where the 
effects of the surface inlmmogenelties of moderate mass scale die out, a 
substantial part of the fluctuations of the niveau surface still survives. 
E.g. at 6000 km from the surface the estimated effect of the surface 
irregularities is cca. 1 m, watte the maximum of the undulation is 35 m 
(Fig. 6). According to this the undulation can be decomposed into two 
parts. The first comes from the surface inhomogeneities and rapidly 
decays with distance. The remaining part must come from sources of 
larger masses at larger depths, henceforth this part will be referred as 
the global part of the geoid ( essentially the б great anomalies). 

The Mathematical Regularity of the Global Pan off the Geoid 

The regularities of the undulation at 6000 km above the surface is 
displayed on Fig. 7. Appropriate oblateness chosen, the surface is 
symmetric to a plane containing a center, and in the same time in a 
good approximation this plane contains also both preferred points of 
the magnetic field, the Pakistan point and the crossing point of the 
excentricity vector at the surface. 

as wen. We have verified that the undulation surface caa be grvea by a 
sum of two xonal series of spherical functions, in which the О arc values 
are Just in the two preferred point*. Conseaueatty, tre global part of the 
undulation surface is the radial sum of two aaJalty symmetric surfaces. 

One can find physical content to this regularity. We nave verified 
(2] that such a sequence of potential surfaces can come only from a 
mass distribution which is a sum of two axiaUy fyimnetric distributions. 

Hence we have verified the decomposition of the undulation into a 
surface and a global effect, the second connected with Earth's core. This 
is the only possible explanation for the actual undulation. 

Connections between the Surface Relief and die Geoid Anomaly 

Extracting the global pan (Fig. 8) from the geoid, we get tbc geoid 
anomaly (Fig. 9 ) , which must be connected to the surface and near-
surface anomalies. (Due to isostasy, no inhomogeneities are expected in 
the middle and lower mantle.) And the near-surf ce inhomogeneities 
are closely related to the relief and its immediate sources. Then it is 
expected that the geoid anomaly map reflects only the latter ones (Fig. 
10). 
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Fig. 3. The longitudinal wave, compared to the half century waves in 
Earth's rotation. 
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Fig. 4. The path of the «acentric dipole to the last century-

Fig. S. The SAO geoid. Parameters of the reference ellipsoid : half major 
axis * 6378140 on, oblateness » 1/298.256. Contour lines at 10 meters. 

Fig. 6. The geoid at 6000 km above see level. Parameters of the 
reference ellipsoid: half major axis • 12378140 m, oblateness • 
1/2327.9. Contour lines at 5 meters. 
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aidlins of aidocaanic raaps 
island arc 

positiv« y e o i d m a m e i l j 

negativa 
region of low gaoid anoaaliaa 

HfriaGcoM« s ^ t b e m a x terrestrial tectonic lines. 

tvmrymmmy wen tmnm mrmntmm tmmt m rmtatimm mimnmt im ami-
aiiy aymmmtna агата tum ratatimn amim. пчш amiaiiy аутшачпа 
mil iß—im im immmmm m mmimtimm mf **• nymramymmmia mmmmtémm um 
mmmmrai tftt mm lata Hmtmwrtm дайте <«a| mat my та тттпа tu« mrniy 
wnm. A aimmaiemi family mf aalutiwna im т.е. tum aariaa mf Jaaami 
aiummmimm mt a wiffmrmmt mmmm (». enanmraaamnart giiiwmmtmai 
Fimmrma mf tmuiliarium, rmim Mi/v. Prmmm, mm W i m , imati, 

indmmm tna rat atina mmmimm mf tttm Salär ayatmm mm nmt mmmm 
to ала* rnxirni mymmmtry. г .« . aatn malar mnm Jav i an mamnmtia mmmm 
arm tiitmm (fmr tna Jmvtmn »та Fi aura malawi it fa fairly амаая' 
tne aa wam. aimnariy, maimmr raWiatian ia anmiainam via am 
•amiimam ratatar* mmmmi. 

explanation »a uimnawn, mat turn aaymmmtrie maiutimn an tata 
aim на ттттагапча ana» titat ammatimaa it amy aa turn mrmunm atata 
(amantanamaa aymmatry mraaminm). unfartunataly avan lartn'a oara 
ia utmnawn anoumn i« м »arm ta «anatraat a mmmm muanti tátira 
mamai tartn hat int amantanaaua aymmmtry mrawHina. ttm tnm aman-
tanaaua wraaHimm may ammmmr. it maul a aa a §ra*t auaaaaa ta ra-
pramuaa it; until thia mumatimn mattiam mmwn atmmiy rammmmar: tna 
aymmmtry mf turn amnfimuratimn may aa ama liar tnan tnat af tna 
aauationa. она anania atart witn tna maat armmatri« aalutian, •«* 
if it emntrmmicta ta faeta. maat turn ta tma ammmiiaatam anaa. 

Ш 
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Яваагк to prof. 6. aartVe protestation 
by I. ШёлЧйавг 

aa < U Idea haa baoa raised and actualized recently to 
aa« ftndlaga of tha apace ara to aaplata tha origin of tha 
Мвоа. «ccordlag to tat» hypothecs aa already differentiated 
great taper tor of about Mars-alse hit the Earth by a 
aoa-ceatral colUaloa. because of tha lapact energy both tho 
lapactor «ad tha larch'a cruat voald havo boon salted partly 
or totally. '4tha splashed crust of tha larth aad tha 
lap actor*a aatorlal partly eacaped partly atartad to revolve 
around the Barth. Tha orbiting dearies accreted latat lato 
tho Maaa. A - aubataatlal part of tha lapector'« aatarlal. 
oopoclally Ita coro, aerged lato tba larth. 

Thar« aay ha aoaa connection batwaaa prof. С earta'a 
Idea concerning tha explanation of the geold by a cora 
placed aayaaatrlcally la tha larth aad tha groat lapactor 
hyaotaoalt. Я м baga lapulae, subaltted te the larch at tha 
tlaa of tho lapart, could dlaturb taa doopor circulation 
pattara aad taa core Itaelf. Bau loag aach aa event caa hava 
aa lafloaocat Caa tha circulation "roaeaber" avaa today 
oa tha tap art eveut la tha fora of aa oaclllatloa la tha 
shape aad/or tho poaltloa of tho coro plus aa extra strong 
aagnetlc field? 

Tappnotag that tha reaaoa of tba aayaaatry la tha 
tap art, tta gosaatry aay be deduced. One of prof. I n u ' a 
reaalt ladlcata that the Berth* a ahapa la «ore ayaaettlc 
«1th reapact to a great circle — lacllaed to tha levator — 
thea to tha Senator itaalf. Caa thla lacllaatloo ha 
coaaected to taa Inclination af tha great lapactor1 a orbit? 
I» tha apla axla of the garth turning evaa BOW lato a 
direction perpendicular to tola plana of ayaaatry? 

I aheuld ilka to refer to another reault aa wall. 
Stadylag the coapoaltloa of the prlaordlal ataoaphere of the 
larth by haatlag aacleat cruatal aaaplaa. tha lata prof. 
S. Saalay concluded that aoaetlaaa during the hlatory of tha 
Berth tha saaploi have bean heated up to several hundred 
degreea. Concerning the aanlfoldcaaa of place* of tha 
collected aaaplaa oa the surface of the Earth the haatlag 
event anat have been a global phaaoaenoa — aay be la 
coaaectloa with the groat lapact? 

« 

of tha foraatloa of the Noon 
by a glaat lapact. Natura 33«. 
2. March !»•». cover aad papa 30. 

* 

The four largeat lapact traces la tha Sslar Sytttm. 

4P*» 
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ABSTRACT The definition and classification of double-
-frleie structures in ornamental art froa archaeology 
/Bercii. 1985Í 1986. 1989.7 and the introduction of sya-
aetry operations as local type, cellular automatic oper
ations / Bercii 1985* 1987. 1989./ opened the possibil
ity of using these concepts in the crystallography of 
different surface-mosaic structures. 

The first application of these concepts was in the trans
formations of the double-thread cellular Mobius-band to 
torus. This transformation preserves the half of the dou
ble thread in the for« of cellular band but rearranges 
its neighbourhood in the direction perpendicular to the 
direction of the cellular band. This transformation -
froa Möblus-band to torus, to and back — rearranges the 
pattern of the double-thread system and it is invariant 
to the knot-structure of tube-knots. Surface structure of 
Klein-bottle built from NSblua-bands is also discussed. 

ZNTMOUCTXOM 

To develop the topics of this paper it was necessary to unify 
the achievements in three different directions of investiga
tions. One direction wasi symmetry as a local /cellular auto
matic/ operation /Bercii, 1»76, IMS, 1966, 1491. The second 
one wasi the recognition of the role of double-threads in orna
mental constructions /mainly in archaeological finds; Seresi, 
193«, 193»/. The third one was the intuitive rediscovery of the 
Mbius-band to torus transformation /Mrcil, 1990/.Construction 
of a cellular automatic model to these developments formed a 
framework to build together and summarise them in our paper. 

SYMMETRY BY LOCAL OPERATION 

The rich set of Avar-Onogurlan ornamental structures /Plg.3./ 
in which there were frequently double frieses, suggested to the 
author, that for the classification of these double frieses a 
new meaning of the classical symmetry concept should be needed. 
The classical symmetry concept used global-local connectionst 
symmetry was the order of the ordered whole on its repeating, 
congruent elements /represented by symmetry operations/. The 
symmetry concept connected with Avar-Onogurian structures mod
ified the role of operations. Double frietes required a local 
and one-step generator type operation concept./We may call it 
technological symmetry concept or cellular automatic operation 
concept because of its step-by-step effect in structure build
ing./ This symmetry concept was a local one, which recognised 
the global order /the cells were conscious of the global order/, 
but considered operations as generators of the "state" of the 
neighbourhood. 



OPERATIONS 

^ ^ ^ ^ J ^^^ ^ ^ translation with unit distance - t 

^>*1 ~ x j ^ » ^ """sj gltd* reflection w. unit diet. - g 

^ ^ f » ^ ^^^ f^, irror reflection w. unit diát.- * 

^ j j p S ^ . ^ 1 J^"* half turn with unit distance - 2 

Fig.l. Coabinatorical construction of the four congruencies which 

work as operations to generate the neighbour pattern in order to 

build « line in the plane. A combination of the three last of the» 

results in a fifth onei ag ^ 3 £ ^ ^ ^ 1 *̂ **~ ̂ ^ Cbb> 

These five line-patterns for« the set of basic frlese patterns. 

There are four simple congruency operations which may generate 

different frlese patterns /with unit width/ along the line /embed

ded Into the plane/. They are the following ones г translation, mir
ror reflection, glide reflection and half turn /Fig.l./ The basic 
telese patterns are those which were generated by these congruency 
operations plus one more fries«: that which was their combination: 
ag. The doubling of them needs a local generator of the neighbour
hood thread from the given frlese pattern. This operation can be 
carried out by the four line-generator simple congruencies /Fiv.l./. 
local congruency operations determine the neighbourhood positions 
of a repeating element In a net of perpendicular and horlsontal 
rows of the patterns of the matrix in П9.2. 
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FiS-J- Th* rich. set ««d classification of Avar-Onogurian doubl« 
fries«« according to their pattern-fonolng operations./Bercxi, 1986/, 
/Oe**il«d correspondence of Matrix elements 1» Bercsi, 1999./ 
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Fig.4. Th« rich s«t and classification of Celtic doubl« friezes. Th« 
archaeological finds from X. et v. Hegawi Celtic Art, T. et H. 1»»0. 
/Detailed correspondence of awtri« elenents in Bercii, 1*91./ 4Г / 



стили« AUTOMATIC гшмажщг 

The cellular automaton model has a characteristics! framework 
of description. It is composed Croat two parts of conditions. 
The first on* gives the structure of the cellular background. 
to* second on« gives too transitional functions. Both parts of 
conditions font a pair of approach; a local and a global one, 
aa follows: 

'A*. Local characteriatics of the Cell-mosaic 
systaa give tba form of calls, their 

СТГ.ТЛПДВ 1 connections and neighbourhood relatione A. 
BACKCBOPBD V *». Global characteristics of the cell-mosaic 

systaa gives the surface and the enclosure 
of the local relations to torn a whole 

rSa. local transitional function for cell-mosaic 
elements which are individual automata 

TBAasmotlALj /discrete function in space and tine/ B. 
FUNCTIONS < Bb. Global transitional function for the whole 

surface populated by the cell-mosaic system 
/it forma a sequence of stages of the aur- -
face taken step by step as a consequence of 
aiaaaarised /for «11 cella/ lccal transitional 
function 

Although the pointa a and Ь are not independent of each otter, 
the advantages of the cellular automaton modal come from this 
separability of local and global picture> both for conditions 
and operations, and from the expreased connections between the 
local and global characteriatics of the phenomenon. 

THI IHDIMCT NAT 0Г CONSTRUCTXOX OP CSUOUUt AOTOMATON N000, 

The classical way of the development of a cellular automaton 
model was the construction of Aa and Ab background and the Ba 
local transitional function, at first. Then followed the deduc
tion of the global transitional function Bb, which hold the pri
mary goal of the construction. We may call this way of model 
construction to the direct way. /The principal aim of von Neu
mann's cellular automaton construction waa to build a self-rep
roducing structure on the level of global transitional functions./ 

Our way of construction in this paper is the indirect way in 
respect of von Neumann's direction of construction /von Neumann, 
19C&./. After stretching the background by the determination of 
points of Aa and Ab we formulate Bb global transitional function 
as a sequence of stages of discrete steps of transformations of 
the cell-mosaic system; and finally we construct the Ba local 
transitional function for the cells themselves. 

Zn the recent paper the global transitional function has two 
steps and three stages of state. We introduce to symbol them as 
followss У - О - Я /У-for cut, D - for motions, В - for glue 
parts together/. But before cellular automaton model development 
we show the problem in a classical way. 

CRYSTALbOGAAPHY ОТ ТНК MoBIOS-BANP 

It is well known that Nonius band can be constructed from a fi
nite long, unite wide normal band /ring/ in the following way. 
Cut this normal band perpendicular to its edges and attach the 
two ends after a half turn rotation of one of its end around the 



middle axis of the band, litis half turn transforms normal ring-
band to aoMus-band. Let us assvsw that the rine band was adorn
ed with a frieae pattern. What kind ox frlese patterns «ay re
main invariant after the transformation shown earlier? 

It is important to notice, that the band is built up by trans
parent pattern of the cells what means: that both sides of a cell 
are shown with the same pattern figure. Half turn at transforma
tion acts as if it were a glide reflection for the neighbouring 
cells at attachement position. As a consequence of the construc
tion of the Höbius band from a normal ring band we can conclude 
that frieze patterns should have glide reflection generator in 
order to they should be fitted onto the Höbius band. This is a 
local condition for cells. But *here is a global condition, too. 
It is a number condition. Normal ring-band should have a pair 
number of cells in order to fit its pattern with glide reflection 
The procedure shown earlier to construct Höbius band from ring 
band needs elimination'one cell at the position of .attachement 
after half turn, because the operation referred destroys the or
der there. To correct this failure of the order of the pattern 
•íöbius band should contain odd number of cells wich я pattern 
generators. Considering the case of ag structure, too, we may 
conclude that not the number of cells, but the number of units 
suitable for glide reflection should have the number odd, on a 
rfobius band. Of the double frieze and basic frieze patterns given 
in Fig.2. those which are suitable to fit onto a Höbius band are 
4iven with black color in Fig.э./The transformations of these 
nine double frieze patterns during the further parts in our paper 
will be always given in the matrix of double frieze patterns./ 
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Fi?.5. ooubl« frieze patterns which are suitable to fit onto the 
Höbius band /black colored cases in the double frieze matrix/ and 
three of their representatives are shown. The drawings doe* not 
mark the edges of the cells only the repeating abstract element of 
the pattern represent the cells themselves. /Compare this figure 
with Fig.7. where rearrangements during the Kobius-band to torus 
transformation are summarised, also in matrix form./ 



тек ttttzos-амо — то ~ «оме TBANSTOBNATION 

As we mentioned It 1я advance, the Hobiua-band-to-torus trena-
formatlon consists of three steps« V - Q - X. Instead of classic 
description we give these steps as a global transitional function. 
Bb-1. cut the Nobius-baad at middle between its edges, along its 
circle. Coloring of half-band helped to see this operation in Fig. 
6. /Ca—mit: This cutting separates the two half bands locally, 
but does not do it globally: the b-long HSblus-band becomes a 2L 
long, 4 times half-turn-twist«i ring band./ 
Bb-2. Kova the opposite sections /cells/ of the 2L long, twisted 
band so, that colored aides be the outer surface, and the two edges 
of the opposite sections /cells/ вшу be attached. /Comment: This 
operation say be substituted in a way as follows: do not remove 
far the cut half-bands /with unit width/ fro« each other, but ins
tead of it. slide one of the helf bands behind the other, and so 
form the position to contact opposite edges of the silded cells./ 
Bb-3. Attache and glue the contacting edges. /Comment: two gluing 
lines are resulted la locally; the two oppoalte edges of any cells, 
but globally only one glued line run along the torus. This glued 
single line globally turns T 1A cross-section circumference of the 
the torus when it run If along the great circumference. The full 
length, of this single line is 4t/:2V - smalligreat circumferences. 
This is the characteristics to be- generalised when used for tube-
knots in the inverse transformations: Torus/or tube-knot/-to-Mobi-
us band, 

rig.«, summarises visually these steps both for the global and the 
local transitional functions. The program of our paper to formulate 
the indirect problems to transcript the global transitional func
tion to the local transitional function. The steps in the local 

6 1 Л Ш ТММХТХОЯКЬ FWCTXtW W C № ТКАМХТ10ЯА1. ГОМСТХОМ 

cutting 
at middle 
line 

Bb-1. M-l. 

Bb-3. 

Ш ZgB&L 
Ba-2. 

Í *—i 

h±ä 

ва-э. 

sliding 
one of 
half-bands 
behind 
the other 

gluing the 
opposite 
edges of 
contacted 
cells 

rig.*. The global /left column/ and the local /right column/ tran
sitional function in the cellular automatic formulation of the Ho-
blus-to-torus transformation. 

transitional function can be easily followed according to the mo
vements given for Bb-2. in comment. This Is the M functioni 
Ba-1, contact along band direction is preserved, separation in the 
perpendicular direction is executed between neighbouring cells. 
Ba-2. "Sliding behind' one half band /cell ribbon/ to the other. 
Ba-3. contact and glue the free, opposite cell edges. The two-lay 



Fig.7. Transformations oi MBbins-band-to-torus rearrange «ha 
pattern of the surface. These rearrangements are summarised in 
the double frieze matrix projected to the corresponding "woven" 
plane-symmetry pattern matrix. The process how the transforma
tion rearranges the. pattern is shown for m**J double friese pat
tern in Fig.a. The iayerse rearrangements are referred in Fig.9. 

ered - glued - structure should be blown up to ton» a torus-tub«. 
This bovn up tube exhibits the plane-symmetry pattern according 
to the neighbourhood relations between the cells in it /rig.7./. 

rig,a. Unification in a 
single sequence of sketches 
of the global and local 
transitional functions of 
the three steps /given ear
lier in Fig.6./ in the HÖ-
bius-band-to-torus trans
formation for the case of 
m-m double friese on Mobi-
us band /to(DF pm-transla-
tion-doubl.)i t-m on torus/. 
Cells of the local model 
are represented by their 
abstract figure of trian
gles. The critical step 
of Ba-2. and Bb-I. shows 
how «he sliding of one of 
the half bands behind the 
other forms pm structure 
after the third step from 
m-m double friece struc
ture. 

THE TOTOS- /OR TUM-KHOT-/ -TO-MÖBIHS-МИР TRANSFORMATION 

in the Inverse /or reverse/ of the Mobius-bend-to-torus transfor
mation /i.e. in the torus-to-Moblus-band transformation/ the sur
face cell-mosaic patterns given in tba lower matrix of Fig.7. are 
the initial conditions. These patterns are those which may form • 
correct double friese pattern on the Moblus-bend after the Inverse 
Nobius-band-to-torua transformation. 



SOBPACS PATTBRNS /IN THEIR OOUBU ГК1Е» KEPNtSKNTATIONS/ OP ТЯВ 
TOKOS /О» TUBS-KNOTS/ SUITABLE TO TMS IMVSKSC TBANSPOBNATION 
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DF/p2-translation-doubl./ t-2 

DF/p2-half-turn-dOUbl./ 2-2 
Fig. 9. The initial surf«с« pattern« /given with their skinned and 
smoothed doubl« frieze fonts/ on the torus /or on any tube-knots/ 
suitable to the inverse-Mobius-band-to-torus transformation /i.e. 
to the torus-to-^Möbius-oand transformation/. All these transforma
tions and initial patterns are valid for tube-knots which fulfill 
the condition« given in the Bb-3. point of global transitional fune 
tion. Two cases for the simple knot are shown in the right column. 

Fig.10. idealised drawing of a tube-knot with C $ rotational 
global symmetry with 0P/p2-half-turn-doubled/ 2-2 double frieie 
pattern on its surface suitable to the Inverse Hoblus-band-to-
/tube-knot/-torus transformation /which results in Mobius-band-
-knot with 9-2 double friese pattern and also Cj rotational 
global symmetry/, compare it to the simple tube knots of Fig.». 



Tbe g&oup structure of • knot can be understood easily, when we 
consider the knot аз a representation of a frieze pattern woven 
troe a strand, wound up around a central point. Bare on Fig.11. 
the two most simple knots are shown with their corresponding 
frieze patterns, A. /top/ The simple knot is the representation 
of the frieze pattern i wound up around a point; radius vector 
crosses two strands at once, out globally one strand runs around 
two tines, according to the suitable alternation of the 2 frieze 
pattern. The 12 repeating elements /corresponded to sections bet
ween strand-crossings/ of the corresponded frieze pattern prove 
that they may not be commensurable with odd number of cell units 
of the double frieze pattern of the-tube knot with this knot-
structure, if tube knot is parcelled to cells according to a 
double frieze pattern suitable to be transformed by inverse-MÖ-
bius-band-to-/tube-knot/-torus transformation. B. /bottom/ The 
knot with. C 4 rotational global symmetry /carrick band coaster/ 
is the shortest frieze pattern g of strand representation wound 
up around a point; radius vector crosses three strands at once, 
but globally one strand runs around three times, according to 
the alternation in the woven g frieze pattern /colored with three 
tones/. The 24 repeating elements /corresponded to sections bet
ween strand crossings/ of the corresponded frieze patterr. proye, 
that the frieze pattern of the knot structure may not be commen
surable with the structure of the double frieze pattern of the 
tube-knot with, such structure, if its parcelling to cells happened 
so that the double frieze pattern was suitable to have been trans
formed by inverse-Möbius-band-to-/tube-knot/-torus transformation. 
Both examples shown on Fig.11. intuitively prove that structural 
hierarchy of tube knots contains hierarchy levels independent of 
each other. 

Two color frieze pattern representation of 2 frieze pattern 

^а^^^э^а^ 

Three color friede pattern representation of g frieze pattern 

^tA ^A ^ i ^A ^<6[ ^£ ^*fA ^A ^ i д^1 Y**^ -^ 
^ q "Щ "̂ ч! ' ^ ~чщ *щ ^ з "чад "̂ «g "*^ **щ "^g 

Fig.11. Wound up frieze pattern representation of the woven struc
ture of the two most simple knot-structures. A. Simple knot with 
Cj global rotational symmetry and wound up 2 frieze pattern struc
ture around a point when considered its structure locally between 
stzand-crossings. B. Knot with C 4 rotational symmetry /global one/, 
and wound up g frieze pattern structure around a point when con
sidered, its structure locally between strand-crossings. Global and 
local.structure is incommensurable in respect of the inverse МОЫ-

us-band-to-/tube-knot/-torus transformation If strand Is a tube. 



CONSTRUCTION OF KLEIN-BOTTLE BY 
DOUBLING NOBTOS-BANOS 

Doubling of Mobius-band double friezes 
and gluing them at their edges one by 
the other in mirror symmetric position 
result in known topological surfacesг 
the Klein-bottle /see Fig. 12. right/. 
Doubling consists of two parts. First 
one is the doubling of Nablus band 
cellular background by a mirror reflec
tion. Second one is the doubling of the 
suitable patternsг this may be carried 
out according to four operations shown 
in Fig.2. / by t, g, m and 2 by-genera
tors/. In this operation pairs of cells 
works as generators. 

On the other hand,doubling of the pat
tern may be accomplished in two vari
ants. In the case of normal doubling 
pattern of the doubled pair is in phase 
with the initial one. A modification 
of this normal case is that doubling 
nay be not-£n-phase. In the case of 
doubled t. g. и, and 2 lines there is 
one /for ag threeL possibility, to 
slide doubled pattern one cell unit. 
This variation results in new doubled 
NSbius patterns on the Klein-bottle, 
/see Fig.15./ Fig 

Tig.13. Doubled double frieze patterns on Mobius bands form pat
terns on the Klein-bottle which may be produced by gluing a pair 
of Möbius-bands in a mirror symmetric position. The two examples 
show the initial and the final situation for such operations, 
accomplished according to the deformatlonal sequence sketched in 

Fig.12. 
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Fig.14. Pairs of double friezes in the double frieze matrix, in mirror symmetric, in-phase positions. The nine black double friezes are suitable to fit to ДОЫиз band. Mirror symmetric is one of the four ordered deduction of Klein-bottle pattorns when Klein-bottle is composed from a pair of Möbius-band patterns, one generated from the other. Similar pattern generation on the second Möbius band can be accomplished according to the t, g, and 2 operations, too. Not-in-phase generators also produce new variants of Kleir.-boctie patterns built from ubling operation on the initial band. ;'Not-in-phase in Pig. 15..' 

IN-PHASE NOT-IN-PHASE 
Fig.IS. In-phase and not-in-phase doubling of the 2-m pattern of 
the initial Möbius band /left part of «ach pairs in the figure/. 
In-phase doubling results in earn patter.» /left double-Mőblus-band/ 
not-in-phase doubling results in peg pattern /right double-Mäblus-
-band/ according to local neighbourhood relations of cells /with 
the triangle pattern element/ in the final pattern of the Klein-
-bottle. The local structure can be observed when the patterns 
were stretched onto the plane; the global structure can be express
ed when the earlier pattern were given with the so called Born-
Kirmár. border conditions, which represent the feed-back of the 
structure on itself, when it were closed. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In our paper different ways of pattern generations from a single, 
constructed, basic frieze pattern were constructed and analysed. 
After the constructive definition /in a combinatorical way/ of 
basic frieze patterns, first the double frieze patterns were gene
rated by a neighbour-state generator local operation. Then those 
double friezes were selected from the double frieze matrix which 
are suitable to fit them onto the Möbius band. The most important 
and interesting results shown in this paper were the cellular auto
matic description of the Mobius-sand-to-torus transformation and 
the implicated pattern rearrangements in the double frieze pattern 



constructuing the». Thi» result may h*ve importance in descrip
tion and modelling of transformations and reproduction of mole-
cular double thread« /especially that of viruses/. 

Different developments of the construction by local doubling ope
rations «ere shown. It was shown for the tube-knots, that their 
knot-hierarcny level is independent of the surface cell-mosaic 
structure of the tube, and the group structure of the knot is in
commensurable with the numerosity pf the cell-mosaic pattern of 
the tube, when it is suitable to the inverse Mobius-band-to-/tube-
-knot/-torus transformation. Finally, further constructions from 
Moblus bands with double friste cell.-mosaic patterns were shown 
to óuild JUein-botUe from then. There were used also a local 
doubling operation to repeat the structure of the initial MOblus 
band. It was sketched how can be constructed new Klein-bottle 
surface patterns from Hobius-band double friezes by t, g, m, and 
2 doubling, and ln-phase and not-in-phase cases were also shown 
to enrich the number of pattern variations. 

All the constructions shown in our paper are independent of struc
tural hierarchy level in the evolution of matter. Therefore pheno
mena which can be modelled using up such constructional or trans
formational processes may be found on different levels of struc
tural hierarchy. But mainly mclecular level of structural formation 
is the hierarchy level in focus, when these transformations are 
discussed. On this level it is an important conclusion from our 
paper, that МвЫиз-band structures are very rarely observed, be
cause of the strong crlterium of g symmetry operation which is 
necessary condition for the Moblus-band double thread structure. 
But g operation contains reflection, which is not a motion, so 
molecular enantlomorphy should be used up in such constructions. 

Alternating selection of enantiomorphous molecules seems alaoot 
impossible process in nature. Only small number of elements leaf 
Noblus structures may be expected or may be hoped to bo found U 
natural circumstances. But the possibility of constructing thorn 
is open. Construction of molecular double thread structures with 
Hobius band global structure is a challenge to chemists and may 
open a new field in chemistry. On the other hand it may be Inter
esting field for theoretical calculations /with small number of 
elements/ for quantum chemistry, too.All these "predictions" are 
valid for structures with both Moblus-band structure and with a 
knot superstructure, too, but it seams a far future program. 
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CtURAUTY ОТ ORGANIC M O U C U U S 

r.GJSck 
0«»4^ito»arekIa^ttttofcrPb7aic*>B-lS33Bp. 114, Pf. 49, 

lUeeivHoa the 27th of August, l » i 

Sftmmtrv an« r*t*or«*r ia rtroivtion. м . ». luKScs » a». AT*»-f ••»-*«? 

A »waa»iycf tbe oc*k«li«eBMiiHi of oigaMcinoleciiWaDdrf tbe bicci^aiik optical 
pvrity ( baaaaleenmr haadidaaei ) ia given. Tbe origin of tbe optical purity i« explained 
by •ewe of apoataaeoae symmetry breaking aad tbe parity violatiag weak interaction. 

CeaetaHy, моими are compound» with the same molecular fcnonla which difler ia at 
least oaa the natal or physical pumwty. For trample, two isomers correspoadiag to tbe 
<?*AO empirical Jbrtaula: 

Ц H H H 
I I I I 

M - C — C — OH H.-C — 0 — C - W 
I I I T 
H H H H 

Ethanol Dimethyl ether 
Имя« are several bad* of isomerism ( chain, position, geometrical,... etc. ). Tbe 

determination of the shape of the molecules and the relative amafenent of it« parte ia 
apace at the moat important task in organic chemistry. 

called optical 1—aaara ( eaaattoaarrs ). The apatial structure of theat mnliralai is 
asymmetrical: they hava aeitber plaae* of syauaetry, aar caaUre of «yauwstiy. Tbejr 
are said to be eblraL ChiraHty refers to the "badodaaja" or the aerew май ( left or 
rifbt) of aa object. TboeeobjecU that are not identical with thai» mirror ia ape are «aid 
to poaaaw chiraljty, or hindednaai ( »miliar uraiuular are baade or atrewi). 

Moleculea coetaioiag four awudeatkal atoms or poop« of at ami liaked to a eeatral 
carboa atom provide a typical ««ample far optical iaomerina. The carbon atom ia thaat 
molsculei is often called aaymmetric The picture below shows the fsaeral Hiattmc of 
the two« 

Here the A,B,C aad E (raupe ait ia the vertices of a regular tetrahedron, the С carboa 
atom ia in the centre. The tetrahedral orientation of the carboa valencies is reeentlal far 
this molecular structure. 

The planar lepiosentitiuc of tbe above counguratiout is the following |1]: 

A 
I 

E — C — 8 
(X) 0 

The optical isomer molecule* are capable of rotating the plaae of polarisation of lin
early polarised light |5; part 6). They are »aid to be optically active. The two eaaatiomer» 
rotate the plaae of polarisation in opposite direction», with the same angle. We denote 
tbe enantiamen rotating the plaae ia clockwise direction by the + symbol, the other« 
b y - . 

A 
1 

ft- C -
1 •r 

M> D 
Optical actirili 



The optical activity of organic compounds provides many important applications. If 
a linearly polaröed light beam passes through a solution containing an optical!- active 
compound, the rotation angle of the plane of polarization depends approximately linearly 
on the concentration of the compound. On« can use this dependence for concentration 
measurements. The rotation angle (a) also depends o-> the wavelength (A) of the incident 
light. The o(A) function gives the ORD ( optical rotation dispersion ) spectrum. The right 
circularly polarized light is differently absorbed from the left circularly polarized light by 
optically active compounds. The different absorption is also wavelength dependent, and 
this dependence gives the CD (. circular dichroism ) spectrum. The ORD and CD spectra 
are characteristic properties of the optically active molecules, and their measurements 
provides an excellent tool for structure analysis of complicated organic molecules [3,4,5]. 

L and D enantiomers 

The two enantiome» of optically active compounds are denoted by the L and D 
letters. They come from the Latin words laevus (left ) and dexter ( right), by convention, 
and have nothing to do with the direction ot the plane rotation ( both the L and the D 
enantiomers can have + and — rotation properties ). 

The D and L enantiomers of the glyceraldehyde have the following configurations: 

I I 
H — C— OH HO—C — H 

I I 
CH a OH Cr^OH 
D(+) L(-) 

The absolute configuration f the spatial arrangement of the atoms ) of the molecules 
can be determined by X-ray crystallography. This is, however, a rather difficult measure
ment. Fortunately, man)' molecular configurations can be traced back to the configuration 
of the glyceraldehyde. 

The absolute configuration of the L-a-amino acids ( the most important building 
blocks of life ) is the following : 

COOH 
I 

r í N - C - H 

Here R denotes any groups of atoms. For the glycine, R=H, this molecule is optically 
inactive. The other o-amino acids have optical activity. 

ТЫ L and D enantiomers of the optically active compounds have the мам physical 
and chemical properties ( except of the direction of optical rotation ). This и the coo-
sequence of the mirror ( space reflection ) sytr-metry of tbe electromagnetic interaction 
(2 ; put J), tine« this interaction dttenrunes tb* chemical and the mo« important physi
cal properties of the molecules. Laboratory synthesis of optically active compound« from 
inactive sources produces the L and D enantiomeric fonna in «чип! quantity ( the result 
of this synthesis is called racemic mixture of the compound or racemate ). 

a. Bloornanic optical purity ( blomoUcular handedness 1 

Living beings contain many optically active compounds ( amino acids, sugars.... 
etc. ). It U rather strange and pussllng, however, that they are built only 
from one enantiomeric f o r m of these compound«. All living organism* use tb« 
same enantiomers! For example, proteins are built only from L-a-amino acids, DNV 
the carrier of the genetic information ) contains only the D forms of sugars. We call thi» 
property of life optical purity. It could be one of the most important evidences of tbe 
common origin of life on the Kartn. 

Measurements of optical rotation and CD spectra show that proteins of living beings 
( with L-o-amino acids ) have right-handed helical structure ( e-helix )• Synthetic proteins 
built from D-o-amino acids have left-handed helix. Proteins built from amino acid race-
mate contain both L- and D-amino acids, and have either left- or right-banded helix. The 
growing rate of these mixed proteins is, however, 20 times slower than the growing rate of 
the pure proteins which contain either L- or D-amino acids only. Also, these mixed ( LD ) 
helices are unstable, and their catalytic activity is very feeble On the other hand, the DNA 
and RNA molecules cannot be built from mixed nucleotides ( containing both L and D 
sugars ). 

It seems from these and many other examples [5j : life require« almost perfect 
optical purity ( chiral asymmetry ). 

There are also many examples to show tbe connection between optical purity and 
biological organization. Cancerous tumours contain many D-amino acids. D-amino »cid» 
play an important role as components of bacterial cell walls. There are other inferior living 
beings ( i.e.: funguses, insects ) that contain also D-amino acids. It appears, however, that 
no D-amino acid has been isolated from a properly characterized protein, and that D-amino 
acids have not been isolated from mammals [1,5]. 

Because of the chirality of its key molecules, human chemistry is highly sensitive to 
enantiomeric differences. An extreme example came to light in 1963 when horrible birth 
defects were induced by thalidomide. The defects were caused by the fact that whereas one 
enaatiomer of this chiral compound cured morning sickness, the other caused birth defects. 
This example shows the importance of the separation of enantiomer* in pharmaceutical 
industry. Another example is the limonene : one enantiomer of this compound smells like 
lemons, the other like orange*. 



D w t e U w H W U i a a i l i j at the »hitinmagnotic intet actio«, the rhcmirsl tosttiosis 
• w i n o r ц—iHiie. TWwfcw, the L and D easatiomors of chiral inoWcalos aria« from 
•etna) »«ofocvK« m equal и т а к . Bow couM then the biocnoleculoi have «risen with 
complete chiral asymmetry ? 

l b IIIIIH i thi» question, we distinguish two possibilities: the biomolecular «symmetry 
eevU hwe arisen either before or «ft« the appearance of life. 

»AftetaimtwofEh 
The first сеВ could have contained, by chance, proteins composed entirely of L-amiao 

acid«. Ihm is, however, rather onprobable. Another possibility is that the first cell mat 
created, abo by awwleotal ftactuations, with a small excess of L-iomo acids or D-sugars, 
and so incorporated only a slight chiral asymmetry. Then the total asymmetry developped 
by smtajral sol« ction : the optical parity could be selective factor during the evolution 
( wchnve ate« abo«*: the biological processes favour the chiral asymmetry ) |6). 

I . Spontanen— synunetry broafcing, with perfect «yuunetry 

Let us assume first that the physical and chemical processes have perfect chiral 
( mirror ) symmetry. Paradoxical though it may seem, mirror-symmetric chemical reac
tions can produce, under special circumstances, unequal amounts of L and D enantiomeric 
forms through a phenomenon catted spontaneous symmetry breaking. In this case, a sym
metric state is one with equal number of L and D molecules; the asymmetric state is one 
in which on* form cVxninatev Spontaneous symmetry breaking is a mechanism by which 
a system, with symmetric laws of nature, "spontaneously" goes from a symmetric state to 
an «symmetric one (9(. 

Let us fonwdn the following model scheme of reactions (6,73]: 

A + B+=*XL or Xo (1) 

A + B + XL<=*2XL (Í) 

A-rB + X o * - » 2 X o (3) 

J C t + X o - s - Я (4) 

to thi« scheme, the dural species X in the two enantiomeric forms Xt and Xo i» 
produced from the «chiral substrate A «ad В directly through reaction (1) and autocat-
atrtkalijr through reactions (2) and (3). Xi and Xo may also annihilate each other by 
producing a product P. With a suitable supply of the Л and В compound! ( t o main
tain their concentrations at • fixed level ), the system can be driven far б о т the chiral 
symmetric state. 

IM *e*äm»iUt mjmmtUtmmáQmÁвШЫ^шпттшшМtimer****•• 

ci+co X:mtA-*e 

Bon et, CD, ел and ca a n the wotoatrations of the Xi, Xo, Л and 8 wmpsaaa», U t 
us assume that the fro* energy of the system has the following « 

£(«)-•,(*)<»+ «Ml* 
The system hat perfect chin) symmetry: E(t)mE(-S). The*» and««« 
have the following A dependsnees : *»(A) • К — A , ««(A) » const. . The system I 
its ooiiiubrhe» whoa its fest energy is minimal. As it is shown ш tht figuns below, the 
£(S) euro has only one minimum for • , > 0 ( A < A1 ; tm,m :ш Д • 0 : 
state), and there an two minima for a, < 0 ( k>K \ЬтЦ), 

Aß s . * * 

о, > 0 (A < /f) : Д - 0 e , < 0 (A > Х) : Д « ±d 
For A < A' the system is in chiral symmetric state. When A is increased post th. 

critical value A\ the system will Лор into a state when Xc or Xo is favoured, although 
which state is chosen is entirely random. The symmetry of the system for A > К is broken 
spontaneously (9). For large A the completely asymmetrical states ( Д » +1 or A » - 1 ) 
will be reached: » » 

É.-H 

->b 

й—А 
The Л a 0 state for A > A" ( dashed curve on the fifure «bove ) is unstable. 
Sine« the chiral symmetry of the system in this model is perfect, the final L or D 

dominance for large A will be accidental : the system chooses either the Д > 0 or the 
Д < 0 direction at the A • A* bifurcation point, but it is completely arbitrary which о м 
of the two possibilities will be chosen : the L and the D dominance outcomes have equal 
( S O X ) probabilities. 



I I . S p o n t a n e o u s s y m m e t r y break ing , w i t h a s m a l l a s y m m e t r y 

Let us add a small «symmetry trrm to the previous E(S) function : 

E(S) = «,(A) f* + <ц(A) Í« - e • S 

The system is now asymmetrical: E(S) £ E(-S). The figures below show the E(S) curves 
for 3 different cases ( f > 0 ) 

Ж 
K-i A - A' > г A - - A > £ 

The system has some small preference' for о > 0 ( more ?„ molecules than D 
molecules ). The stable and unstable minima ( Д ) have the following A dependences 

л4 

>«2 
Г u u t T a l t f A» vysT**te 

H T 
Let us increase the A critical parameter. Then, if we neglect the statistical fluctuations. 

the system always goes into the Л = +1 asymmetrical state ( with total L dominance ). 
T h e smal l chiral a s y m m e t r y o f the s y s t e m d e t e r m i n e s t h e d irec t ion of t h e chiral 
s y m m e t r y break ing (S.lO.llJ. 

If only mirror symmetrical ( parity conserving ) interactions were present in nature, 
then the particular choice of the dominance of the L-a-amino acids and the D-sagars in 
terrestrial organisms wouM appear to be a matter of chance. One could imagine another 
planet in the universe where the opposite enantiomers ( D-amino acids and L-sugars ) 
would dominate in living beings. There is an interaction, however, which has no mirror 
symmetry : the weak -ntetaction. In the usual chemical processes its Tect is much more 
weaker than the influence of the mirror symmetric electromagnetic interaction. The weak 
interact ion can play, however, the role of the smal l chiral a s y m m e t r y ic the sponta
neous symmetry breaking of the biomolecul^s, thus d e t e r m i n i n g unambiguos jy the 
d o m i n a n t e n a n t i o m e r s 

One possibility is the influence of the parity violating fore« mediated by the Z boson 
(2) ( the so caUel weak neutral current ) on the energy values of the quantum states of 
bjomolecules. The effect of the Z force has bom demonstrated expentaeatally far atoms, 
but not yet for molecules. An interesting theoretical result, however, has bean obtained by 
S.FMaton and G.E. Tranter. Between 1983 and 1986 they performed detailed calculation«, 
of the energies of several L- and D-amino acids, taking into account the asymmetric Z 
force. They found that, in all cases, the biologically dominant l-enantiomers have a lower 
ground-state energy than the corresponding D-enantiomers. The relative energy difference 
is of the order of 1 0 " " [12,13]. This effect seems to be very small when we take into 
account the statistical fluctuation». It ha* been shown by computer simulations, however, 
that under special conditions ( L and D compounds competing with each other in — 10* m* 
water, over a period of 10 s years ) the small systematic effect of the weak force overcomes 
the fluctuations, and determines tbe outcome of the symmetry breaking : nearly all the 
amino acid molecules will have the L enantiomeric forms [6,7,8]. 

Another possibility for the small chiral asymmetry could be the effect of the beta 
electrons coming from weak decays of radionuclides. These electrons are dominantly left-
handed ( their spin is opposite to their direction of motion ), and the two enantiomers of 
a compound in a racemic mixture are differently decomposed by them (14,5]. The relative 
difference in the rates of such decomposition of L- and D-enantiomers could be about 
10"' . A.Garay had demonstrated experimentally this phenomenon [5,15]. 

Finally, we would like to make a remark on the connection between the handedness of 
the biomolecules and tbe chiral morphological asymmetries of the living organisms. These 
morphological asymmetries ( like the difference between the left- and right-hand sides of 
the human brain ) could have developped during the evolution by spontaneous symmetry 
breaking, if they gave some advantages to the organisms ( i.e.: these asymmetries appeared 
as selective factors for the biological evolution ) [16],It m i g h t h a p p e n t h a t i n m a n y 
cases t h e h a n d e d n e s s o f the b iomolecu les d e t e r m i n e d the d irec t ions o f these 
morpholog ica l s y m m e t r y breakings ( similarly to the possible relationship between 
the parity violating л-еак interaction and the biomolecular handedness ) . 

Conclusions 

1. There are many organic molecules existing in two different forms related to each 

other as object an«! mirror image ( optical isomers, enantiomers )• 
2. Optical purity ( almost perfect chiral asymmetry of biomolecules ) i> a characteristic 

property of life : living organisms use only one forms of the enantiomers ( i.e.: L-amino 
acids, O-sugars ). 

3. Optical purity is necessary condition of life-functions. 
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Symmetry ana Topology "» evolution, ее. a. lukacs » ai. ierKi-i99t-$e 

ABSTRACT 
л brist tiro's eye overvíe* is _ en aoout possible symme

tries and topot091 с structures of Bodies >n the 3 dimensional Eu
clidean space. Tn1s is done for basis o* understanding some fur
ther papers o* this volume. 

1. IKTRODUCTIOR 
Tne notion of symmetry is -widely used for characterizing 

patterns of biological objects. However, it is often used purely 
qualitatively. it is not so in mineralogy and crystallography, 
but their symmetries are almost exclusively discrete- Crystal!o-
graptuc analogons are very useful in many rases (e.g. for the ra
dial symmetry of ctenophora, radial pseudosymmetry of Eehinoder-
mata, left-right 5ушпе1гу of higher animals, S c ) . Still, contin
uous symmetries are also possible and they need another approach. 

And there are more complicated cases as well. Is an Ammonita 
symmetric? its chambers grow along a spiral line in a regular 
manner. There is no left-right symmetry, neither radial symmetry, 
nor rotational symmetry. Still a regularity is clearly seen. Is 
it a symmetry, and if it is, in what sense? 

The question cannot be fully answered. Any well-defined 
transformation may be called a symmetry. However, one Knows what 
is a geometrical symmetry. The present paper applies the formal
ism to situations relevant for biological objects. 

Sect, г is a brief recapitulation of the Killing vector 
technique of Siemann spaces. Sect. 3 applies the equations in the 
3 dimensional Euclidean space, first all the Killing vectors 
(including conformal ones ) of this space are calculated and then, 
now excluding the conform*I ones. all possible cases are listed 
when the actual symmetry of the matter distribution is saaiier: 
Sect. 4 contains some remarks for discrete symmetries. 

Sect. 5 illustrates the possible subgroups 0} continuous 
symmetries or. examples, while Sect. 6 mentions some principles of 
topologtc classifications of objects. 

Some explanations and commenting remarks, which might also 
properly be footnotes as well, are included into the text, but 
for showing the specific rale in boldface O R A T O R 
2. OH KILLING SYMMETRIES 

This Chapter is a srief recapitulation of the theory of con
tinuous symmetry transforations for pedestrian*. For more de
tails see Eef. : and citations therein. 

Consider a Siemann (pseudo-aiemann) space of n dimensions. 
There и a coordinate system uc*| OB tne manifold. Because of the 
Riemanaian structure *ny regular rtcoordination 1* permitted [íj, 
but this possibility will be mainly ignored in this paper. 

A domain of the space is filled with natter. This matter is 
characterises» by a set of field* lS«(x*))- Thl» set contains the 
relevant data of the matter, say v i may be the density, J; the 
colour, v3 classifies the tissue tt x» as liver, muscle, Kidney, 
»c. The domain is generally finite, but w« restrict ourselves to 
the interior and neglect the boundaries. For the present we ig
nore the discontinuous nature of the matter in biological ob
jects. Then the cellular structure is averaged away. This is sat
isfactory if the number of cells is >> 1. 

How identify a number of po m s in the matter; з will be suf
ficient, in an infinitesimal neighbourhood 

xj * s x» • dxj' 
In a Biesar.n space the distances of Inf inltesiaal ly close points 
can be written as 

4 S I K ' = «rs** 1 I I X I K P I J X I K J ; dxiK=dxj-dxs (г. и 
(NOTE T H E E I N S T E I N C O N V E N T I O N (2): T H E R E IS A U T O M A T I C S U M M A T I O N 
FOR I N D I C E S O C C U R R I N G T W I C E IF B O T H A B O V E A N D В С LOW. ) IN A R I E -
mann space g^ K is positive definite; in a pseudo-Riemann one this 
does not hold. Then in a pseudo-Riemann space (as the space-time 
around us) 0 distance is possible between points which are not 
neighbours. Then in such a space the metric generates a so called 
lignt-cor.e structure: the lines of 0 distance build up a Kind of 
connection. Here we will not have pseudo-Riemann spaces, but 
still the problem of neighbours is to be discussed, since the 
metric tensor does not show the topology. (E.g. tne same metric 
tensor is valid for a plane, a mantle of a cylinder and that of a 
cone.) This problem is relegated 10 Chapter t, »nd until that we 
regard the topology as Known. 

So we have our selected infinitesimal triangle around x l. 
Let us try with a transformation. Introduce a vector field K l(»l, 
and shift all the points along this vector field in the manner 

x 1 ' = x> • «K>(x) (1.2) 
with the пае € for all the points. Then, depending on the vector 
field, there are three possibilities: 

1) The new triangle is geometrically identical with the 
original one, i.e. the three angles have remained unchanged, and 
so for the lengths of tne sides. Then we call tnis shift a 
Killing symmetry. 

2) The new triangle is similar: the angles trt unchanged and 
the lengths proportional. Then the shift is a conform! Killing 
symmetry. 

J) neither is true. Then the shift is not a symmetry. (TO 
BE SURE. WEAKER SYMMETRIES CAN BE DEFINED AMD SOMETIMES ARE USED 
«3), HOWEVER SOMEWHERE ONE MUST DRAW A LINE. ANO WE STOP AT CON-
FORMAL KILLING SYMMETRY.) In addition. for a symmetry we re
quire that at the new points the matter remain the same 
(symmetry) or at least smilar (conforsal symmetry:, i.e. that Co 
show some seal ing. 

. Now we are going to discuss the geometry in details: tnen 
same transformations are symmetries from geometri: viewpoint, and 
later the consumer can checx ;f { a shows scaling cr not. 

•r 



we »гам with infinitesimal ihHt». and this will »t enough, 
because one can repeat the transformation In any times. So no« 
|€| is mfinitesimai, and we cam calculate up t» first order in 
it. Ноге that 

dx*' г dx 1 * CK'.pdx«* (2.Э) 
where the coama stand* for partial derivativ«. <ТНЕ РАИТ »AU 
OCR I VAT I VE GENERALLY DESTROYS THE ОСП NI ТЕ TENSOR IAL STRUCTURE IN 
ЩСНАМИ SPACES. SO FORMULAE ОГ RELEVANCE MUST BE REFORMULABLE IN 
TERNS OF OOVARIANT DERIVATIVES. OCNOTEO BY SEMICOLON. FOR THE 
DEFINITION ОГ THE LATTER DERIVATIVE SEE THE STANDARD LITERATURE. 
C.6. (2). ALL OUR FINAL rORNULAC COULD BE WRITTEN INTO SUCH A 
roe*.) Our previous conditions for a symmetry can be written as 

ds'» > *>*<«' )«««"d»*' 5 «««»» (2.<l) 
where a=0 if the syiametry is not cónforaal. 

ROW, eqs. (2.г-«), in first order, lead to 
«lr*p. ••«»r*p. 1*«1»г* г * »Ht («•') 

By weans of covariant derivatives this equation can be rewritten 
*1;H • *V. 1 = e f l» <г.ЗЧ 

which Is the til lint equation (t); conformal If 0 differs from 0. 
in terms of Lie derivative* (1) the equation lets the even more 
compact form 

*K«i« = o«ik (2.5-) 
express in« tne fact that the chance of the metric tensor is pro
portional to ttsetf alone the vector field E (0 if the symmetry 
is not conformal). This is just гhe reason for the similarity be
tween the triangles. 

If the metric of the space is given (which we assume hence
forth), then eq. (2.5) is a system of linear partial differential 
equations, which can be solved somehow. Combinations with con
stant coefficients are afain solutions, so the general solution 
is 

кЧ») - q Tl,M») (2.4) 
where the q's are constant; provided that we have got all the in
dependent solutions К т Ц ж ) . For conformal symmetries the corre
sponding Q's add up in a similar manner. 

For more than one Killing vectors the corresponding trans
formations form a group, since a sequence of symmetry transforma
tions is a symmetry transformation by its result. Then one can 
calculate the commutator of two infinitesimal transformations by 
using eq. (2.3); the result reads as 

(Ke.Kfl]' = K a
r V . r - V K a 4 ' r > г т > 

(WHERE ALL THE COMMAS COULD BE SUBSTITUTED BY SEMICOLONS AS 
WELL BECAUSE THE DIFFERENCE CANCELS DUE TO THE ANTISYMMETRIC COM
BINATION). Since the commutator again would generate a symmetry 
transformation, 

tr„. Kgji -- c a0 Tr T <2.e» 
where the c's are the structure constants of the group. 
3. COHTieUOUS STMMETBT TxARSFOBMATIOHS 1Я THE 3 DIMEMSIOKAL EU
CLIDEAN SPACE 

Biological objects live around us in a 3 dimensional Eu
clidean space. There 

«iK = <>i* (3.1) 
This is a zero curvature space. For constant curvature the number 
of independent Killing vectors is Xn(n»l); including conformal 

one« X(n*i)(n«t) [i]. •• m *ur cut tut nuMtr •* p«stl»l« »»••-
pendent symmetries is to, *t which • seep distances, while 4 are 
only similarities. The complete list is a* follows: 

@ Ш (?> * 

Лу|; o D » г 

Oj » 0 

(3.21 

with 
Г» e X' » У * t« (3.J) 

where boldfaces stand for 3-«empon«nt entitles colloquially 
called vectors of axial vectors. Generally t is called transla
tion, J rotation, D anatation and sometimes a invtrsion. being 
in some connection with the inversions to the unit circle. The 
most general vector field for a symmetry transformation is built 
up from tne above ones with to constant coefficients. 

By evaluating the commutators 12.7) one gets 
tPe.Pgl ' 0 
tP0. Jp) •• «оат<»т<,'о-
IPa.OgJ « i a S0 • iaBT'^Ja 
tJa-Jel s «eiT«T,7Je 
[J0. D) s 0 (3.*) 
tJ«. Oil » «ajT«Tff<»o-
lD.Qa] г Q e [Oa.Qi) * 0 This is the eonformal group of J-tpaee. Ignoring the conformal 

symmetries we get the symmetry group of the Euclidean space in 
stricter sens«, IP.J), which is the E(3) group of 3 translation» 
and 3 rotations. 

How we are ready with the widest possible group of continu
ous symmetry transformations for biological objects. Then come» 
the second condition that In the new points the' matter be tne 
same (or similar) as in the original ones. So a continuous con
formal symmetry transformation will have the form (2.2), where t' 
is as in (2.*), with the particular K's from (3.2), so that tne 
material characteriiuci (density, colour, composition, »c.) shew 
a scaling as well; a continuous strict symmetry will contain only 
Г and J from (3.2) and tne material characteristics will Р« 
Strictly unchanged. (IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE MORE OENERAL. ONE MAY 
DEFINE TRANSFORMATION FOR THE MATERIAL DATA AS WELL. SAY CHAMBER 
IN COLOUR. AND THEN A COMBINED SHIFT AND COLOUR CHANOC NAY RE A 
SYMMETRY. THIS CONSTRUCTION IS KNOWN IN SOME BRANCHES OF PHYSICS. 
AS E.O. THE SUPERSYHMETRY OF PARTICLE PHYSICS 141 RUT THIS WILL 
NOT BE DONE HERE.) In what follows we assume that there t* no 



probten to decide .1 the new point 1* materially identical with, 
(or simitar to) tne original one. 

Then by observation one can select the actually existing 
subgroup, тпе theoretical possibilities are limited because gtn-
enUy the commutator relations (2.T) cease to be closed И «t 
omit symmetries from a «roup. To tne end of this Chapter we ig
nore the conformat symmetries. 

No« I try to list all the possibilities. (Or COURSE THE 
POSSIBLE SUBGROUPS ОГ C O ) ARC LISTED IN THE STANDARO LITERATURE 
(SI. HOwCVCR. THAT IS NOT THE COMPLETE ANSWER TOR THE PRESENT 
QUESTION. AS W I L L BE SEEN.1 I nope that no case is forgotten, 
but if the Gentle Header were to discover a missing one then he 
would be honoured. To begin with, observe that we have 3 Indepen
dent -directions" (i*y. i-K-yz'' í,0"• *•!•«*• e.g., x. we n»ve 
P„ a m Js in this direction. There are then 5 pojsi-ы lities: 

1) Both ? x and J x are symmetries. 2) Only P x is a symmetry. 
3) Only J к is a symmetr;'. 
4) He ither p x nor J x is a symmetry, but a special 

combination of theirs H x=aP x»bJ x is. 5) Ho combination of p x and Jx" is a symmetry. Here H,t is a helical symmetry, a combined rotation • translation 
along the rotational axis. Now let us start from the maxima! sym
metry downwards. Observe that the numbering 1,2,3 of the compo
nents Is arbitrary. 
t symmetries: 

(P, J ) . The matter is homogeneous and isotropic; 
no preferred point or direction-

S symmetries-. 
t. This class is empty, according to tne Fubir.i 

lemma £52. 
4 symmetries: 

(P.Jj). Homogeneity, with a preferred direction, 
which Is an axis of rotation. 

3 syametries: 
a) (Pt.Pj.Pj). Homogeneity without isotropy. 
Ы (Pi,Pa' J3)- Planar symmetry, with a rotational 

symmetry around an axis orthogonal 
to the planes. 

c) (Pj.P2-H3>- Planar sysusetry. with helically ro
tated but otherwise identical planes. 

d) \3\, Jj, J3). Spherical symmetry (rotations around 
3 orthogonal axes). 

e) ( H J . H J . J J ) . Rotational symmetry around the : axis 
witn hellcat symmetries along any 
axis orthogonally intersecting the г 
one. 

г symmetries: 
a) (Pj.Pg). Sequence of planes with homogeneity 

within each plane. 
b) (P,.J{). Cylindrical symmetry. 

1 symmetry: 
a) (P tl. Translational symmetry in on» direction. 
Ы (Jj). Rotational symmetry around on« axis. 
с; ;H|]. Helical symmetry along one axis. 

* 

These art 12 different possibilities for non-conf»rmal continuous 
symmetries of living organism«; in the cases when H's appear, 
there is a scale constant connecting translation and rotation. 
Including the » conform»! symmetries the construction would go 
likewise, but this will not be done h*r*. 

щ. он THE pisctrrt srwtmiKs 
As mentioned earlier, the discrete symmetries In 3 dimen

sions are extensively listed m crystalissraphic literature. (See 
e.g. Refs. 6 and 7.) So we do not go into details, only classify 
the possible discrete syametries into two classes. Namely 

i) In addition to the E(3> group the Euclidean space pos
sesses 3 independent discrete symmetries, which can be chosen as 
reflexions to 3 orthogonal planes. 

2) Any possible continuous symmetry, which is actually ab
sent, can still appear at discrete steps. E.g. it is possible 
that Pj is not a symmetry witn arbitrary transformation parameter 
€, but still it is a symmetry in steps ил. 

Again, a let of combinations may exist. E. g. rotations and 
reflections to planes may be combined to reflections to sequences 
of rotated planes. Now, the discrete version of this is the fa
miliar radial symmetry. 
9. EXAMPLES 

up to now we restricted ourse'/es to the Cartesian coordi
nates x, y, x. Now, for explicit examples, it is useful to use 
other special coordinates, but we do not want to go into the de
tails of coordinate transformations (for whicn see e.g. Ref. 2). 
Only let, us not» that by performing tne coordinate transformation 
x*'sx*'tx*> a vector is transformed as 

1С»* s r. p<»xi ,/*x p) (9. I ) 
Two special coordinate systems will be mentioned. ТПе first is 
the spnerlcal polar system (r, », fl): 

x » rsinecos} 
у г rsinesinj (9.1) 
I z rCOSS 

with the ccrrespondmg inverses. The second is the cylindric sys
tem to, ••,; u 

x s pros* 
у i psine (5.3) 
г г ; 

Now let us see some symmetries. First w« return to the list of 
possible continuous strict symmetries. 
3d, spherical symmetry. 

By transforming all the J J's in (3.2) into spherie»! polar 
coordinates (not given here) one obtains that tne transforsatIons 
act on rscjr.st. surfaces. Any point on sucn a surfaee can be ro
tated into any other. Therefore the symmetry exists if 

«o « 5a< pl 
By other words, any material date car. change only with the radial 
distance from a center. 
3D, planar symmetry with rotation. 

It Is the most convenient now to .ise cylindrical coordi
nates. The rotation axis is taxen in the { direction, tn tne 
planes orthogonal to ttus axis there act two translations a"d one 
rotation, which is the E<2) group. Such a plane is tsen maximally 



symmetric. Therefore nothing depends on the coordinates p. •. 
Consequently tho symmetry exists И 

0« ' v«<C) tk. cylindrical symmetry. 
Tb« symmetry direction is taken as s. Than, by transforming 

I», and J, ono gets 

Consequently there remains 
«a = 0 a(») I«, M l teat symmetry. 

As told. H l:f l«qJ 1. The symmetry direction is taken as x. 
Then in cyllndMc coordinates 

. , . (5) 
The condition that a scalar obey the symmetry is. for the analogy 
of eq. (2.5*) 

W e , о 
which reads as 

ва.г«р » О 
12]. Substituting the actual K* and solving the partial differen
tial equation, the result is 

0a * 0e(P. e-qt) Finally, consider a case when conformal XIHint vector is 
also included. Let the onir symmetry be 

J(*qD 
We take the symmetry direction i. Then In cyllndric coordinates 

Afaln, requiring this as a ttrict symmetry on the «atonal 
fields, fro« the vanlshint of the Lie derivative one obtains 

4a * 0 e<»«" , T- t»" q ,l 
By other words, in one 3*0* rotation the equivalent p and 
( values increase by a factor еЧ. consequently the structure 
is spiraiitc, with proportionally growing elements, simiitr 
structures, but of course only with discrete symmetries, are well 
known (e.f. Ammonites). However, if this symmetry exists, chamber 
sites, suture lln«s ac. must obey a very definite growth law with 
a sietle scaling constant. Sucn a scaling can and ought to be 
checked. 
*. TOPOLOGT 

As told earlier, the metric g m does not define the neigh
bours on a manifold. As an example, consider the mantle of a 
cyilndt." of radius p 0. Points («;2*-C, { 0) and 
(»**. to> »re very near to each other if €<<l. on the 
otner hand, performing the transformation (9.3) the two points 
get at a distance ;Z>-2€)P 0> because the mantle is cut just 
between the neighbouring points and they are rolled apart. So the 
coordinates an* the metric are not enough: some extra information 
is needed about the possible "compactlficatlon* of the surface. 

In the э dimensional Euclidean space we do have this infor
mation. However, possible configurations still are to be class!-

CO 

m 

fted according to neighbourhood relations (connectivity). The 
problem has an eatended literature, se her« only g few staple ««-
amp les win be mentioned) for the details ef. e.g. Kef. g. 

Consider a compact I ttmiBSfntt entity (for such case the 
complete classification is known), e.g. the unit disc pit, 
0ie<t». This disc is Mimßiy c«--#ct#e\ This term means that 
any closed curve on it can be reduced to any point or can be 
transformed into any ether closed curve by e»лилией* distortion 
(see tne notion of heaetepy groups («)). This is shewn on Pig. l. 

Row, punch a saall hole around the center. The punctured 
disc is no aore simply connected (Pig. f.). The elesed curves new 
are classified into I disjoint classes. Curves around the hole 
(say A and •) can be distorted into any other such curve but can
not be distorted into curves net surrounding the hole 1С er D) 
and vice versa. In addition, a disc with a central hole can be 
distorted into another disc with eccentric hole. (Тнс 0ISTOR-
TIOH. ON ТНС OTHER HAND. IS DETECTED BY ТИС NC7RIC STRUCTURE, at' 
CAUK 01 STANCES KTwXEN POINT PA I Pi ARC CHANSINS. NCISHSOURHOO© 
AND NET»IС «ELATION* TOMTNCR ARC ENOUGH POR CONPLCTC OCSCRIP-
TION. ) So for toßojtgy *n th* discs with one no'.« are equiva
lent. 

Punch a second hole (Pig. J). This disc you can deform into 
any ether disc with two holtt. Again, on it closed curves clas
sify into four classes: surrounding the first hele 1С), tne see-



one hole (F), both holes (G! or neither of the* H). And so on. 
These objects are »equivalent with each other. 

Things to similarly for bvates. Consider a sphere- Each in
ternal closed curve can be deformed into any other. This will not 
change if one digs a pit into it. However, driving a shaft com
pletely throuch the interior is no more simply connected: curves 
surrounding the tunnel cannot be deformed into curves not sur
rounding it. At this point we deliberately stop. 

It may obviously be important the possible ways of Internal 
connections for the structure and operation of an organism. 
T. CLOSIHG ЯЕМАК 

This paper и by no means complete, and in addition at this 
point may seem rather pointless. However, it contains just tne 
necessary mathematical background for tne remaining part of the 
Volume. Our present purpose was not to enjoy pure mathematics but 
to help the understanding of some following articles. 
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Abstract 
It has веса analysed how ibe оцмКяи of (he genus Vbhrox -work in 

evolution. A Volvox organism caa be recorded as aa evolutlouarily changing 
proporUoa of tare« developmental uaits: 1. intercellular material (ECM); and two 
сев populatlons-i 2. the somatic ceUs or soma, and 3- the reproductive cells or germ. 
These nails are controlled by genetic, developmental «ad ecological constrain». A 
flow actwoth model Is constracted representing the ECM, soma, germ, their 
cortespoadiag metabolic flows between them, aad the sclf-iateractloos of the 
dk4ilooaH.nl si «aits. It is concluded that the qualitative nature of tbe network 
represcatlag Votvox. is maiab/ determined by the spatiotemporal asymmetry of tbc 
flows wnaia aad among the developmental units, by tbe developmental rules 
coatroUtag «he local aad global taira-aod interccUular interactions, and by their 
corresponding driving forces. The developmental and evolutionary variation in the 
flow aetwork dynamics caa affect phvsicochcmlcaUy the reproduction via the 
pattéra of «Bocation of genu, depending oa the environment. Tbe results of this 
pteumieary stady suggest novel elements for a theory of life cycle evolution. Volvox 
evohMtoa Is the «be natural sefccttoa of initial values of connections between 
drulcipmtaul uaits aad tbe developmental rules for changing connections. 
Development aad evolution of the Volvox organisms are nice examples of 
spontaneous aad laduced symmetry breakings. 

1. Tbc Problem 

This paper to aa inquiry into the nature of the uigaaluHna of Volvox 
organisms in evolution. Volvox to a classical object of developmental aad 
evolutionary biology at leas« since Haechel.aad eapcclaUy siace Weismann (1904). It 
to perhaps tarprtolag that we lack the heritage of quantitative iovcstigatioa of 
Volvox organiaatioa. The two exceptions are BeO's (19*5) aad Bell Л Koufopaaoo's 
(1991) «todies. Therefore, I shall coaflae myself to outline the dements of 
describing tbe global character of Volvox organization consisting of local ECM-gcrm-
toan inter ейовв at simply a* possible, using a top-down approach. I shall пае 
Volvox aad a Volvox organism interchangeably, if otherwise not specifled. By 
ornanixatioo I mean the dynamic order In Volvox colony development: more 
spedflcally, growth, cell diflcrcnUatlon, patten» formation and morphogenesis. 

Five questions are cob.-'Mercd in this paper. Tbe flrst is a broader context of 
lite cycle evolution, showing that the two principal chutes of (unJury «ad modular) 
lile cycles are of more fundamental nature, than the biological kingdom*. The 
second is how the organisms of tbe genus belonging to green algae are organized. 
The third to how these organisms work ia evolution. Forth, an attempt will be made 
to list dynamic controls governing life cycle transformations in evolution. Finally the 
possible cocvolutionary Interactions of life cycles are considered, suggesting novel 
elements for a quantitative theory of life cycle evolution. I frankly confess that there 
are more questions, than answers la this fleld. 

Tbe evolution of life cycles is a fundaments! problem (a biology. A Ute cycle to 
a description of growth and/or development and tbe reproductive strategy of aa 
organism. In other words, a description of an organism Is a description of its life 
cycle. Volvox represents typical or 'generic' organizational relations and robust life 
cycle designs. This is a key to tbe motivation. 

2. Wcismannlan and Non-Weismannian Evolution 

Now I set the problem of the transformations of Volvox organization ia 
evolution lato a broader context. This makes possible to lodge any transfer of 

http://dk4ilooaH.nl


.Abo,mtopartofmc| 
«'s (M34-1914) 

dev«lomm*a*al aad cvohNtaaary Ideas. 
Ааа!<ос1амаг1г|оГаа»а1>1с«аЫагогааа*»а11»«ЬеараНо«гач»« 

а Н ш а И м а у Л с с т ш ш у а Г м oiaanlim to a roate by whkh all the ecus of 
Tbe ecB Hacagc to a MMlfrnMli« of ibe 

icrearc two ladcpcadcai 
i to ike ee l Uaeage (Fb> 13 ) Ooe of oVem to the germ IIa* 

I of «Ve aext ntganlsm'a c«U Uacage. Tbe 
; pnwailsly tasmortaL Ike accoad 

i of ee l aUtolua ц т и и «he mortal body от soma. Wtlimian's dogma claim« 
to torifcpeadeat of the snmsllr changes. Therefore, the acquired 

» b e hAtit l ia h tamed oat o W this to aot always so, evea If itt 
iilsiliiasri adiaamgt toaacirlalaqabloalai>Uaw, 1909). 

I of molccalar biology. Ihe ceatral diigms tcplaccd weismana'a 
i *o DNA, soma corrcapods to proteins, coastltuUag 

I Hie body (Fig. IB). The «canal dogma dato» that information does aoi 
bade ama ptowiai to • № or DMA. The ccatral dogma to also based on 

Г. 1990). 

i ocean oaly an a «mull» part of the (oallary) organisms (Boss, 1987). 
The propagation of devtlopmcatal («pigeaetlc) aad evolutionary iaformaiioa can 
foaow dMfcicat pathways from the Wetomaaatoa roate (3oss, 1987; Molaar, 1990) 
ав the case of the clonal (or modaiar) oianaHmi (Fig-IA). The variety of 'topology' 
of aacmtal dttceadtnt tetetioasalps dtotiagatohes Ihe unitary aad modular 

. The ccBahr faaata of tbe developmental modes are dilfcieat for unitary 
.«uo(Hg,2.) 

(Fto>l.B.) aad aoa-wctemaaaian (Flgl-A.) evolutionary 
pathwava clearly show that the d« vthtpmtaial geaerartoa of variation) aad I n spread 

be separated unequivocally to) evolutionary studies. The prladpal 
i of this bet is aa imperative for ihe estabUshemeat of the coaaecUoas 

betaeea beredity, variation aad reproduction, because these are tbe mala 
> of evolution. Tbe studies of Volvox arc temptation« to work oat such a 
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Fig.1. В. Tbe relationships between germ (GM), soma (S), i 
according to Wetoasamvs dogma, where germ and soma a 
according to Bass' aon-Weismannlaa evolutionary view, w 

, and gametes (C), 
i arc sequestrated; A. 

iitioaary view, where somatic cells are 
cabele oTtraasfotmiag into gametes. Notice tbe possible asymmetries, bi-ead 
multUurcatious ia aaccstnU-desceadeet relations. 



Fbj.2. The cellular basis of the diversity of developmental modes generali/i unitary 
aad doaal organisation and their connections with the possible reproductive 
strategies. A. Prefanaistic, B. cpigcnctic, С somatic embryogcnctic bases of variable 
developmental Modes. O: developmental time; T totipotent cells, generating 
themselves and two other cell types: S somatic aad R reproductive cells. 

3. The OfgnbattM o/Volna Or»a*n*an. 
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The starting poiat of а» asexnatty dcwlopiag Volvox оеаваавав at a gansdiaa». 
The fooidia are large, ss> rati reproductive cell», coastlrnlasg g r ! » (WfM.O.o. ) . A 
reprododag, aaature goaMiaai behatás lika a "stem can. Goaidla asasrats -v 
themselves aad a smaller, bUbgeHatcd ChlaarydooKtuuvlllte somatic (or vegetative 
ecus), at each ceO division. The goaidia has ao Osaeilum, a somatic cell has two. The 
flagellated cella вике possible the ntovemeot. 

Aa adult Vobox orgaaism can be characterised by Its state of dineeeatlatioa 
or division of labor, tbe spatial organization of differentiation or pattéra, aad its 
morphogenesis generating shape and form. A Volvox organises is a regular, spheric 
coenobium, with real multicellularity. with E(3)? symmetry, consisting only two cell 
typet: reproductive cells (or gonidla in asexual, or gametes in sexual organisms) 
«nd somatic cells. For example, after a lew cell divisions ot the gonidla (and of tbe 
somatic cells), aa organism in the Vovox carter! species consists of 2000 somatic 
cells, 16 gonidla, and intercellular material or ECM (Kirk, 19M). Tbe somatic cells 
constitute a single-ceiled spheric cell layer, underneath with targe gonidia, 
embededd into a layered,geMike ECM (Fig. ). The cells are constantly or transiently 
coupled via a cytoplasmatk bridge network, functioning in the transport of 
materials and in the mechanical construction of tbe organism. The spatial pattern 
and morphogenesis are generated by unknown (matrix driven ?) mecnanochemical 
cell traslocating , cell and cell layer deforming mechanisms (Kirk ct al, 1991: cf. 
Newman * Comper, 1990). Picken (I960) put forward the idea that in tbe unfolding 
of life cycles adhesive and oonadbesive states are alternating, causing unicellular 
and multicellular states, with different size. 

The sexual development of Volvox starts with a tpecies*peciflc zygote, 
modifying tbe exaggerated asymmetrical cell dirisfoo pattern, sperm packet» «ad 
ova packets are formed, like miniature colonies. These packets, serving 
reproduction, leave tbe parental colonic. After maturation tbe male and female 
packets undergo a 'fusion' when they encounter. 



I ig. v The organization of Volvo.x aureus, consisting of a network ofbiflagellaied, 
Chlamidomonas-like cells or soma (a), fertilized (o) and parihcuogcneiic eggs (t) or 
цепи. The cell population of Volvox is embedded into a ^clclinous extracellular 
mainx or JC.M and the cells are arranged as a single layer on the periphery of the 
colony (After Weismann, 190-« ). 



Fig- 5. A pictorial representation of Volvox glocator 
spheroid, illustrating the cellular corrections and tha 
distribution of intercellular «aterial (After Kirk et al.1986) 
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fig. С Tha organitation of layered extracellular matriK in 
four volvox (V) species. (After Kirk et al, 1*«<) 
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4 . D y n a m i c C o n t r o l s o f O r g a n i z a t i o n « ! T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s 
i n Vohrox E v o l u t i o n 

The mala Interesting problems of the evolution of Vohrox are tnc following. 
The Вгм Ь Us critical evolutionary position la the origins of muticcllularity in a 
distict phylogcaetic pathway. The second Is the origin of cell differentiation, 
especially the gcrsa-soma symmetry breaking or division of labour, its pattern and 
form. The third is the unique hydromechaaochcatical machinc-Ukc character of 
Volvox, representing typical or generic organisation in Us individuality. Anisogamy, 
monoecy, dioecy In Volvox are also examples of symmetry breakings, for which 
d u r e are explanations (cf. Bell, 1985 aad references therein). 

An explanation for these properties is that Volvox and in general the 
VoKocales, 'Illustrates the interplay between general adaptive trends and specific 
developmental constraints '(Bell « Koufopanou, 1991). Since in the light of evidence 
1 think that this view is correct, now let us consider the nature of this Interplay from 
novel point of views. Bell (1985) «rgucs that the evolutionary novelties emerging in 
the evolution of Volvox are essentially the correlates of an evolutionary trend. This 
trend is die increasing body size. The connections of the ecological and 
developmental coatrots in the evolution of Volvox organization is still an unresolved 
problem, and are mainly treated separately. Tbc question Is how can the controls be 
treated in a more integrated way? It seems obvious that a Volvox model would help 
in integrating the effects of environmental and internal organizational controls in a 
diagram (Fig.S.). 

The dynamic controls of Volvox Organization govern state transitions in 
Volvox organism populations. Since I do not know relevant population dynamic data 
for Volvox, It seems reasonable to investigate factors controlling individual 
variation, including their possible populations] consequences. 

A cadinal control of Volvox development and evolution is the number of cells 
building up the organisms (see Nurse, 1991 for a review of cell cycle control, and 
Brock c( al. 1991 for the their evolutionary implications of life cycles). The cell 
divisions give rise to asymmetric cells, which is a key to somatic and reproductive 
cells. The asymmetric cell divisions may arise intrinsically, from cytoskelctal 
asymmetry and cytoplasmatic localization of certain materials (Kirk, 1988). Also, in 
the absence of other alternative, I risk the conjecture that In the generation of 
cellular asymmetry the differential mcthytatioa of the Volvox DNA may play a role, 
with or without further protein-nucleic acid interactions. With this assumption four 
Important phenomena may be explained, which Is generally not discussed in the 

Volvox Itoerntnr*. Т Ы first la o n origin o f call mrmoryi i k * origJa o f reprodoctiv* 
cells from reproductive cells, aad the ortgja of somatic cells from somatic cell, one« 
the have been established The second phenomenon Is a call counting mirhsnl im. 
based oa DNA methybuion (Hoiliday. 1991) or other periodic control. The vartstioa 
of cell counting may generate heterochrony (Molnár, 1984) and/or quantitative 
genetic -variation. This is a third phenomenon affecting cell lineage, pattéra, and 
body shape. Finally, genomic Imprinting may contribute to the transitions of Volvox 
sexuality. I t is difficult to fudge at present whether the melnytation of DNA, together 
with heritable DNA-proteio Interactions are necessary conditions for the 
developmental origin of non-equivaleocc. 

The conventional idea for the origin of multlceUularity and of the soma-germ 
differentiation In the evolution of Volvox is that three classes o f genes are 
responsible for these processes ( Kirk * Harper, 1986; Kirk, 1988; see also Henntg, 
1986 ). The evolutionary overture of the multiccUularify can be reasonably 
explained by the appearence o f dual inheritance (DNA sequence and its pattern of 
metbylation), controllig specific inductive signals (Maynard Smith, 1990). The 
variety of Volvox colonies can be regarded as a result of bifurcations of Volvox 
developmental programs and selection. 

After having surveyed the main genetic and developmental issues in Volvox 
evolution, now I shall discuss a main objective of this paper. I propose a flow 
network model for a top-down description of dynamic Volvox organization (Fig.*.). A 
flow network is a directed network possessing nodes and arcs. It can describe the 
the information, matter and energy Iransport in a distipative system (cf. Martinas Л 
Molnár, 1991). It is supposed thai the internal selection rules of the possible 
metabolic transports constituting a set of characteristic flow repertoire depend on 
the (dual?) inheritance system. They are choosen from the given environment and 
converted by Volvox organisms on the basis of the utility of flows, contributing to 
fitness. This simple flow network is presented for a generic description of Volvox, 
constituting a basis for the analysis of the organization of Volvox organisms. 

The main objective of the analysis of such a flow network is to desribe 
quantitatively the dynamic changes of the developmentally and evolutiooarily 
changing parts and proportions of the developmental units of the Volvox 
organisms: the ECM, soma, and germ. The topology of such a directed network 
determines a set of nonlinear differential equation system. This can be solved only 
numerically, which is still under way at this stage of the work. An adequately 
parametrized flow network can tell us what is network dynamically possible using 
resource acquisition and allocation between developmental units, irrespective of 
selection operating on the life cycle dynamics of Volvox. This Indudestbe number 
and character of attractors with basins, aad the possible transitions between them 
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Fig.9. A flow network model for Volvox The continuous arrows represent all 
possible metabolic flows. ECM: extracellular matrix or intercellular material; S: 
soma or somatic cell population; C: germ or reproductive cell population. 

—der a &*m act of pii iwbiMwii, A —or complsl» flow —»lysis, stability analyi» 
oT tke network C M be coaaplea»ea*sd by а study of tbc etoiWty шаЛуЛ» of 
dsrclopsacntal writ» to dlflcrcnt metabolic flow». Tbc uwgsalum geoetk repair 
aoatysia correctie« and changing the qualitativ genetic and metabolic и м « of 
Vota« caojKM be done te term» of flow oetworfc analysis, l o w oetwork rrpreacat» 
only quaatjtatative variation , e.g. allomctry of »овм aod germ aod iaierceOolar 
material in development and evolution. 

My fundamental working bypotbesi» I» thai ibis oetwork behaves optimally 
under cooatraiat» due to the structure of network. The optimsllty criterioo I» the 
maximalization of the reproductive cell number. A further testable perdiction is thai 
such a network display» trade ©ft* betweeo the oetwork stability aad the 
maximalization of reproductive value. My expectation is that the architecture of 
such network may be strongly controlled by tbc ratio of the flows coupling 
particular developmental units and by selMnteractions of the developmental units 
and their individual cells. 

The reproductive value can be measured by the enumeration of the number of 
reproductive cell» (gonldia), the number of male and female gametes in their 
packets in different (asexual and sexual) situations. As regards the nature of the set 
of reproductive cells, they can be considered as a threshold character. This is well 
known from quantitative genetics, as in the case of clutch or litter size (Falconer, 
1981). A candidate for the limit of the growing number of somatic cells and the 
relatively constant number of germ cells with increasing size in evolutioo is the 
critical surface/volume property of cells and the energy-rich intercellular matrix, 
which is 90% оГ the organisms of the Volvox carter) species (Kirk A Harper, 1986), 
belog a strong constraint on the possible organizations as a further metabolic 
source and sink. It is not clear what is the difference between the membranes of 
somatic and reproductive cells in evolution and development. The membrane 
probably controls differential uptake of the flows 

The modification of flow network of Volvox describes evolutionary transitions 
in the variation оГ developmental units and the corresponding coupled flows, aod in 
reproduction, without heredity. Thus, the network is an appropriate description of 
the transitions of units of selection. 

The motivation for constructing flow network for Volvox organisms has been 
a hypothesis for the explanation of soma>gcrm proportion or division of labour, 
suggested by Bell(1985; see also Bell A Koufopanou, 1991). The hypothesis claims 
that soma and germ are evolutionary specializations. The soma is a metabolic source 
for the germ as sink, steepening the concentration gradient between the cytoplasm 
of somatic cells, and the environment. Soma translocates metabolites for the 
reproductive and growth activity of germ. At present »tale this work is at the »tage of 
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Fig. 10. A compositional trangle of. the three developmental units 
(soma (S), germ (G), and intercellular material (ECM) of a 
Volvox organism. One trajectory V represents the 
compositional development cf one Volvox organism. 
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mgaalsau We cam make comaatsr simulation« for the evolutionary varlatloa of 
54>ws coapttag soma aad germ, which I» t pan of the «mriatfc» of orgaalnlkw ia 
Votvox (Martiaas ft Molaár, 1991). 

The possible evolutionary significance of this view is thai the direct coupling 
via Bows between germ and soma яму Influence the reproductive output which is a 
possible unexpected twist after a hundred year» study of soma-germ Sequestration 
dictated by Wdamaaa's doctrine, la other words, it is possible that the dissipstive 
flow dynamics is capable of generating (at least small) variability la reproductive 
cells, on which the selection can operate. Now, I do not see dearly how can the 
dlsslpatlve dynamics be connected to the (dual?) information processing and to the 
parallel distributed network-like (PDP) metabolic network concepts (Bray, 1990) t : • J» 

What can be clearly seen is that the 'static' allomciric description of different 
somatic, reproductive and ecological relations based on regression analysis and the 
dynamic Qow network description can be connected (Molnár, in prep.)-

To illustrate the feasibility of my approach la analysing the Volvox 
organization ia development and evolution in graphic ways, let us summarise the 
dynamic compositional changes of • Volvox organisms. Fig. 10. is a compositional 
triangle of the temporally chaoging three developmental units (germ, soma, and 
intercellular material) of a Volvox organisms. One trajectory V represents the 
compositional development of one Volvox organism. Fig. 11. is a scalar field 
representation for the evolutionary transitions of the organisation of individual 
Volvox organisms induced by genetic transformations T and T One couniour line 
represents all possible proportions of developmental units describing an organism 
and their corresponding trajectories constituting a Volvox species during their 
evolution and development. SB denotes the stability boundaries of the bifurcating 
Volvox developmental programs and the spesies boundary. Fig. 11. is a statistical 
version of Fig. 10. The dimensions of the coordinates are volumes , usually in p. 

5. The Coevolution of life Cycles 

The diversity of developmentally and evolutionary changing developmental 
units as sources and sinks and their dynamic coupling are common substrates of 
ecological interactions. For instance, predatlon, parasitism, commensalism, 
competition, mutualism, symbiosis etc. are all can be expressed in the language of 
network thermodynamics, using sources, sinks and the intensity of their couplings 
In quantitative terms. There exists a vast array of diversity of hierarchically 
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Fig. 11. A scalar f ie ld representation for genetical ly induced 
evolutionary transit ions ( T; and T; ) of the Volvox species 
boundaries (SB) via the allowed developmentally changed somatic 
(S), reproductive (R) and intercel lular materials (ECM) of 
individuals. 

orgaateed ммнсса, staks, aad flow« coaaectiag them, ly Ыстмску I м и м 
inclusion i t M o a or its act. Eltoa's piraaaids, food webs at« concrete rxasapln of 

Tbc life cycles caa be ordered according to ibeir position la a source «Iah 
hierarchy. As regards Volvox, Bdl (1989) argued thai a au la evototkMsmry sdvaatagr 
of being large is lac avoiding of prcdatloo: i.e. not beiag a source for Oilcr-feediag 
organism«. 

Tbc cvolutioa of large-sized organisms has been accompanied by tending to 
be sink, avoiding being a source. Spatial heterogeneity, temporal resource variation, 
and antagonistic life cycle interactions are related to sourcc-flow-slak conditions. 
When an evolutionary lineage displays a tread ia which the later forms are larger 
than the former ones, the pbylogenetic history of selection is also related to source-
flow-sink relations. 

Therefore, the source-flow-sink relations can be generalised Crom 
developmental units to ecological units ia a hierarchical order. Л source caa be a 
sink ia certain pal, wise connections and vica versa. The source- sink behaviour is of 
relative nature. 

The direction of flows between sources and flows caa be asymmetric , 
showing the direction of propagation of maitcr-encrgy-infonnatioo in a 
coevolutionary case. The transport coefllents L determine the intensity of the 
coupling of developmental units in ontogenesis and evolution. This pncnomcoology 
provides us with a possible unified quantitative treatment for coorete cases, 
clarifying the cocvolution of different units of biological organization, possessing 
physlcocbemical basis. 

Now let us consider briefly coevolutionary phenomena within and among life 
cycles, in particular referring to Volvox. In Red Queen dynamic (steady states) the 
life cycle evolution cootinues indefltely, with recurrent origin, transients and 
extinction of life cycles. The Red Queen situation Is driven by spontaneously 
occurring mutations in a life cycle, of which the reproductive cells are filtered 
through selection. The selection is generated by competitive or antagonistic life 
cycles, like filter-feeding in the case of Volvox. It seems reasonable to suppose that 
ibe extrem variations In tbc Volvox colony organization may be a result of Red 
Queen life cycle interactions: running for staying alive, when the other life cycles 
are progressing. 

Coevolutionary stasis (stationary motion) seems to occur in Volvox, as its 
robust life cycle designs show. .Neutral evolution can al»o explain tbc evolutionary-
conservatism of Volvox morphology. 

The phylogenetic position and fate of Volvox (a death end ?) may be thought 
of as the effects of Red Queen and coevolutionary stasis. Volvox has been involved 



ecological? am oaly la panrviiic, tort mulUipcckt ('diffuse*) coevorutton. I regard 
«he coevcduUooi of Hfe cycles a deeper probte», involving specie» coevotutloa. 1 
самим judge which tiulogiial m*ractioni i m w Maris or Red Queen dynamics. 
M O H B W , we lack data concerning the ecolog>cal coatrol of diversity, complexity, 
stabiBty on different «pallót» mporal scale». 

The new dynamic coacepts (KaufCaua, 1991). sack as sdforgaaisiag 
criticality, coevolutlouary avalanches, coevolutlon to tbe edge of chaos etc have not 
yet been coanideicd j - »>se context a? l i f e cycles. 

6. Conclusions: Towards a Theory of Life Cycle Evolution ? 

to this paper the organisation of Velvox organisms has been characterised la 
term» of diffrn.nlisliun, pattéra formation and morphogenesis and sexuality ia 
cvofetlouary context.. 

A Bow antuoth —odd has beea constructed for representing the organisation 
of Volvox utgaaJimi The How atlwoth ta a tool for the analysis of the connection 
Ьишха, metsbulit Hows, aad developmental units (ECM, germ and soon). 
Comparative evidence shows (Befl,198$) that the proportioa of developmental units 
«•haagr ta о Ы а а м , depending on the ieieraal organisation and on the 
cnviroamrni. The specific ecological lateractioos geaetatiog selection influencing 
Vohrox variation hare not bee« investigated here due to the lack of necessary 
evidence. 

The principal hypothesis r ing ing bom this paper is that the generic, 
robust organisation of Vohrox organisms (fas unitary organisms in general) Is 
subjected to bifurcating and optimalizatioa tendencies. The rate and number of 
individual reproductive output to thought to be in a trade off relation with the 
stability of organisation-lbe organisation can be characterised by mechanical, 
photosyajtbettcal, metabolic flow design. The flow network was essentially central ia 
this study, representing the coupling between metabolic transport system and the 
developmental units, responsible for Ike main spaUotcmporal allocation of these 
units .It seems a plausible conjecture that the cyclic nature of the flow network, 
which is capable regubttiag via repressioa (negative feedback) and enhancement 
(positive feedback) of translocatia*. substances, may be an important stabilising 
element of the orgaaUsllon, 

The typical aspects of the robust organisational properties in Volvox, should 
he reflected ia the quantitative theories of life cycle evolution. The specific genetkal 
p topmkj ate embedded into generic asorphogeaetic, transport, and 

pkc^noyvthctlc avehisscture. Their devufcmaasntal aad avolutlcmury hwaratay 
lugcihm with sex I» a crucial key hi fötmulatlng a a,—tiisrtvu theory of Mi» cycte 
evolution* 
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Symmetry ana Topology m evolution, ed. B. Lukics t »I. КГКI-l99t-32 
ABSTRACT 

Three spontaneous syiwMtry breakings of vol vox aureus are 
discussed from the viewpoint of symmetry. 

i. тик гаомлм 
The previous paper ot this volume (l) «as devoted to some 

discussion ol voivox. Indeed, voivox is worth for mention when 
the topic is the evolution of symmetries. Sose reasons *r* listed 
belo«; the statements are not new at all, for details see Ref. I 
with citations therein, or any textbook of phytolofy. 

Some volvoces are as spherical as possible, having so CI3I 
or at least S0I3) symmetry, the hypothetical startpoint of form 
evolution (2.3). While Volvocaceae do not posses* true tissues, 
in the advanced colonies (coenobia) t«o different kinds of cells 
exist (vegetative and sexual) and the pattern does not folio« tne 
spherical symmetry of the shape. So in this simple "plant" at 
least three (probably correlated) spontaneous symmetry breakings 
are manifested. 

The problem is important, since Voivox is an excellent anal-
oty of the intermediate evolutionary steps leading to Hetaphyta. 
Voivox is only an analogy, a product of parallel evolution; still 
its ancestral Fiageilatae must have belonged to tne same subreg-
nuei of Sarcomastigota as the ancestors of Metapnyta and Metasoa 
I*.)- The obvious animal counterpart is Hesosoa (e.g. Dicyema). 
but there at least one symmetry breaking is absent, the sexual 
cell being at the symmetry center. 
г. н о ш sTwarraics: FACTS 

Yclvox aureus consists of some thousands of flagellates lo
cated on a surface of a sphere, kept together by a jelly and con
nected by plasma bridges. First all seem equivalent green vegeta
tive cells, able to reproduce thtmrtlvt*. the small protocolonies 
descend into the central part of the sphere, grow, and finally 
leave the mother colony, disrupting it. But in some stages « ft* 
cells transform themselves into sexual ones ISPONTANCOUS SYMME
TRY BREAKING l'• SIMILAR CELLS HAVE DIFFERENT FATES; SSBS: THE 
TRANSFORMATION CHOOSES SOME POINTS ON A SYMMETRY SURFACE), ei
ther into larger ova. or dissolving into (say г") sperm cells 
(SSB3: ТИС GAMETES FROM SIMILAR CELLS ARE DIFFERENT); ОП0 
colony produces only one Kind of gametes, altnougn both the orig
inal vegetative cells and tne male and female Volvoces are simi
lar. The diploid sygote is the ancestor of a new colony. 

Certainly these symmetry breakings have natural explana
tions, but still beyond the horiion. However wt hope to be able 
to single out the direct Jon« in which they lie. 

9. ImTIOPISS 
All tut differences and symmetry breakings сerne frem either 

evolution or ontogeny, A traditional and permanent idta If the 
existence of seme 'merit' continuously «rowing. For such physic* 
suggest* entropy-1 ike quantities; see e.g. kefs, s and a. Just 
recently Martinas and Ho mar has suggested a formal axiomatic 
framework for a thermodynamic-type formalism to be applied in bi
ology IT]. The axioms are obviously devoid of self-contradic
tions, being direct derivative* of the first з cauen axiom* of 
eibbsian thermodynamic* (•). However, for us it к hopeless to 
derive the above mentioned spontaneous symmetry breakings frem 
such an axiomatic formalism. First, pure axiom* very seldom lead 
to specific results. Second, the simplest living systems have 
doien* of simultaneous reactions, involving hundred* of material 
component*. While an entropy, ekaentrepy, entropy production, 
progress function or anything else may quit* be a function of 
these components, their densities, currents or change rate*, and 
may tend to extrtsum, at this number of independent variable* no 
practical thermodynamic calculation ***m* penible. Finally, our 
/ues* (reasoning be low) is tnet two different (but possibly con
nected) analogen* of entropy are behind this problem, we win 
colloquially use ntr» tne idea of entropy-like quantities, be
cause It is easy to visualise the possibility of spontaneous sym
metry breaking If mytnint n to bt maximiitd: e.g. when tne 
symmetric configuration is not the maximum but, the minimum (t). 

Now about the two extremum principles. It is easy to accept 
that natural selection maximiies tomtt/uni determining survival 
[5,a). But it is the survival of genetic information, not of 
soma, so the quantity, called tt*rt e, seems te depend on the 
genetic information las e.g. allele frequencies). On the ether 
hand, mature individuals, carrying and propagating this informa
tion, are results of ontogenic changes, during wntch a (partially 
unknown) extremum principle of the thermodynamics of open systems 
must hold (to), caned here V. depending on matter concentra
tions and currents. Therefore «fv. (The rather exotic nota
tion emphasises the lack of definite form* and prevents any pre
mature identification to tnermodynamic quantities or to tne 
"progress function* Z of Ref. Т whose connection to these quanti
ties are utterly awkward.) C»mßitibiii ty relation* (of still un
known structure) mutt exist between О and V, since tne 
ontogenic changes have genetic determination. 

Since no serious suggestion has ever been made for the firms 
of extremal quantities, now w* may proceed through the 3 sponta
neous symmetry breakings, backwards, 
«. ON THE OIPRMIPHISH 0Г OAMETCS 

W* chisel the details of this point, being the на hopeless 
without tne nonexistent complete description. But first let us 
repeat some common opinion that **xuai procreation t* preferred 
for mixing independent genomes; then »election is faster so • 
grows faster. Then consider cells ef mass К dividing into unteml 
gametes HS>H-(*X|, x having a distribution pt(X>, i for generations. The p t is genetically determined and its parameter» 
roughly average in mixing, so in tne usual "reaction kinetic* ap
proach 



»1*1 (X* »»!•!<*- )3C»«l»i U « »Pi (X- )«<X,. X. ) («. « ) 
«her« С is * «ormaitsin« constant an« « expresses the chuc« to 
•eet am* awrvtv« (*« Q(X«.X.) ta • poor t-variabl« "projection" 
•f «1-е ттщт» »lth growing argot« llfetlae, a« with Hj. but 
alao with relative velocities. At constant prop«11 ma force In a 
resistant medium the acceleration la inversely proportional to 
•ass. «hiI« stationary velocities ««crease with th« sue in a «ay 
dependl«a on details. For simplicity «• tak« v t -l/Hj. So the 
product of lifetime and flux is growing with unequal divisions 
M»->0. Eq. (4.1) can b« approximately evaluated assuming Gaussian 
distributions with constant width о and mean T t; then it la a 
single recursive equation for T t. Th« Figure shows a calculation in th« staplest model with some arbitrary choice of parameters 

x*TV r # 1: T=R,*H-; v r # li/v t«*v-f ; O: til I (4.2) 
V« r (H*-m)/(0.l*N1(M*-m>); M=l, m:0.l. «=0.2 (everything In dimension)«*« units). Here • is the irreducible 

mass of the gamete, with M«->m there is no fuel; the chosen form 
of v* is to get small v tn'the neighbourhood of m. With the pre
sent 'parameter values and functional forma the sexual dimorphism 
tends to <x>so.ST; different parameters lead to different <x>'s. 
THE SYMMETRIC GAHETE CONFIGURATION IS UNSTABLE-

S. SPECIAL FOIMTS ОШ A 3TMHETIIC SUSFACE 
Some far cells are selected tor sexual fate, we do not Know 

how. But cases are known in physics when currents or dissipation 
lead to asymmetric spatial pattern in a symmetric geometry. ТЧе 
most familiar example is turbulent mechanical flow of velocity v, 
density p and viscosity ч between infinite plates sepa
rated by L. The symmetric laminar flow is stable If 

В a pvL/w < >crit - 1160 (5.11 
where К is the Reynold» number. Above >crlt the plane-symmetric 
pattern is unstable. 

How, Prlgogine showed examples for spatial pattern formation 
in open thermodynamic systems. Details are pointless until some
body shows a relevant approach to describe Volvox in the thermo
dynamics of open systems, since the specific pattern is very 
mode)-dependent; however a nonsymmetric pattern of something 
(e.g. a concentration) may appear on the symmetric surface of 
Volvox. Complete spatial symmetry is broken via «J. 
*•. BlFFEBEMT FATES OF EQU1VALXMT CELLS 

This last symmetry breaking now has got its natural explana
tion. О prefers a íí» sexual cells. Then Volvox can adapt 
(«) that slight differences of some concentrations be able to 
trigger transition into sexual activity, and the spatial pattern 
has been generated by V. (Maybe a stage of ageing is also 
needed, which is again V.) 
T. CONCLUSIONS 

The description of even such a simple organism as a spheri
cal Volvox by thermodynamics of open systems is beyond the pre
sent horison. Formal approaches give little help, still, the pic
ture seems quaittativoir coherent and at some ainor points temi-
«uaatitatjre treatment is not utterly impossible, computer simu
lations of volvox utilizing the listed symmetry breaking rules 
are going to start. 
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Abstract 
The main argument of this paper Is that a relative small number of 
developmental mechanisms exist, generating variation in developmental 
programs and reproductive strategies in evolution. These mechanisms 
show conservatism in evolution. Their expression depends on their 
(sometimes dual) genetic information and environmental effects. Many 
properties of the organisms and their parts can be represented by 
hierarchical infolding of shell/membrane systems organizing into tubes, 
vesicles etc. We study this problem on the basis of a simple mechanical 
model and mechanochemieally. The basic problem solved by the model 
is to find shapes for closed surfaces of given area and enclosed volume, 
for which the bending energy density of a bilayer shell/membrane is 
minimal. The evolutionary pathways of shape transformations simulated 
by the model include self-reproduction by vesicle fission, variation of 
gastrulation, generation of spatially periodic shapes or else. From this 
observation we infer that the evolutionary variation of bending elasticity 
in molecular and cellular layers seems to be conserved in the 'tinkering' 
of novel shape variation. A hypothesis will be suggested to interpret the 
dynamic couplings of information, mechanical deformation and historical 
contingencies related to the generation of biological forms. 

I.The Problem: Variation of Developmental Mechanisms in Evolution 

There exist many alternative ways of the organization of embryos. 
We can observe at least two views which have been dominating 

alternatives of the embryonic organization in the history of embryology. 
On« picture is that the organisms consist of shells or multiple ceU 

layers. This view was represented by von Beer, the founder of 
embryology.Von Baer expressed himself not in terms of свИв, but in 
terms of germ layers and their derivatives, generating the organisms 
through embryos. This usage was taken over by Haeckel and Darwin as 
well. 

This view prevailed until the appearance of the cell and cell lineage 
concepts, flurishing at the time of Whitman, E.B. Wilson, Weismann, 
Conklin and others. 

The first objective of this paper Is to survey the main typical or 
generic mechanisms mechanisms of the evolution of biological patterns 
and forms and to demonstrate their actions in shell/membrane systems 
and in cell lineages. 

The second objective here is to show that the concept of 
developmental repetition of evolutionary structures and/or mechanisms 
occurs in many seemingly unrelated biological contexts in terms of 
different language 'dialects'. This central embryologic and evolutionary 
concept is the recapitulation, expressing evolutionary conservatism in 
developing organisms. 

A hypothesis can be suggested here that dual genetic information 
is coupled with a few typical or generic physlcoehemlcal mechanisms, 
generating order in organisms. The preliminary form of this hypothesis is 
based on three basic papers. 

Maynard Smith (1990) defined the dual inheritance concept as a 
conventional DNA structure with its methylation or other molecular 
patterns. 

Holllday (1989) proposed that the cytoskeleton in embryos are 
connected and informed by large mRNA molecules, influencing the 
morhogenetic deformations during the generation of form. I would add 
that the membranes are also possible candidates for similar RNA-
informed morphogenesis, generating deformations in cells and cell 
populations. These genetic or informational effects are able to reflect the 
traces of the historical contingencies of evolution, in some form of 
present reproductive succes or in its some equivalent, evolutionary 
stability of development and life cycle. 

These multiple informations can be embedded into a set of generic 
physicochemical symmetry breaking mechanisms, such as phase 
separation, wetting, sedimentation and buoyancy, convective tows »no 



геасМогмШиакх coupanga (aaa Newman l> Coropar, 1990 ). Now a 
spacMte morphoganatte driving forea -tha Interracial tension-will ba 
anaryaod aa a simple demonstration of tha evolutionary conservation of 
soma form generating mactMwiame, with wich banding elasticity ia 

г Banding Elasticity and Intartacial Tansion in tha Evolution of Biological 
Shapes 

Now an example wil be presented as an illustration of the possible 
evolutionary conservation of a morphogenetic mechanism. The 
conformation of membrane/shell structures generating organisms can 
be represented by a 'curvature model-' (Upowski, 1991) describing the 
shape transformations of giant vesicles on the basis of bilayer 
asymmetry induced by temperature changes. The basic problem solved 
by the model is to find shapes tor closed surfaces of given area and 
enclosed volume, for which the bending energy density is minimal. In the 
last four years we have also studied this model (Vérhas, 1988; Monar & 
Vérhas 1990; Vérhas & Molnár 1990,1991.) The objective of this chapter 
is to call wider attention to the possible evolutionary Implications of the 
model. 

Maynard Smith (1987) distinguished the units of evolution from the 
units of selection. The units of selection possess only reproduction and 
variation, without heredity. The 'curvature model' Is capable of 
describing some units of selection, such as the variable, self-
reproducing vesicles in a physico-chemical framework in terms of the 
mechanical (Vérhas, 1988; Molnár & Vérhas, 1990) and mechano-
chemical (Vérhas & Molnar,1990,1991) behaviour of a membrane (see 
Fig.1.). 
Deformation snd reproduction of spherically symmetric vesicles (Fig.2) 
can occur for instance in the case of secretory vesicles and endosomes. 

The explorationn of the possible domains of biological shape 
variation is also an important problem in understanding the evolution of 
development As FIG.2. shows, the model also describes transitions 
between blastula and gastrula (Fig.3.) resembling the formation of 
planula larva in Cnidaria (cf.Fig.4., from Wolpert, 1990). The model is 
also capable of generating axially symmetric, spatially periodic shapes, 
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Fig. г Bifurcation diagram for the generation of a variety of 
biologically relevant shapes. The curvature of a shape is 
computed at the invagination of a rotationally symmetric 
shape. The underpressure is the pressure difference between 
the given structure and its environment.(Vérhas & Molnár,in prep.) 



Fig. г. A trajectory of computer зinulated self-reproduction 
by vesicle fission (After Molnár fc Vérhas, 1990) 
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Fiq. 3. A »ample of computer-»inulated ga.trulation (Molnár * 
6 G verba*, 1990). 



Fig. •;. Alternative developmental pathways leading to the 
formation of the two-layered planula larva in Cnidaria. 
(A) Gastrulation by invagination (cf. Fig. 3); (B) Multipolar 
(C) Delanination; (D) Cavity-producing blastula (After 
«olpert,1990). 

which art open to biological interpretations. 
Ths driving force« underlying the shape generating capacity of our 

model are the interfacial tension acting at the interfaces of fluid-like 
biological structures (in vesicle or in blastula or gastrula) and bending 
elasticity. We supposed a variety of chemical reactions governing these 
mechanical forces Instead of heat. 

Newman and Comper (1990) presented an interfacial tension-
driven example for mammalian gastrulation, arguing that this effect acts 
on adhesive differences and viscosity, resulting In cellular sorting out 
and tissue spreading. Wolpert (1990) has also emphasized the role of 
changes of adhesive differences and cell movement In the variability of 
gastrulation. 

These considerations reflect our view that a number of properties 
of the organisms can be regarded as hierarchical infolding of 
shell/membrane systems. Complex structure may preserve driving 
forces in their evolutlonwhich lead to their symmetry breakings and 
control deformations in ancient vesicles of typical or 'generic' shape. 
(Svetina & Zeks, 1990, for the generation of cell polarity,; Sekimura & 
Hotani, 1991 for the generation oá liposomes and red blood cells using 
the curvature model). ' 

3. 'Generic' Life Cycles In Evolution: Themes and Variations 

A life cycle consists of development (or growth) and reproductive 
strategy. If we suppose that a relatively few mechanisms generate the 
life cycle variation in evolution, then the question arises whether how 
many basic, typical or generic life cycle are there in the evolution. The 
reducibility of a huge amount of life cycles of small organisms (Bell & 
Koufopanou, 1990) and life cycles in fungi suggest a plausible possibility 
(see Figs.5 , 6, 7). There are a relatively few generic life cycies, from 
which the rest can emerge by bifurcation of developmental programs 
and by the modifications of reproductive strategies via iteration of the 
progenies as threshold characters. The genetic diversity in reproductive 
strategies prefers robust asexual and sexual life cycles with stable life 
cycle designes. I think that a possible research program would be the 
transformation of robust life cycles into each other, and hence the 
derivation of nongeneric life cucles from generic ones. 
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Fig. 7. The principal fungi life cycles. (Raper, 1954} 

Each circle represents a life 
cycle and should be followed clockwise; M 
represents meiosis. a haploid phase. 
: = = a dikaryotic phase and———•-a diploid 
phase. The life cycles shown are, 1, asexual; 
2. haploid; 3. haploid-dikaryotic; 4. haploid-
diploid; 5. diploid. 

LH* cycles are capable of preserving ancient, recapitulating 
structures. In the context of evolution of development this has already 
been well demonstrated (Cf. Horder, 1966; Wolpert. 1989, 1990; ). As 
regards life cycle evolution, three observations can be mention for 
repetitive mechanisms or stuetures. The firt is that there is a universal 
control regulating the initiation ( hence, the ploidy reduction) of the M-
phase in mitosis via the p34cdc2 protein kinase, requiring p34cdc2 
dephosphorilation and association with cyclin. These effects affect the 
period lenght or the decreasing (dissipatlve) and sustanabsle level of 
cell cycle number. 

The othe example is the possible conservation of the Ri plasmid of 
Agrobacterlum rhizogenes in de novo induction of tape roots (Tepfer, 
1983). The plasmid induction of plant stem and its retention csn be 
responsible for the evolutionary origins of roots. 

The third example Is the conservative characters of certain, generic 
life cycles (cf Figs. 5,6,7). 

4. Conclusions: Mechanochemical Tinkering in Evolution 

The 'tinkering' metaphore (Jacob, 1977) states the majority of 
evolutionary novelties does not emerge de novo, but by the iterative 
modification of ancient, previously existing stuctures and mechanisms in 
changing chemical mileu. We add that the mechanochemical 
modification of already existing structures and processes can generate 
richer complexity, diversity and stability in the evolution of development. 
Evulution and development, including the generation of forms and 
patterns, are connected by mechanochemical tinkering. This 
corresponds to the idea expressed by Kauffman (1987, 1991) that a 
system can better develop in evolution by preserving pevious ('frozen') 
components, complementing them with new ones. 

A simplified formula for the interpretation of the modification of 
ancient generative developmental and life cycle mechanisms is as 
follows: p -r 
Environment ̂ iQenetics^Chemistry^iMechanicsx^ Forms 

Ufe Cycles 
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The behaviour can also be regarded as an aspest of 
morphogenesis. The behaviour dynamics may alto а пет 
generic or typical variants, of which the branchings 
(bifurcations) may generate further derived behavioural 
variation on a (generic) theme, A possible example of 
this behavioural evolutionary view can be foud in 
Frazier's (1966) worn (Cf. Asmad : in: Molecular Aspects 
of insect-Plant interactions, p.г. plenum. Hew York). 
Frazier has pointed out that there can exists a 
generalited behavioural sequecce (adynamics with 
metastable states) for insect foraging, from which the 
specialized ones can be derived. The ecological 
special nation means a directed relation set over a sink-
source set (e. what eats what e tc ; . 

г. The ecological and evolutionary special Hat ion 
can be connected with the lengnt of germ line, regulating 
the genetic variation at populational level Jointly with 
demographic population structure. Many aspects of the 
behaviour are control led via eological interact ions, 
pulling after the mornological chines in populations. 

3. An essential aspect of morphogenesis is that the 
(unitary or colonial, modular ) organisms react to an 
environmental gradient along their norm of neaction. The 
reaction norm transforms an environmental parameter 
distribution to a Phänotypiс distribution, reflecting the 
(sometimes dual) inheritance of organisms. The norm of 
reactions are unknown for colonial organisms, consisting 
of ceil population» as developmental units. These units 
also respond to environmental effects, пне in the case 
of diverse root topologies, shoots, flowers or their 
parts. However, we do not know 
I. the nature and contributions of the secon. epigenetie 
inheritance system (DNA metnylation transmitting cellular 
memeory between cell, but not within generation, only 
special cases) to the reaction norms m modular and 
unitary organisms; 
г and the extent of the intensity and integration of 
developmental units under environmental perturbations.(As 
in the case of roots, etc or while organisms. 

С 
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Symmetry »no Topology in Evolution. e<t. B. Lukács л al. KFKI-199I-3Z 
ABSTRACT 

An evolutionary tree of animal symmetries and topologies is 
reconstructed. The tree is purely-nypotnetical. based on tne 
merarcny of geometrical symmetries and nomotopies. some 
correlation is guessed with tne real evolutionary tree. 
t. nmooucTioa 

The global characterization and classification of the onan
isms in terms of their symmetry and topology are plausible and 
useful properties. This papes deals with the description of sym
metries and topologies of the organisms In macroevolutton. Tne 
macroevolutton consists of speclation and the origins of higher 
organnational levels, including phyla. This paper consists of 
three parts. 

In the first part some problems of the origins, maintenance 
and transitions of symmetries and topologies In evolution are 
outlined. Secondly, a deductive framework developed by Lukacs 
(this volu»«i for the embedding of the symmetries of organisms in 
evolution is presented. The logic of this approach is the reduc
tion of symmetries eliminating their descriprive parameters sta-
trting from an £(J) symmetry. The third part is an analysis of 
the variation of the animal topologies. 

2. THE FBOBUMS OF OBI61B. MAIBTEMAJKE AMD TBABSlTlOBS OF SYMME-
TBIES AMD TOPOLOGIES OF OR6AH1SK5 IM MACBOEVOLUTIOM 

It can be observed that there exists a hierarchy of symmetry 
a topological transformations at different leveles of organisa
tions. These transformations represent the global changes of the 
units of biological organisation. The examples include the hier-
arhy of ancient, sometimes retained symmetry breaking mechanisms 
and the corresponding variation of symmetries or asymmetries hav
ing macroevolutionary relevance. The origin of life may have in
volved the emergence and selective or internal stabilisation of 
different classes of macromolecules (Avetisov et al, 1991). The 
cellular handedness (Frankéi, 1990) embodies in the antsotropy of 
intracellular structures, such as in the case of mouth organs in 
dilates. The clonal cellular reproduction of certain cylindrical 
cillates is also associated with conserved, topoplogically In
variant patterns. This clearly shows that symmetry and topology 
ca be closely related In the biological organisation. 

The topological and symmetry transformations of the organ
isms in evolution stem from the changes of developmental dynam
ics. However, as Brown and wo 1 pert (19*0. p.i.) state: • The de
velopment of handed asymmetry 1* • deep and neglected propJ em. 
Beep because it involves a type of spatial ordering of quite spe
cial nature for which there are just no models, and neglected 
for, probably, just the same reasons.1 The handed asymmetry means 
consistent left/rlgth differences. 

The generation of symmetries and topologies In development 
are also neglected fields, we know, for instance, that right and 
left sides are not distingulsged in the development of fruit 
f lys. 

A consistent topological classification of developmental 
transformations may results in a rational basis for the intelli
gibility og basis or generic morphological transformations in de
velopment and evolution. A similar endavour failed in tne context 
of catastrophe theory, neglegting real organisms and concrete 
mechanisms. 

it is interesting to observe that in population biology a 
substantial amount of information has already accumulated on bio
logical asymmetry. For instance, the fluctuating asymmetry char
acterising the left/right asymmetry on the two sides of organisms 
in isogenic or in natural populations can be considered as a mea
sure of dveiopmentai noise and environmental stress. 

The implications of the ignorance of the generative mecha
nisms of symmetries and topologies of developing organisms be
longing to different phyla is that in this paper we shall con
sider only the descriptive aspects of symmetries and topologies, 
mainly in animals. 

we note that the evolutionary lineages also show some asym
metry (Gould et al, 19вТ). This overall phyiogenetic asymmetry 
cannot be explained sympiy in terms of biased birth-death pro
cesses. Instead, we (Szathmary et al, 1990! illustrated the »sym
metry generating effects of different combinations of ecological 
factors. A more satisfactory explanation of evolutionary origins, 
maintenance and transitions should involve genetic, developmental 
and ecological mechanisms and their interactions. From this enor
mous problem some emphasise internal factors and self-organisa
tion in organisms, others mainly directional and stabilising se
lection. 

Athougn it is well known that nature has preferred symme
tries, such as spirals, emerging at many organisational levels, 
their repetitions and connections between levels are unknown. 

These problems are hopiessly intractable at present. There
fore, we simplify the problems in the next two parts of tnis pa
per. 
3. THE EVOLUTIOKABT TIKE OF ABIMAL STMHETBIES 

In a classical work sir Thomas Browne (l**»> denied tne ex
istence of a two-headed snake of the ancient Romans called ле-
phisbttn», telling that there is no species without bottom, top, 
front, back, left and right (Borges, 19»T). Then the two-neaded 
Ampnisbaena cannot exist since "lor tne senses being placed at 
both extreams, doth make both ends anterior, which is impossi
ble". This statement is quite conform with our everyday experi
ence, but does not seem correct. From arcnaeologlc data, study of 



recent primitive animals ana contemplation* one can «-uess that 
the degree o« animal symmetries is decreasing in evolution, «tie 
to increasing- specialisation and complexity. To five only a par
tial reasoninc. remember that all Metatoa start from a single 
cell, so ts all cells should be equivalent, therefore the body 
symmetric. И not. some mechanism breaking this symmetry is 
needed. 

The problem seems simple because some biomoiecules do have 
chirality (Glück. 1991). plus there is the gravity singling out 
the vertical direction. However, primitive animals consist of 
predominantly water, so they are both globally and locally 
weightless in seawater. So they do not feel too much of the ver
tical, AS for the chirality of molecules, it genera Л у would not 
lead to asymmetry of the body. This will be demonstrated on a 
simple physical example. 

Consider a system of small magnetic dipoies (spins), if 
their interactions are weak and there is no external field order
ing them, the ground state is completely disordered. Even with an 
external field the ordering is only partial, depending on the ra
tio of the external field and noise (temperature) (Kittel, 19*1; 
Lukacs and Martinas, 1990). without external field tne only pos
sibility to get a state of parallel spins is itrromtinetism, to 
which a strong interaction of special form is needed (Ctttel, 
1961). I.e. in the generic case without an external agent the 
system of chiral molecules will lack chirality. if not, then a 
spontaneous symmetry breaking is present, needing special mecha
nisms. 

So our starting point will be full C O ) symmetry, and we 
4raw an evolutionary tree of decreasing symmetry (and complicat
ing topology). Since these changes may happen only in discrete 
steps, they belong to aacroevolut ion, between the changes of fun
damental biochemistry generating new regna (Cavaller-Smith, 198T ) 
and the changes of general corporeal construction generating new 
pr.yla (Fedonkln, 1996). since the old Regnum Romanum consisted of 
веге 3 tribes, it is hard to find a proper term for the interme
diate units between regnum and phyla, but, as we shall see, the 
steps of the symmetry (and topology) tree roughly correspond to 
:ucti -superphyla" as Radiata. Oligomer and Metamer Protostomata, 
sc. 

Fig. l is the hypothetical tree according to the mathematics 
of symmetries (Lukacs, 1991b); for transparency the spiral and 
helical possibilities ignored here. The symbols for the symme
tries are as in the said paper; the names are the possible repre
sentatives. "** denotes reconstructed forms and "•»" uncertain 
correspondences. Some explanations follow. 

Piatula and BHaterogastraea belong to non-Hackel ian hypo
thetic tines (Jagerstein, 1972); »e definitely do not want here 
to estimate the probabilities of hypothetic histories. 

Some vendlans (Ediacarans) are said to be mouthless or gut
less (Seilacher, 1989). If so, then they correspond to Hackel's 
Biastaea. From tne fossils obiateness cannot be judged; here we 
assume them oblate. 

Symmetry considerations permit alternative ways to reach 
"the generic Piatyheimmthes* stage (a bilateral worm without 
anus. For our knowledge, the polyphyletic origin of Platy-

heiminthes is neither proven nor excluded, for simplicity we git-
cuss only the left an« central lineages. 

The left story goes through ladlata. in gastrulation there 
is a single preferred point (the protostoma). go the original 
Gastraea must be axially symmetric, tut then tne animal is weak 
in orientation and motion, (no points of reference or nerve cen
tres). So the evolution is expected finally to give up the last 
continuous symmetry and to remain with discrete rotational (or 
reflectionai ) symmetry, arriving at a regular polygonlal cross 
section. This is just tne stage of recent ladlata. The protostoma 
is at tne center of the ventral side (to eat from the benthos); 
guts and nerves run radially to the corners (organs of .c:omotlon 
and sense located there). T e less sides of the polygon, tne 
higher needed unformatiert to build up the body, but the higher 
ability to orientate, move »c. one may visualise a triangular Ra-
diata specialising to swim: it may become elongated to a randomly 
chosen corner resulting in something similar to recent Dtndro-
coelium iactaeum. 

The central line is an alternative. The original axialiy 
symmetric Gastraea may become elongated. Then, with a 90* rota
tion it can specialise to swim, with eyes nerve centres Sc. at 
the stomal end. Tim is a hypothetical "axial proioworm", naving 
an alternative future. Remaining at swimming it may end up in 
something classified among Hemertotdes or Nematoda, but with pri
marily axially symmetric internal organs. On the other hand, mi
grating to the bentnos, ventral and dorsal sides will be distin
guished by the bottom and gravity. Again, we are at something 
Primitive bilateral worm. 

Anyway at the top of rig. l any lineage ends in an animal 
having distinguishable anterior (mouth, eye ac) and posterior 
ends, venra) (legs) and dorsal (no leg) sides. But the left-right 
symmetry is still unbroken: the animal feels its own sides as 
untdentica) but equivalent, it would not call them differently. 

Fig. 2 gives some details to Fig. I. and Fig. 3 sketches 
some stages of the proceeding Figures. Now let us start from the 
bilateral worm (the bottom of Fig. 4). it is better to generate a 
body bigger for not being eaten easily and sore complicated for 
versatility. The centra) lineage Is tne naive straightforward way 
followed by Mollusca but it is not preferred by information the
ory, it is better to multiply itself in identical modules. The 
other four ways show such evolution. The leftmost one is colony 
forming, seen among Bryoioa, Hemichordata and Tunicata, maybe 
present in vertebrate evolution (Lukacs, И Л с ! The next is to 
grow the body In many direction (pseudo-symmetry of discrete ro
tation ), seen among Echmodermata. The two cases on the right 
are to multiply the body lengthwise. This may lead to homologous 
metamery, (discrete translation»! symmetry of Annelida), or the 
symmetry may be discrtte spiral motion. For the last cast the 
best candidate is Ammonites but there tne symmetry is conformal 
in the best case. (No definite measurements were performed to 
verify the conformal scaling.) 

All these lineages end in something without chirality. How
ever now tnere are two orthogonal preferred directions, so, if 
the internal gradients are large enough, thermodynamic forces may 
order tne cniral biomoiecules and large-scale chirality may 
emerge. Still, substantial left-right asymmetries seldom appear 
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I« Ke«nua Animalla «It mot byproducts of spiral 1 in« up in snails 
l c ) . A fairly as/amitrie uisil was Stylopnvr* «or picture so« 
Lukacs. l»»ici. but it «etas to have bttn a cul-de-sac of evolu
tion. Vertebrate bo«los ofton exhibit sittül asymmetry (aaaaal 
heart. avial oviducts *c.). but «eaeraiiy neither the outward ap
pearance nor the function!»« shows too auch of this asyaaetry. 
The aaaaal evolution led to tuacttoaal left-ri«ht asyaaotry (i.e. 
the eaerteace of notions of left and naht) only several Nys a«o 
m hoainisatioa (Holba an« Lukacs, 1991). 
«. оа THE TorouMT or M U M U 

Mow let us turn fro« syaaetry to topoloty. Main, the aathe-
aattcs is (lvea in Lukacs (l99ta). What we shall need is only a 
few »equivalent classes: a sphere, a sphere, with a number of 
shafts «riven tnrouah and an eapty spnere. That they are tnequlv-
alent, one can see oy classifying possible closed curves In the 
bodies. In a rphere any closed curve can be continuously dis
tort?« into an/ other; In a sphere atnus a shaft the closed 
curves beloa« to two disjoint classes (around and not arond the 
jhaft); with two shafts they five 4 classes (around A. »round B, 
around both, not around any of thea); with an Y-shaft a«ain a 
classes exist, naaely around the firsat, second and third lets 
and not around at all; finally an eapty sphere «tvedes the space 
into tkn* doaalas: outside, inside and the body itself, while 
all the other configurations produce only two doaalns: outside 
ana the body, now let us start to citab on the evolutionary tree. 

The aoruioitf state of evolution (perhaps preserved in Heso-
soai is topofoatcally a sphere. This radically cnanaes in the 
oidstoit state, which is an eapty close« shell. We «0 not know 
rrctat anlaals with this topoloay. However soae Edlacaran fossils 
seea to lack aouth B.C. (SeMacher, 1969; see Fl«. 3). If this ob
servation is correct then these anlaals ? (Bercii a al, 1990) aay 
have been in the Mastoid sta«e. Note that this topoloay is basi
cally different to that seen in faatliar anlaals. Such an aniaal 
can have two different environaents in the saae tlae: the seawa-
ter outside and soaethln« other inside. There aay be soae ex
ploitable possibilities in this fact (the presence of osaosis and 
other theraodynaaic forces. Our Knowledge on the way of life of 
Ediacarans is so Halted that it is more prudent to pass this 
?otnt; however we would have liked to eaphasiie a point worth
while for interest. 

in the «rastrviation process the body returns to the previous 
topoloty of the sphere. The actual «eoaetrical fora aay be arbi
trarily complicated and sophisticated, s t m it is the saae 
topoio«y. in this lopolocic state we can find Cnidaria, 
cteaopho.»a. an« aost Piatyheiatnthes. except for Neaertoidea. 

In Hemertoldes appears first the second, anal openln«. The 
enteral channel becomes a complete shaft driven throuth the body, 
*o we have arrive« at the topoloty af sphere minus a simple 
shaft. (Small opeam«s of the secretion system as proto-nephri«ta 
a al. are ae«iected here for simplicity.) This structure reaatns 
in the whole rrotostoaata branch. 

one of the most important developments about un«erstan«ln« 
phyloteny was the recognition of the two halves of the evolution
ary tree above badlata. On the protostomic side the protostoaa of 
the «astruiotc ata«e reaaias the aouth an« the anal openin« is 



n«w. 0« tu» dtuttrostoaic sidt tht aouth u ntw. and tht proto-
stoaa «ithor closes or btcoats tu« anus. rroa> cladistic viewpoint 
it 1$ »try laportant to divido tht trt« into eve; hewtvtr froa 
topclogic vt««point the division is IHiinat. 

Tb* protostorn* na« doubl* roies. wnicn aro lator separately 
inherited by tht two oppositt optnings. Thus а роты« Kind of 
deuterostoay is simply a flow direction opposit* than for a Pro-
tostoaata. This is an laportant difference, a signal of indepen
dent origin, but tht saat topology or global pattarn. 

However on tn« deuterostoaic Sid« on« can (?) observe a dif
ferent, aor« coapucattd history, and tni* is tht «ay leading to 
us. Based on tht eabryogtntsts of Aaphioxus. on observation« of 
recent lower ««rams, and on eoaaon sense a lest improbable story is reconstruct««;, which, foiiowtni Kretiot (19MI. lot» tn tn« 
steps scheaatically shown on Fit. *. 

II The starting point is a "sphere alnus a staple shaft". 
г> Tht wora t«>ts u-shapt (lor any reason). Thtn tnt aouth 

and anus «ets close to each other, which is not opttaal in the 
>i«nt of the Le cnaielier-Brown Law; nevertheless it is not un-
coaaon (see pnoronoidta. Entoproct» and Echtnodtraatal. 

3) The aniaal relntetrates. preserving the U-snap« of the channel, «ntii tin* potat tht topology ts uncmngta. 
*> Both tht neighbouring positions of tht optnint and tht u-

*n*pe of the еплнп*> have disadvantages. For tn« latter: the fiow 
in the channel is difficult at tht turnmi point.) It is prof
itable to ttt a new opening near the turning point. However, be-
cause of the original flow pattern, »itnout »»rtout r**ton* tht 
лет opening wjulj *» ал ели«, so still protostoay. To set 
deviterostoay the aniaal must have changed Its orientation too in 
this state. 

Si The final rtsutt :s a sphtrt atnus an Y-stiaft: a ntw 
topologic class. 

At this point one branch, ceases to be operative, and can be 
utilized for a new function. Froa rtctnt hlghtr dtuterostoaic an
imals one aay guess that tne superfluous branch was going te 
noure cither the developing neural systea (spinal cord) or tne 
developing endoskeleton (chorda dorsal is). 

Unfortunately, the above story is not fully supported by tht 
«•bryology of tne Aaphioxus. while there one can set tht U-shaped 
channel, in one branch tht tntodtra is abstnt. Such a structurt 
is very strange for an enteral syst»«, but in the saat tlat use
ful for tne easy development of the .leural fibers of tctodtraal 
origin. Now. in addition in the ontogeny of Aaphioxus the dorsal 
channel is produced via the overgrowing ventral lip of the proto-
stoaa- If this wore tht recapitulation of tht pnylogeny, then tht 
corresponding aany generations would have had grtat difficulties 
in eating, so being urfit tor survival. This suggests that here 
HaecKet's Biogenetic "Law" cannot bt directly ustd. so here wt 
stop and return to the problea in a later Itcturt (Lukacs, 
199IC). 

Our conclusion htre is that (some) Stuttrostoaatat have de
veloped a topology different froa and aore complicated than that 
of Protostoaatat. Tht changt of topology cannot bt aadt without a 
serious correlated rtarrangtatnt of tht body, so It aay bt a rart 
•v«nt. On the other hand, a aore complicated topology gives aort 
possibilities to build up a versatile body. Is this aort roapil-

cattd toptltfy (and •• tnhtnctd ptttnttailty) »thin« »UP «vein» 
tlonary success? 
t. COtKUWIOW 
was incorrect whtn assuaini J-axts «symmetry ftr tit aniaali. 
Evtn for rtctnt ones: what Is anterior fer an octagonal Cnidarta? 
What is atrt surprising: what dtftntt tht right foresaw tf a cat? 

A cat in ntritif withtut dtubt has an anttritr (head) - pos
terior itali) distinction as well as a ventral (leg») • dorsal in« legs ) tnt, but tn tht rtaatntni dtrtctttn btdy and function 
art (practically) atrrtr-syaattric l.t. equivalent. Tht Katst in 
sich will not ftti htr twt ftrtpaws left and right, aitntugn »ill 
fttl ihta nontaentical. to introduce in» notion tf ntr left an* 
right, extending the convention Justified fer us human» that left sides art bthind «acn othtr tf looking into the saat direction. wttn complete airror-syaaetry entramy would net appear «nd 
the individual would continuously confuse its left and right 
nands, having no way to identify them (sometimes observable par
tially in huaanii. On the other hand I an« difftrtnets again 
would destroy the ideas «f left and right hands: in a virtual continuation of tn« I in« of styitphtra tht resulting parevtrtt-
bratt would have, say. a (right) hand and a deft) paw. Our no
tions correspond to slight asymmetry. 

As sttn our asyaattrlts art historical prtducti, Th« ante» 
rior-posttrior one (originally bottom-top) cvmes frta gastruls-
tion and appeared at or just after Ediacaran: tnt tarsal-ventral 
apptartd bttwttn Ediacaran and Caaprlan and tht left-right apt» 
radically aany times in the past but this tnt it ntt a gtntral 
cnaracttristics tf Rtgnua Animal iá even now. 

As ftr ttpeioiy, tnt trifinat stags must have tttn a sphtrt. 
Tnt tmpty sphere is characteristic for Ediacaran, and absent 
aaong recent animals, aithtugn Voivox has this stage aaong Heta-
phyt*. with gastrulation tne engine) topeiogy returned and Ы-
caat aore complicated with shafts driven through. Ttus cnange aay 
nave resulted in something restabling Proto- and Deuteroaeasta. 
but again tht posslbit casts art nor« numerous as in tnt usual 
classification. 

with furthtr «volution tht ttptltgy beceaet ttt complex ftr 
ctaplttt classification, still, ittk at tht ntc« eudittic unit 
Chtanata including ell tttraptdts tegttntr wtin tnnr cressepte-
rigian ancestors in contrast to othtr Crossopttrtftans. Tms dis
tinction is eastd on tn« txisttc« «r nonexistenc« of a »mall and 
seemingly irrelevant extra eptntng on tne heat wttn a connection 
of tht ваш inttrnal channel. 
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ABSTRACT A phyaical-topological model of the Fibonacci 
plant symmetries was described /1976/ and developed fron 
many aspects /193S, 1987, 1999/ by the author. The cell-
mosaic frame of reference deternines the topological char
acteristics of both the global and the local versions of 
the model and its hierarchical generalization /1990/. The 
model construction starts with transformations of topolo
gical type in order to normalize different Fibonacci plant 
structures to their cell-mosaic-lattice representatives on 
a cylinder. Then Fibonacci plant structure representatives 
are arranged into a sequence according to their band sys
tems determined by the growing pairs öf neighbour Fibonacci 
numbers. Heading the sequence of normalized Fibonacci cell-
mosaic structures into a transformational chain starting 
from the most simple /and most symmetric/ 1+1 band mosaic to 
cell-mosaics with higher and higher pairs of Fibonacci num
bers we get both a developmental and an evolutionary path 

for this с1аза of structures and a cellular automata descrip
tion of its operation, which also has topological character. 

I 

Fig.l. General characteristics of Fibonacci plant structures 
on the level of different plant individuals are the following: 
a. global rotational /cylindrical/ symmetry, b. constant angle 
of meridional crossing of edges or cell-mosaic-lattice lines, 
d. both cylindrical and diecoidal appearance, d. two opposite 
winding band-systems characterized by pairs of neighbour Fibo
nacci numbers of their band-widths. 



DEFINITION 

Fibonacci plants are plánta that hava globally cylindrically 
symmetric organs /subsystems/, where to* surface lattice sys
tem of repeating congruent /or similar/ element« /"cella"/ 
for« banda, and the nuebers of these bands winding to the left 
and to the right are two neighbour Fibonacci numbers. 

PROGRAM 

The cell-mosaic system or the point-lattice system in the dif
ferent appearances of the phenomena both suggest a frame of 
reference to be fixed to the lattice elements. Lattice elements 
can be named: their names are* cardinal numbers according to 
their heights on the stem or organ, which has cylindrical axis 
perpendicular to the water-level. 

First we normalise the different appearances'of the phenomena. 
Then we form an evolutionary sequence from the noiaalized rep
resentatives according to thier increasing pairs of Fibonacci num 
bers. We may call the next step: reading the sequence to a cell-
mosaic-automata process. Reading means: comparison of the neigh
bour representatives according to their right and left band sys
tems, comparison results in the recognition of the generator op
eration, which deduces structures with higher Fibonacci numbers 
from their neighbour with one step lower pairs of Fibonacci num
bers. Discrete, step-by-step operation is the connector of the 
structures, which leads, on the other hand, to an irreducible 
structure of the sequence. This irreducible structure ia the 
most simple structure in the sequence, it has mirror symmetry. 
Then we formulate the operation in a cellular automata form, i.e. 
in the form of instructions for the individual cells. 

Fig. 2 Steps of transformations 
to normalise different 
Fibonacci plant structures. 
a-»b. Transformation of 
the pattern of phyllotaxls 
to point-latticei b-ec. 
Transformation of polnt-
-lattice to cell-mosslc-
-lattice by Dirlchlet-Vo-

c-»d. Division of cell-moaaic-
lattice to band systems winding _̂̂. t 

to the left and to the right; d-ee. Skinning and separation of the 
two band systems. The elements /the units/ of the model-construction 
will be these normalized cell-mosaic-lattices; they will be arranged 
into a sequence according to increasing pairs of Fibonacci numbers. 



моими XATION 
Organs of Fibonacci plants, »Лига the Fibonacci structure« 
occur, ara different in surface forma and cell for»s, too. 
To be compared ve must transform thea into a normalized cell 
form and surface. The normalized form of cells will be the 
square, the normalized surface will be the cylinder. The size 
of the square and that of the cylinder /i.e. diameter for ins
tance/ are connected through the number of bands in the Fibo
nacci structure. /Fig.6./ 

First of all we transform the botanical Fibonacci phyllotaxis 
to a corresponding cell-mosaic structure. The Dtrichlet-Voro-
noy transformation is a suitable method to accomplish this 
correspondence between the two variants of the Fibonacci struc
ture. /In phyllotaxis dot system of branchings on a stem form 
a pattern of small regions. Fig.2/a./ In the Oirichlet-Voronoy 
transformation cells are formed around dots by drawing the ' 
lines halfway and perpendicular to the sections connecting any 
two neighbour dots./Fig.2/b-»c/ 

Tne analytical way of mapping between discoldal appearance of 
Fibonacci structure and normalized forms can be shown as fol
lows. The napping will be given for the border lines of the 
great sunflower /Helianthus Maximus/ to a planar region, which 
should be rolled to form the normalized form of this Fibonacci 
structure. A planar logarithmic spiral band system with two 
different enlargement-parameters, and widths with two neighbour 
Fibonacci numbers are the main characteristics of this pattern. 
The equation of logarithmic spiral /bordering/ curves of the 
one direction bands la: Ar * в C**"*TV'/í 4 -

Fig.3. Two bundle systems 
of logarithmic spiral curves 
define the borders of the two 
band systems of Fibonacci plants 
in a discoidal development /for example:. Helianthu« Haximus/. 
Definitions of symbols are given in the text. 

where r,f are the polar coordinates,X.is the enlargement para
meter /the angle between the radius vector and the tangent to 
the curve at any points/. In a transformed form the earlier e-

гг-f-Cif*).*** -kf 
F^-l; and F, is the Fibonacci number of 

quation 1st 
where к • О, 1, 
bands on this direction. Similarly, the equation of the bordering 
curves /with enlargement parameter/J/ in the other direction can 
be written; - f ** (t« fi) • A*. 1" - { £T 
where С - 0, 1, ..., F,-li and F, is the Fibonacci number of bands 
in this direction. Mapping the two systems of logarithmic spirals 
to the borders of the square cell-lattice system we relate first 
hurdle of spirals to the band borders between llr.es of the plane 
given by й » Ä •=• where к » 0,1,..., F^; line equations in the car
tesian coordinate systemi and we relate second bundle of spirals 
to the lines: X'tf where t - 0,1,.. .,F2>/Flg.3./. 

http://llr.es


Botanical rapxasantatiOB of the Fibonacci phyllotaxis of the 
caulioe plánta 
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Flg.4. Representation of the Fibonacci 
phyllotaxis in botanies. The »iebols 
mean the direction of motion in fraction 
of the circumference of the stem from a 
dot to its higher neighbour along a 
screw line /helix/ shown upper right. 

Left column of the four most simple caaea shows this atructure of 
representations so. that smaller circles mean upper positions. 

Fig.S. Normalization of Fibonacci phyllotaxis on caulihe plants 
needs two transformations. A-»B. Oirichlet-Voronoy calls of the 
original stem are elongated hexagons. Л-»С. The transformation, 
which maps the original dot structure to the normalized cell-mo
saic /i.e. squares/ structure is a topological transformation in 
two steps: it first distorts the «ten by axial shrinking than usas 
Slrichlet-Voronoy transformation: calls on the shrunken stem will 
be squares. Normalized cases of Fig.4. ara shown in Fig.6. 



Fibonacci normalised representation • о ftenormallsed 
phyllotaxis of their bud syst««« J £ repeating blocks 

Fig.6. The final products of normalisation ares band systems with 
square cell-mosaic elements cut. skinned, doubled /in order to show 
both left and right band-structure/ and spread-out from the cylinder 
to the plane. The four most simple cases are arranged here froa top 
to bottom according to their Increasing pairs of Fibonacci numbers-
/Renormal zed blocks are shown for cylinder-diameter determination./ 

CONSTRUCTION 0Г THC TOPOLOGICAL MODEL 

Our results in the preparations to model-construction have been 
summarised in rig.6. According to this figure normalised repre
sentatives of Fibonacci plant structures form a sequence in the 
order of their increasing pairs of Fibonacci numbers character
istic to their band structure. 

Our basic conception in model-construction is that this sequence 
represents the path of the development of Fibonacci structure. 
In order to "animate" this sequence we consider the elements of 
the sequence as stages of the state-changes of the cylindrical 
cell-mosaic system. The state-changes are transformations of the 
initial structure. Initial structure is the most simple and the 
most symmetric structure - the 1+1 band system with mirror sym
metry - from which an operation transforms the cell-system to 
the structures with higher Fibonacci numbers in their bands. In 
order to find this operation /as a consequence of the topological 
model-preparations/ let us carry out comparisons on the band 
structures which are neighbours in the sequence. In Fig.7. the 
normalized Fibonacci structures were separated to their two band 
system components and these wer« arranged one above the other as 
a continuation of Fig.6. 

Comparing bands with equal width, one above the other /connected 
by brackets/ we can see that they are different in relation to 
the position of the consituent part-bands. Part-bands In the low
er Fibonacci structure are displaced one lattice unit /or cell 
uni/ in one direction if we compare them to part-bands of the up
per Fibonacci structure. 



•Normalized band system* Separated band system« 
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Pi;.7. Comparison of separated and sequentially arranged band sys
tems of different Fibonacci structures makes it possible to recog
nize the operation: the part-band sliding, whim - using it alter
nately - connects all Fibonacci structures. Bands with equal width 
/and winding direction/ of two neighbouring Fibonacci structures 
/here connected by brackets/ exhibit both the one-cell-unit trans-
lational difference between the positions of part-bands and the al
ternating appearance of tiU= part-band displacement phenomenon. 
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rig.6. Reconstruction of 
the development of Fibo
nacci structure in the al
ternating! discrete> global 
operation of part-oand slid
ing. In our model the hypo
thetical process begins at 
the mirror symmetric ini
tial condition. The mirror 
symmetry of the 1+1 band-
-eystem is violated at the 
first step of operation: 

65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 
57 52 47 42 37 32 27 22 
4 9 4 4 3 9 3 4 2 9 2 4 8 14 

56 51 45 41 38 31 26 21 16 И 6 11 
48 43 38 X 26 23 » 13 в 3 
40 35 30 25 20 В Ю 5 
32 27 22 17 12 7 2 
24 8 14 L£_4 

1 

cell element [T] /and its band/ 
slides one unit to the right. 
This sliding generates two 
bands to the left direction. 
Further steps of alternating 
part-band sliding operation 
build up /so "animate"/ the 
whole sequence of the normal
ized Fibonacci structures, 
which belong to the Fibonacci 
phyllotaxis of *.he right ^ 
fsmily. The eiiantiomorphous 
pair of this family can be 
generated by the violation 
of the initial mirror symmet
ry, of 1+1 band system into 
the other direction /Fig.»./. 
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On the basis of this recognition we can construct an operation 
which 'animates": connect and deduces Fibonacci structures fro* 
the initial 1*1 structure. This operation is: the part-band slid
ing /displacement/ one which should be used alternately in the 
two lattice directions./Fig.8./ It is a consequence of the oper
ation that cylinder diameter grows under the construction of the 
sequence. /Fig.6./ 

It is an important other consequence of our model that the oper
ation needs mirror symmetric initial condition. This fact connects 
symmetrical and topological characteristics being present in the 
Fibonacci cell-mosaic structure. We can conclude that owing to 
the normalization which used topological transformations, the im
plications of both mirror symmetry and the alternating part-band 
sliding operation in our model-construction are also topological 
invariants of the structure. 

But the Fibonacci structure is in direct logical relation to the 
mirror symmetric initial condition in an other, visible sense, 
too. At the first step of sliding operation the initial mirror 
symmetry is violated. This way two enantiomorphic families of Fi
bonacci plants may begin to develop. Development of the two fam
ilies in the same population /see e.g. Maróti, 1980/ can exist 
only if the organisms start from a mirror symmetric initial ar
rangement and physical parameters later decide which of them will 
grow up to the right and which to the left family of enantiomor 
pay /Fig.9./. 

We can conclude that mirror symmetry is an indirect topological 
property of Fibonasci plants in two aspects. First it is hidden 
in Fibonacci numbers, secondly it is expressed in enantiomorphy. 

Fig.9. Mirror symmetry is a property of the 3D space. Fibonacci struc
tures are embedded into this space and 'remember" initial mirror sym
metry in Fibonacci numbers of their band systent, and preserve it in 
enantiomorphy. The system, which exhibits both phenomena in a single 
structure is the 1+1 band system /the representation of -he wheat-ear 
structure/. In our model-construction with topological roots the vio
lation of the initial mirror symmetry /which is inherent with the ini
tial structure/ happens at the first step of the operation which starts 
to build up larger, more densely populated Fibonacci structures by the 
alternately used part-band sliding. 



THE CEUL-HOSAIC-MJTONAT* MODEL OF FIBONACCI STRUCTURE 

In the preceding parts of the paper transformations of the cell-
-mosaic systems of the Fibonacci structures were carried out by 
a global - i.e. the part-band sliding - operation. Owing to the 
topological nature of both operations 1л normalization, and the 
cell-unit-discplar?ement phenomenon /the basic event in construc
tion of the global operation/, it is plausible to transcribe our 
jiodel into a local type cellular automaton structure. This trans-
-iptinn should emphasize the local effects of the global gene

rator operation and strengthen the topological aspects of the 
model. Although locality was important in normalization, the 01-
richlet-Voronoy transformation surpassed it in some respects. This 
transformation enlarges the place of activity around branching 
podes on a stem in order to make cellular pattern from dot system. 
But this enlargement projects any events in the cell region onto 
the borders, so makes the model insensitive for events which hap
pen in higher resolution pattern. Nevertheless, the transcription 
of our global model of development of the Fibonacci structure to 
a cellular automata model will focus our attention to the role of 
local influences in this type of pattern formation. 

In a cellular autorn?ton model uniform cells are arranged in a reg
ular mosaic so forming a cell-mosaic-background for the events. I-
nitial conditions, i.e. the initial state of the cells must be 
given. State cauiges of the cells happen in parallel, discrete 
steps according to a local transitional function which is .uniform 
for all cells. Local steps are summing up step Ly step to form a 
global transitional function, which represents the state changes 
of the cell-mosaic-background. 

Let us consider the se
quence of the normallied 
representations of Fibo
nacci structures to be 
the stages of a global 
transitional function of 
a cell-mosaic-automata 
background on a cylinder 
Our program is: to trans 
cribe the global transi
tional function into a 
local transitional func
tion; i.e. to instruc
tions for the cells. The 
transitional function 
will be an operation which 
changes the neighbours of 
any cells ir. an uniform 
way. There will be two 
kinds of transitions, 
one after the other; ac
cording to the alterna
tion of the part-band 
sliding operation in the 
global transitional func
tion. These two steps of 
the local transition func
tion are described in the 

summarizing table of Fig.11 

PLANAR 
CELLULAR AUTOMATA SCMEM 

Fig.10. Global transitional pattern 
of the cellular automata planar-screen 
in the first three steps in Fibonacci-
Structure generation process. 



МОООТШ ОТ STEPS. JM HOMWUMtXON 
4MB бИМЬ-ЯОПа. CONSTRUCTION 

FIBONACCI 
PMYLLOTAXTS 

• 
TRANSFORMATION 
OP OOT SYSTEM 
OF STEMS WTO 
LATTICE-SYSTEM 
BY DIRICHLET 
METHOD 

DIFFERENT 
FIBONACCI 
STRUCTURES 
REPRESENT 
OBSERVABLE 
DISCRETE 
STEPS OF 
SURFACE 
LATTICE 
DEVELOPMENT 

FIBONACCI 
SURFACE "CELL" 

LATTICES 

ALGOAYTHM OF STEPS OF THE 
TRANSCRIPTION OF THE GLOBAL 
MODEL OF FIBONACCI-STRUCTURE 
INTO A LOCAL. CKLL-MOSAIC-
AOTOMATA MODEL 

TRANSFORMATION 
OF ANY CYLINDRICAL 
SYMMETRIC/OR RO
TATIONAL SYMMETRIC/ 
LATTICES INTO CYLIN 
DER SURFACE LATTICE 
/TOPOLOGICAL TRANS
FORMATION/ 

* 
CORING AND SXINNING 
OONN THE TWO FIBONACCI 
NUMBERED BAND SYSTEMS 
FROM THE CYLINDERS 

• 
CHOOSING ONE OF THE 
TWO ENANTIOMOftPHIC 
LATTICE SYSTEMS 

ARRANGEMENT OF LEFT 
AND RIGHT BENDS OF 
DIFFERENT FIBONACCI 
STRUCTURES ONE ABOVE 
THE OTHER ACCORDING 
TO THE INCREASING 
FIBONACCI PAIRS 

* 
RECOGNITION OF 1+i 
STRUCTURE AS INITIAL 
MIRROR-SYMMETRIC CON
DITION, AND 
RECOGNITION OF BAND-
SLIDING WITH ONE UNIT 
AS LAN OF NOTION BET
WEEN ONE OF TWO DIRECT
ION LATTICE BANDS IN 
SUCCESSION. AND 
RECOGNITION OF ALTER
NATION OF THIS OPERAT
ION ON L AND R BANDS 
IN SUCCESSION 

INITIAL CONDITIONS: 
NEIGHBOURHOODS ON 
THE CELL BACKGROUND 
ARRANGED IN MIRROR-
SYMMETRYCAL Xfl PO
SITIONS T DEFINITIONS FOR ALL 
CELLS TO BUILD UP 
FIBONACCI STRUCTURES 
1. JOIN YOUR NE AND SW 
NEIGHBOURS. CONSIDER YOUR 
NW NEIGHBOUR TO BE FIXED. 
RELATING TO THIS NEIGHBOUR 
MOVE ON ONE LATTICE UNIT 
IN THE DIRECTION OF YOUR 
NE NEIGHBOUR. 
AFTER SLIDING DISCONNECT. 
2. JOIN YOUR NH AND SE 
NEIGHBOURS. CONSIDER YOUR 
NE NEIGHBOUR TO BE FIXED. 
RELATING TO THIS NEIGHBOUR 
MOVE ON ONE LATTICE UNIT 
IN THE DIRECTION OF YOUR 
NW NEIGHBOUR. 
AFTER SLIDING DISCONNECT. 
TAXE THE SYMMETRY-VIOLATING 
FIRST OPERATION DY CHANCE 
CHOOSING 1. OR 2. 
THEN ALTERNATELY USE THE 
OPERATIONS TO BUILD UP THE 
ONE OF THE TWO ENANTIOMOR-
PHIC LATTICE SYSTEMS 

Fig. 11. Sil—му of th* steps in construction of th* global and th* 
local, cell-aosalc-aut^mat« model of th* Fibonacci-plant structures. 

It is important «o notice, that both screen and operations шгт 

different for a planar and a cylindrical cell-mosaic automata. 
Fi«.10. shows, that in planar case all the screen «ay be popu
lated but th* model is *ff*ctlv* only for th* calls on th* bands. 
A hypothetical cylindrical cell-mosaic screen does not needs 
such superfluous condition. Cylindrical screen should change its 
diameter, as a consequence of the rearrangement of the structure, 
step by step, well simulating the growing plant structure. 

SUMMARY 

In our paper a model was reconstructed to describe a hypotheti
cal development of the Fibonacci plant structures. The model em
phasised th* strong connection between the role of symmetry /1-
nitial condition, border condltlon'cylinder/ and topology /in 
normalization, in operations - both global and local - which de
form the structure/ in the structure of Fibonacci plants. The 
global, but mainly the local, cell-mosaic-automata model showed, 
that th* Fibonacci numbers ar* quantities of bands as topological 
invariants became of both th* uniform band or call operations 
/depending on the model/ and lattice structure on the cylinder. 
On the other hand, the model prooved, that Fibonacci numbers rep
resent the "remembering" of the structure to its Initial mirror 
symmetric condition. Summarlzln the two consequences we can con
clude that Fibonacci number* are both symmetric and topologic in
variants of the most simple lattice structure family on the cylin
der. 
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APPEHDI* 

Fig.12. Hexagonal representation of the model construction 
given in the paper shows, that Fibonacci structure does not 
depend on the form of lattice elements /cells/ which build 
up the pattern. Hexagonal representation makes it possible 
to show the Fibonacci numbered bands in three directions. 
This figure strengthen the conclusion that Fibonacci numbers 
are invariants of the uniform construction 

a. on the cylinder /topology/ 
b. with mirror symmetric Initial condition 

/symmetry constraint/. 
Uniform construction may be considered as both topological 
and symmetrical condition of the model we have shown here. 



GUNMZ. TMNSXTXONM. FUNCTION IACM. TRANSITION*!, FUNCTION 

rig.13. The global /left column/ and the local /right column/ 
transitional function In the cellular automatic formulation of 
the Fibonacci structure generator transformational sequence for 
=h* cell-mosaic system* of Fibonacci Plants /Barczi, 1976,1985/. 

This appendix figure of rig.13. gives the cellular automatic 
description of the Fibonacci plant transformations according 
to the framework and program given In our earlier paper in 
tola volume /Symmetry changes by cellular automata ... /. There 
the Indirect von Neumann problem has been formulated. In the 
Indirect von Heumann problem we construct Ba local transitional 
function from the Bb global transitional function. In the case 
of Fibonacci plant structures the sequence of normalised rep
resentation of Fibonacci band systems /central column in Flo.«./ 
can be considered as a global transitional function. Their ar
rangement in Fig.8. is a more expressive appearance of this 
sequence of transformations given by stages of global transi
tions on a cylinder, то this global transitional function the 
corresponding steps from Fig.11. were fitted in the right col
umn of Fig.13., where the first four steps of transitions were 
exhibited. 
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ABSTRACT 
Serious problems aoout the finer details of the internal 

deuteroitomic structure of complicated topology raise the Ques
tion if tre vertebrates are secondary or tertiary animals, mean
ing the steps in which they were Built jp from lining con
stituents. This question is discussed in the paper. 

t. IHTSODUCTIO* 
Not too successful individuals or people.- often loan for 

successful aliens as kinfolk or ancestors. However. :n Regnuo An-
imalia w* "ertsbratae are the most successful ones (according to 
our coemon opinion) and still our own ancestors and kinfolk are 
not too popular objects of study: other Deuterostomatae are 
rather neglected as compared to such popular Frotostonatae as An-
neltdae, Insectae or Cephalopodae. Before continuing this Intro
duction. Fig. l snows a very schematic deuterostcnid half of an 
evolutionary tree, and Fig. г gives pictures of characteristic 
members of the deuterostomid pnyla, after Asranam 
(Összehasonlít* »I latsterveiettan, Budapest, 19*4), Dudicii 
Al latrendstertan, Budapest, 196T) «ad Geczy (Ssler.ytan. Bu
dapest. 197Э1-

The Deuterostoma family album starts with Sjfitt* htxapten 
for Chaetogr. sta. The picture does not show yet anything resem
bling a chorda dorsalis, and it is difficult to see if the neural 
network is ancestral to a spinal cord. For any case ;t starts 
from the neighbourhood of the mouth, but it is natural to get a 
neural center at the apex. 

Our second Kin is not recent. It is Sty I option, mentioned 
earlier (Ц for its expressed lack of a bilateral symmetry. Re
cent discussions suggest that it was not an Echlnodermata prop#r 
but rather something between positions 3 and «. In this case tue 
opening at the apex is a mouth, the opposite one is the anus, the 
tail may nave contained a chorda dorsalis, and tne thickened part 
beside tne anus housed a brain. 

The next picture shows Apptaatcultri» ticul-t, belonging to 
Tunicata. There is a well developed chorda dorsal is in the tan, 
and parallelly on its dorsal side runs a neural fiber analogous 
to the spinal cord. 

Gloffofiljnus ajnutut represents position Sa. The e is a so 
called notoehord in the glans at the apical end, not seen here, 
it is sometimes regarded as tne analógon of the chorda dorsal is. 
Siutdopieun вогтлт stands for 9». These individuals form a 
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[Steter. 
Rhobdookuro-Horm»w 

Fit- 2: San* ílnrictíristic Deuterostoaata as :Ilustrations to 
Fig- J The positions are indicate«! via corresponding numbers 

colony eonntette vi» tht stolen; in »»en вемьег frte tnt »outn 
two channels »tart, tnt tnterai tnt Itnrtugn tnt stoetch to tut 
anus) and tnt stemochord (which »ay bt tnt analegen tf tnt tarsal 
chore i. 

Finally Aaphtoxus iBrtnctiiottami :jnc*oi*tum) stands for 
Vertebrata». lio n»«a to вор» th» r»»o»r n«r» with »o familiar 
further kintoiK as Cyclostcaata, Pisces. lc., showing no impor
tant difference from us it all. Aeptuoxuj will be discussed later 
in я з е retails. ;c new oeserv« only the segmentea musc!«s, tnt 
Bin у r*F*atta «ills, tht rcaogtneous spin«! cord and tr>« lack С 
any twr.tionasit heal at th* apical end. ',тп* head w i n atveiop in 
later sta««s cf evo lut »or.. ) 

Let us start witn t prosiea in connection wits tn* stattmtnt 
of an earner lecture Г!}. There it was demonstrated that 
imttroitouti» are csepl icatев for topology, and tnis compli
cated structure ялу nave given the possibility for higher com
plexity, «fftstivity or anything t u t behind our ftiling of supt-
riority. 7Пц» jar this i» only a r.ypotn»sis, not discussea iur-
ther. However one say *s'< about tr.« tttpi leading to the mort 
ccapiicated topology, and then it turns out that tn this paint 
tne picture ;s »till partially obscure. This may indicatt a 
fairly coaplicatei evolution, with scat very special steps. 

Let us oentior. nnly on* possiB.e "ar.ecaly". If or.» trie» to 
visualise the possible stops to revtrn tr.e raits of mouth ana 
anus, then the siapiest reconstruction U tht or,« ztr.'.ir.ti in 
Ref. f. a prixitiv« Coeloaata hal 4istort»d itself into U-sr.ap». 
then the intestinal channel worxed improperly at the turning 
pur.*., so there a secondary channel deveiopel with a new opening. 
ana this new one has весове a mouth instead «f the oBpcsit», t-.r 
any reason of its own. The functioniess half of the channel gave 
a possiBility to house s-üsethir.g ntw and useful: either tnt 
spinal or the dorsal cord. Then tht Branching point of the en
teral ana neural channels (or that of the fust ana the chorda 
dorsalis! is expected at tht neignsournooa of the aouta. 

It seeas to be so for Chattognata (intestina: ar.t neural 
channels) ana for Heaiehordata (intestinal channel ana stomo-
ehord). However, tne embryonal development of Amphioxus (Acrania) 
suggests a aifftrtnt story. The w*ry schematic picture is Tig. 3 
(after HatscntK ana Abraham): compare this with the corresFoni-
m g Figure of Ref. t ana tne difference is obvious. Sow tne Bi
furcation point is at th» anal ena of the matur« srganisa. w« do 
not have to accept Haeckel's biogenetic law to see the profiles: 
cases ef human spina bifiaia art confer» with the structure ob
served at Aaptuoxus. 

So something special may have happened on the Ver.»irata 
Branch of th» »volution, bt'.ween th« r«e»nt Aasphioxus (Acrania; 
ana the coaaon ancestor of Acrania ana Kemlchoraata or Tunica*, a 
or both, anyway well in tht Prtcaabrian. we do not Know this cca-
s»on ancestor from fossil* just *s tny ancestor of лс.-ar.ia is u'n-
Known, so thtrt is still room for speculstion. (We would rather 
avoia fruitless discussions about th» exact location of легаша 
on th» evolutionary tree; the tera vertebrata «ill ве uses in a 
iroad sense including легата. Anyway, Aaphioxus nas a w*; i de-
veloptd choria dorsal is. ana with enough isaginativ» fewer en». 
stn bridge the gap between Acrania and Cyciostosata.) 



ног* wo «ant to discuss tn* possibility that on* critical »to» cretlag »aaoaialiea* «ay hav* boon a luM/jcaUoa. Мог» spe-с tally: in tat* paper wo discuss aoao arguaeats «or an oioiuti-onary path loa«In* írom a colony of priaitiv* D«ut*ro*toaata* (visuaittabi* a« analógon* of tnteropaeusta) to an integrate« orgaalsa whoso »arts starts« thereafter to «»octaliso. w» aro won aware that tno idea is not now, was su<«*sto<t a contury afo by Hatschok (21, but was oppose« by such relevant pooplo as Haockol (3J and Spoacor t*l • Still, no harm tn rediscusslng tho possibility after a contury. 
* . rOSSHU CLASSES ГО* ССИГОЗГГС OMMISHS 

All Hotasoa havo, of course, Itvint parts, *imil*r to soa« independent living org ant sas. E.g. Faratoa consist of soa» coils stallar to rocont Flagellatae. Thon, going beyond tho sta'.eaent that soaethtng ts coaposlto, it is useful to «escribe the relations between the anlaal studio« and its at least virtually living parts, A lot oi classifications aay be relevant; in this Chapter we discuss three. 
The first and oldest one is based on the existence of parts and subparts. Then an aniaal bay be of {«) 
1) rrlatary. bavins no separable parts. Ехлтр!**: Prototo». 2) Secondary, having separable priaartos. ЕхлтрI**- lowtr 

Мплго*. **• rjatraeJmjataos: tfoJJusc». 31 Tertiary, hrvlag separable secondaries, Ехлтр le: Anntt-
iva, ттояо «««воле.* awre or lots rotomolo taaivtiuti low vr-
mias. 

A further, ojotartlary stop would bo tho integration of ter-tiarlos into a single organise. A candidate is *a tntntu of vry 
imtagratoa tastet*, as was pnuosophically suggested by Harals for toralt-os :S). However in this class if teat ton one cannot deci«* it tho organlsa is Indeed a unit or not. But reaeaber this eaaaple for further us«. 

Lot us see our place in this classification. Tho classical authors (3,«) agree that we are secondaries. One aay recapitulate the arguments following Spencer: 
The Vortebrata (just as Mollusca) organise does not show >ду tendency to spontaneously separate into parts tn ->ny stage of ontogeny. 
Ho hoaoiogous segaonts appear; the apparent segaents are not original but сом froa adaptation (e.g. to undulating swlaaing); th* vertebrate aaiaat cannot be divided into segaents containing 

most of the vital organs (as digestive, respiratory an« reproductive ones for exaapie). The vertobrata ts a secondary organtsa superficially segaented by external influences (while the segmented insects are true tertlarles.. Therefore the only secondary organises showing up large an« coapltcat«« foras would be aoiiuscs and vertebrates. In this Chapter wo list, not judge, possibilities. So now let us go to. tho second possible classification, according to the degree of integration an« autoaoay. Tor dotal Is see tef. % an« further citations therein, we use 3 degrees: A) C*««e«oratl**. Mainly independent parts with interactions. CxaastJo*.- spoagos (separated ceils survive but for a different Kin« of lite, until reestablishing th* secondary organ-

Fig. 3: ABptuoxui eabryo in the stage of S stoaites (after Abrahaa a Hatjcntk). Observe the developing u-snape of the •enteral channel*. The dorsal branch wjjl later house the spinal cor-l. Legends: A: protostoaa; •: canal ts neur»nt»ricus (the brsnehing point); C; neuroporus (closing later). Consider th* points disturbing any staple evolutionary scheee: I) the canal is neurenterteus is at the protostoaa, so will be at the anal en« of th» mature aniaal (if it is deutorosteaic), compare this to inab-dopieura on rig- 2; u ) tne developaent process of the neural channel seen her* cannot reflect phytogeny, because then for aany generations the »nlasts could not eat; lit) th* dorsal branch of the channel here does net contain entodera at all. so does net seen a part of the original enteral channel. 



ism); ал e*rtnworm (can oe cut into two and parts say live for a 
«»IK to regrow the lost parts I. 

B) Federal tea. identifiable separate parts, but with some 
vital functions locates at the level ot the whole organism. A 
separated part can survive for a while but with restricted func
tions; it cannot regrow the whole organism and cannot live its 
independent life. Examples: an insect (can survive decapitation 
for a short tlae, but cannot become a complete insect anymore); 
ля antmil ot termites (from which a termite can oe separated for 
a short tine but win die without reproduction »c.). 

CI Unity. So possibility for survival of the зерлгые parts 
for any «sentionaole time. Sxjmpte: majorit/ <>f lugner лпт*1* 
(whose amputated fingers do not survive at all). 

Obviously we belong to CaseC): an amputated human limb can
not survive as an individual organism in any sense. 

Now we introduce a third viewpoint into the classification, 
according to the origins of the parts. Several logical possibili
ties may exi3t but it is useful and conform with European tradi
tions to thin* in triads. So here we define two extremal cases 
and every other transitional ones win be classified simply be
tween them: 

a) Symbiosis of originally independent animals. 
0) Treesitional cases. 
T; self-generation of new segments. 

Here it is difficult to give examples because we should Know the 
pretixstor/ of the composite organism. However, for Case a) one 
can mention the Eucariotes of endosimblonta origin [7], while 
Case г) и suggested by the ontogeny of the tapeworm or *.he 
Pogonophora (ancestry unknown), we w m return to Case 0) after 
having some suggestions to specify. 

Obviously the Э classifications above (for composition, au
tonomy and origin) are not fully independent; not all the 27 com
binations «re possible, e.g. if something has no parts, then it 
must be a unity too. Again, one would expect higher autonomy for 
originally independent parts than for self-generated ones, but 
this is only an expectation and may depend on the history of the 
an lea! as welI. 

we close tnis Chapter with Fig. 4, which is a completed ver
sion of Fig. 1. The conclusions from this Figure will be post
poned tin the second Chapter from here. 
3. OH «WBIOXOS 

The author is no expert of Aaphioxus. this chapter is no 
part of an Ampntoxus aonography, only a list of some facts not 
quite conform with Spencer's firm opinion (above) that no verte
brate could be divided into homologous segments carrying most of 
vital organs. But first we would like to emphasise that Verte--
bratae possess a 600 My evolution independently of any other phy
lum (say Hemlchordata or Tunicatal and this time is quite enough 
to obliterate traces of autonomy by integration or those of ho
mology by dissimilation, as seen e.g. on Hetanneiidae. Also, our 
favourite Amphioxus is not an ancestor of other recent verte-
bratae. up from Cyciostomatae: its origin Is quite obscure, and 
we can only hope that it may be a -living fossil*. Still, with 
sufficient imaginative power one can bridge the gap between Aera-
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nia and Cyclostomata. Sow let u* »ее some v U U organs or func
tions of Amphioxus: 
Bea* irat >••• Si U s , with 80-100 opening*. 
Circwlatlwa: Ho heart: pulsating sections of an artery, as «any 
thickenings as the number of «ills. 
Secretloa: AS many protonepartdia as «tils. 
Beproeuctiea: гг-25 pairs of gonads in segmental arrangement. 
Sensors: A single olfactory cavity in forward position (possibly 
defunct). Sensitivity to chemical stimuli on the whole surface 
although enhanced at the apex. Optical sensitivity In diffuse 
cells of trie spinal cord, segmentally arranged. 
Kewral system: centra! part: spinal cnord in segmental arrange
ment * giant fibers connecting the segments. Dilatation at the 
apical end ("brain'). Dominantlу gray matter for local function
ing. Periphery: segmental!y arranged neurons to muscles. 

The above d>ta definitely do not suggest a primordial !y un-
segoented animal whose body became secondarily segmented for eas
ier undulating motion. Such an adaptation might lead to segmented 
backbone muscles, but segmentally repeated eyes or gonads are not 
needed for easy swimming. Rather, the picture suggests a primor
dial homologous metamery. *лу between the homology of recent 
earthworm and insect, both always recognised unambigously as good 
tertiary animals. 
• • (M THE POSSIBLE OB1GIM OF KCTAHEBT. 

How let us return to Fig. 4, which gives some suggestions. 
Lower phyla are generally ollgomeric. тле exception Is 
Pogonophora. Then the first possible idea is that on the 
deuterostomtc branch the tendency to grow multiple parts appeared 
independently, namely at the stage of Pogonephora, and this ten
dency is manifested In vertebratae. but above Acrania in a rather 
obliterated way. To multiply the body is a very economic way 
(from mformatical viewpoint) to be larger and more versatile, 
and such a body is a useful startpolnt for later evolution, so if 
the tendency has appeared, it will probably be preserved by se
lection. In this case our position m the 3x3 classification is 
3C». 

However in this way we run at least Into 2 difficulties: 
J5 The tendency to self-generate segments seem absent in 

some higher units as Echinoderaata and Enteropneusta. 
2) In Pcgonophora the metamerlc part is the opisthosome at 

the very end of the- body. This part does not seem homologous to 
the segmented mioaie parts of Vertebratae, or to any part of 
them. 

Fortunately one does no', have to be disturbed by the above 
difficulties because recent rBNA sequence analyses have classi
fies Pogonophora among Procostoaatae [8). Since in the lack of 
enteral channel the ventro-dorsal discrimination is ambtgous in 
this phylum, we may accept the result. Having removed 
Pogonophora. Fig. « suggests the following pattern. Lowest 
Diuterostomatae are solitary and not metaeeric in the same time. 
First appears the tendency for forming colonies by cloning. Note 
that both for Pterobranchia and for Tunlcat» the slightly con
nected individuals are secondary unsxgmerted animals. The phylum 
Hrmichordata may represent the transition: some classes have the 
tendency of colony-forming, some do not. Then going higher this 

tendency disappear*, but "in its place" metasery «an be observe«. 
This pattern gets a natural explanation if the segmented body is 
the inheritor of a colony, and the individual segments are inher
itor* of the individual member» »f the colony. Here it is worth
while to note that in the Cambrian colonial araptolttntnae »ere 
quite common. While this time is slightly late for direct collec
tion to ancestral vertebratae, it is a signal for a streng 
colony-forming tendency in the close neighbourhood of our ances
tor». 

we must confess that the present argumentation lacks con
structive suggestions for the way of verifying or disproving the 
conjecture. Amphioxu»' ancestors are not seen in fossil», ar.l its 
embryogenes is does not seem to give a clear key !tj. which is not 
surprising after the adaptations of (00 Mys. HaeeKel's Biogenetic 
Law cannot be taken in face value on this tiaescale. Still, we 
would like to recommend the above picture as a viewpoint when 
locking at ourselves. In what follows we do net question the pic
ture but draw tne logical conclusions. 
9. COHCUJSJOHS 

It the proto-vertebrates were analogous to a colony H 3rap-
tollthinae, Fterobranclae or Tunicatae, with later integration 
and dissimilation, tn*n 

t) in the 3x3 classification our place is JCs, where 9 
stands for "colony of semi-independent clones". This is indeed a 
transitional case between "symbiosis »f aliens* and "self-genera
tion of new segment»", since the symbiotic individuals are of 
common genetic origin (identical twins or clones), but they are 
not limbs or segments but naott independent individuals 
(connected only by stolons). The ancestral colony would be ЗА«. 
the more integrated stage of the proto-vtrtebrate is maybe 38«. 
Tne actual place of Amphioxus could be measured by the extent of 
its regenerative power. 

I) The specific parts of the present vertebrate body »r* not 
homologous to those of Chaetognata and Enteropneusta. So any 
"anomaly" may be expected when comparing the latter ones to Am
phioxus . 

3) The segmental arrangement of Amphioxus• gonads gets a 
natural explanation as remainder of the original state. Indeed, 
in this case there is no serious genetic presure to eliminate the 
multiple sources of reproduction, since the genetic information 
i» the same in each segment (except for the rare moiaicism! they 
being clones. 

4) Our classification SCI generate* disturbing philosopnic»: 
idea* concerning ourselves. They w i n be given now at tne end ci 
tne paper. 

Ve f*el ourselves indivisible units. However this feeling in 
itself nas nothing with our origin or even with the constitution 
of our body. Our self-consc uusness is generated si-sply by the 
neocortex of the brain, which и not repeated m the body. How
ever, looking at Amphioxus, one see* that the ornsr.n v*rt*5rate 
central neural system is the spinal cord. Th.s о г jar. it seg
mented, and its apical t*r: specialises Uttr mti i bram. rn< 
Ampnioxu* seems to have preserved the very first steps of this 
special nation with a "brain" not qualitatively different free 
tne posterior sections. Since a segment of tne spir.i! cord pos-



;e»;es its own "eyes" and chemical senior», and the inter»egmen-
•at •-•onr.ections are not very strong, it is possible that the Am-
oh.oxus has "multiple personality Just a* the hustan society ha»: 
мой segment can analyse data and command its own muscle* inde
pendently, however with interaction and haroomsation between 
neighbouring personalities and with some "leading" ones »t the 
a?ex. it ;s possiBle. of course, that contemporary Ampttioxu* t* 
already past of this stage: maybe this point could be checked via 
*eachmg a definite segment by conditional reflexes and then 
lor-King for answers in the neighbours. 

.'.« it sc then that our original multiple personality is »im
ply suppressed by the dominant mtnd(s) at the apex (now head), 
via the superabundant white matter conducting intersegmental com
mands, so that we cannot ftti anymore the original multiple per
sonality, and still the specialisation has teen maKir.g the usurp
ing apical segments so efficient that after some 600 Mys they can 
find sut something about the original situation and can pay the 
oiltgatcry res?ect to our own posterior, suppressed, atrophied 
and finally neglected personalities? 
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ABSTRACT 
A dissection of the idea of for» and ahapt is presented. It turne out 

that visual form» art not topological invariants. Only raw of them art 
describsbla by special topological transformations (usually by Lie-groups). 
Active tests, «etching and spectral description of shapes have also a )i»ited 
efficiency. 

Concept of visual form encloses qualities explained by visual perception 
or higher visual functions only. This is incorporated into the idea of Gestalt 
but without details. 

It seeas fruitful also to deal with non-visual signals or their 
perceptions and eachine made extraction of the 'spirit of fores', the Gestalt. 

Context and convention are crucial both in definition and recognition. 
The form/shape/pattern/figure/image recognition and their generation 

seems to be almost equivalent computational tasks. However, it can be 
practical to distinguish them. 

General morphology and the dependent disciplines is promoted by a deeper 
analysis of the role -A old and revealing new principles, while examples could 
prove or disqualify naive suppositions. 

INTRODUCTION 
The high level of our knowledge about forms is an illusion. 
Definitions of form should be 'more compact' than the entries whose the 

form they describe. For such abstractions it is needed but insufficient to 
survey several problems as shown by examples: 

How to outline (generalize or restrict) the concept of invariance in 
relation whith form, i.e. how the idea immanent in fon» or shape may be 
define-l? 

now the amorphous, periodic-crystalline, aperiodic shapes, organic and 
other special forms are described? 

Have the amorphous objects a shape? 
Is it useful to distinguish the concepts of shape, form, image, picture, 

figure and pattern from each other? 
why the visual and geometric concepts of form are different? 
Are there non-visual forms at all? 
In what sense the subjective-intuitive-perceptual concepts of visual 

shapes are different from the possible objective cnes? 
Does the concept of 'Gestalt' expresses the crucial difficult es arising 

in relation with 'form" 'shape' or 'pattern' as concepts? 
What is the role of context and conventions in shape recognition? 
How pattern recognition and generation ire related to each other? 
It is a secondary question to decide to handle biological forms alone or 

together with their evolutionary diversity and the individual morphocen.»si£. 
The role of 'satellite concepts' of the shape se-.ns Interesting« well: 

morphology regards itself as a 'functional' discipline in which issues like 
'function' and 'form' are not separaole from each other. A different sort of 
'functionalist' also may emerge in connection with control and dynamjes of 
shapes especially in propositions like 'the form is a frozen dynamics'. 

T 



1. THE SHAPE IS MOT Д TOFtOGICAt CONCEPT 
Extra topológia« non est топи 
si est foraa non eat ita 

The topology is not the зам as it war in the tine of Etiler or of 
Analysis Situs (Poincare). It incorporates geometrical, algebraic, 
combinatorial, dynamical, set-theoric, general and other branches. 

The invasion of topological principles into the biology is not new 
either: e.g. in «orthogenesis (e.g. Than, 1968) and evolution (O'Arcy 
Thompson, 1888). Their validity is liaited because «hat we usually call fcrm 
or shape, can easily be destroyed by topological transformations. Often, these 
are not topological invariants. The room for topology is inside 
morphogenesis and in context of special morphological variations oi 
phylogenesis. It is restricted to continuous deformations. Even such claims 
aay be misleading as based on ambiguities. At the separation of two divided 
cells neither continuity, nor neighbourhoods are preserved. Thus topology as a 
'final principle' in the morphological sciences is not tenable or at least not 
practical. Invariants are not necessarily topological. Despite of the fact 
that - at least in peace - everybody is connected to his/her parts. 

when topological fictions are still pushed forward аз explanatory 
principles in context with forms, than a magic procedure, founded on 
sympathies, affections or partial correspondences are followed and carried 
into the practice. Topology is more related to special deformations than to 
forms. 

Topological equivalence (see e. g. in Borisovitch et al, 1985; Boltyansky 
et al., 1965; Chinn and Steenrud, 1966; Coxeter, 1969, 1974: König, 1918; 
Kosniovsky, 1980; Patterson, 1956; Stillwell, 19B0; etc.) is in connection 
with the conservation of neighbourhoods, continuity or connectedness but 
different objects aay preserve these features while loosing the shape itself. 
Moreover, shapes can be preserved by carrying out non-topological 
transformation, i.e. loosing continuity. In this respect four transformations 
may be distinguished: 

TOPOLOGY SHAPE 
0 
1 
2 
3 

lost 
lost 

conserved 
conserved 

lost 
conserved 
lost 

conserved 
Topology deals with invariants against homeomorphisms and 

ditteomorphisms. However, shapes at. distinguished by human perception are 
usually change with such transformations. 

Therefore, instead of topological, other geometrical or even 
non-geometrical (psychologies:) principles seem important in defining shapes. 
These are - among others. - obviously nr aetric since shapes do not change 
e.g. with magnifications. 

However, in the Program of Erlangen initiated by Felix Klein (187?), 
special topological tr?r.3fon»ation3 were collected preserving 'shape' with 
some geometrical vitiations too. 

0© 
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The two diajoint puts In thii fr 
topologically different (this fact denoted toy T«0), 
but carry the « a w aeanlng or neve the м м 
abstract (or« (expressed by F»l). Shortly wittern 
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> 00 * 

The 2 and 6 are not 
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The "coapact" 6 and • «•» topeOopteally 
equivalent, their for« is different. The саим of 
difference is 'context-dependent' or determined by 
a coordinate system which it also a kind of 
context. The сам corresponds to: (TF) » 10. 

The "compact" symbols of J and 5 
hoaeomorphic «apt of each other but hold 
Mssage: (TF) * 10. 

Two versiont of tyabol '7' w e 
topologically and 'formally' equivalent! (TF) 

different 

both 
• 11. 



SPECIAL EXAMPLES: 
(1) The curvature is not a topological invariant since it changes 

(usually) together with shape even it the transformation is topological. 
Diffeomorphism - a subclass of topological mappings - usually influence the 
curvature of • line. Sharp change while keeping continuity may violate 
differentiability. Shape is not its invariant. 

(2) The following letters are either homeomorph or diffeoaorph images of 
each other: 

(a) 1, S, U, J, C, V, Z, N, M, И, G, T, F, E, Y, K, X, H; 
(b) 0, 0, P, *, R, 0; (c) В 
The conplete English alphabet is divisible into at most 3 topologically 

different categories. Moreover, all of then can displayed as toplogically 
identical to letter I or even to 0. 

O ) 30 knots are not topologically equivalent to the circle line or with 
each other in dimension three. However, they are equivalent to each other by 
higher dimensional maps which preserve continuity and transform JO knots into 
each other or into 3D circle line. Knotted periodic orbits resulted also in 
dynamics being qualitatively different from thoie which generate ordinary 
(circle-like) periodic orbits (see e.g. in' Rolfsen, 1976; Birman and Williams, 
1981; Bürde and ?ieschang, 1935; Kaufmann, 1981; lomanoco, 1981; Holmes, 
1989). 

(4) Topological invariant like Euler-characteristic (Shaskin, 1984): 
к * V - E • Г 

remains unchanged for convex polytop« or tor graphs drawn on the surface of 
sphere or torus or other configurations or characterizes system of planar 
lines. Without the graph,corresponding to edges, vertices and faces this 
constancy dees not hold. However, this very special topological parameter may 
become lost if a polytop surface is continuously transformed into sphere: 
edges, vertices and faces loose their sense. 

Therefore the intuitive or psychological concept of 'shape' or 'form' is 
not a topological idea. Hufstadter (1985) goes further. He claims - and 
perhaps his view is exaggerated - that the 'Essence of A-ness is not 
geometrical. He believes that in the shapes is not sufficient to search tor 
'topological' or even 'group-theoretical' invariants. But this does not 
disqualify the whole geometry. The geometry in more general sense cannot be 
excluded from the description of 'visual forms' (Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen, 
1939). Linguistic essence of the item denoted by 'A' is something else. For 
example, if "V is regarded not as a letter but as a phoneme, then the entries 
of a large set of visual items have to be regarded as 'phonetically 
equivalent' or closely related. But the acoustical neighbourhoodness is 
evidently different tram the visual/geometrical nearness or equivalence. This 
generalization leads to the conceptual issue of 'pattern' as it is used in 
pattern recognition theory and also to the concept of codes. In these cases 
the sensory channel is not necessarily fixed. 

At the заве time, the definition of visual fo:.«s remains unsolved. 

2. THE PtWGRAH OF ERLANGEN HELPS RIGHTLY МОДЕ 
Only different shapes may heve identical forma 

Felix Klein (1972: Lecture; 192A-2J) in hit Erlangen' t Р Т О М ев considered 
various geometrical transformations through their invariants. The possibility 
of group theoretical management also emerged soon (беле, 19»»t Coxeter; 1M9; 
197«; Hilbert and Cohn-votsen, 19)2; Hall, 19M). 

A triangle remains triangle after translation, rotation, reflection, 
magnification etc. These may be applied consecutively and are reversible. Thus a transformation group is defined but not automatically as in the algebra. 
Such groups are investigated since a long time. Two major categories are 
distinguished: discrete and continuous groups of transformations (Hall, 19a«; 
Coxeter, 1973; Coxeter and Moser, 19S7). But transformations are not 
necessarily described by groups and only a part of forme is related to them. 
Groups fail to describe forms if their successive applications result in 
(minor) deformations, i.e. if transitivity is not Mlfilled. 

TABLE 1 
GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATIONS WITH 

PARTIAL »VARIANCE OF FORMS 
«»GROUPS ARE INVOLVED-) 

—PROXCTIVECG) 
Г—AFFINE(G) 

ESIMILARITV(G) 
-MOTION(G) 
-NON-MOTION 
NON-SIMKARITY 

I NON-AFFINE 
---NON-PROJECTIVE 

Г—TOPOLOGICAL 
Г—OIFFEOMORPHISMCG) 

I L—NON-OIFFEOMORPHISM 
I—N0N-TOP0L0GICAL 

9! 4«1 bW K - f f S B Motions influence the meaning of the 
Q D IVl^t j i ' » "ape ' or 'form': rotations by 90° i 

ЯР2 
same 
result 

in m, 3, summa and w, while reflections lead 
to four different letters. Their recognition 
is clearly supported by context. 

3. CONSERVE OR DESTROY SHAPES AM) 
MATCHING PATTERNS 

Pattern matching does not solve 
pattern recognition or definition 

The Erlangenerprograme offers transformations against which the shapes 



The phcn»ne Д is expressed by a variety of visually different 
5'..7>bol3 in the different writings (Malherbe, 1933): Latin, Greek, 
i-ebrew, Armenian, Telugu, Devangari, Gujarati, Gurmukhi, Tamil, 
íthicpic, Georgian, Burmess, Hiragana, Katakana, Korean, Telugu, 
Scangan, Gujarati, Tamil, Arab, Civehi. 

¥ ^ П II f Í1 f l ?J 
d d к к к к к к 

ч q ^ Y) <3J Е щ U 

d d d d у у 

Л й" 1Г Я И Pi & °tf f}J 
tch tch tch 

in The phonetical equivalence of visually different symbols occurs in 
the alphabet of the same language. Examples are taken from Gurmukhi, 
Thai-Lao and Ethiopic alphabets. 

Examples to the complementary phenomenon i.e. visual identity with 
phonetical difference occurs very often. E.g. S, P or 8 are applied for 
different phoneme (Malherbe, 1983). 

V 

The recognition or definition of 
A-ness as a prototype is a monomaniac 
example in 'Geslalt'-psychology and 
'Pattern Recognition Science*. The 
simplest affine transformations show the 

^
invariance of A-ness after translation, 
rotation, reflection and magnification. 
These are topological transformations. 
The complementary phenomenon j 3 demonstrated in Section 2. 

«СТА PECULIAR EFFECT 
-4VOeXX**. V W U t N 

JZTS& 

PECUU 
PECU ! 

taT-put^r-generated affine transfarmati :s of sa-nple texts. This are not 
yet frcm the reoartcir of the most gsneral cransformation class of which 
the lines are invariants. Errors ariseű eu. to the digitaliiation. 

I l l l l l i l l H I I f l 1111 1 B I I M I I 1 I I I H H 
• X • • » U l i » • Í M 
mm i n i 

_ i « .... 
• • J I I ШаШЩ I ! • • • ! I • • • • • II 

MIM II №11 WW 

ft ft r* 

i 
Computer generated affine 

and after nan topological 
transformations which 
preserve the visual form and 
consequently the meaning as 
invariant properties. These 
do not load drastically the 
perceptual abilities of a 
human observer. 



п ш 1 к subjectively •ore often invariant than after an arbiträr« topological 
map. But e.g. the affin* transforations also do not represent exhaustively 
the range of ton-keeper aaps. General topological transformation groups (see 
in Pontryagin, 193?; 19*8) are neither adequate since continuous deformations 
could destroy a f o n brutally even if this destruction is reversible. Some 
very special notions are regarded as resulting in new for«. E. g.: (1) two 
triangles vith a peak upward or downward represent different artistic effect 
or even Meaning (Arnheim, 1959;1*7«); (2) A letter I becomes a capital greek 
gamma after reflection and rotation. (3) See also p-d-b-q and rotations of M 
or U resulting different forms or meanings. 

Certain entries in certain Lie-groups (gL; Hall, 1966) preserve what we 
call fon, while others not. Thus gL-s consisting of non-singular matrices are 
in majority suitable, while arbitrary analytical naps of few parameters at a 
given dimension are more often inadequate. It is rather difficult to describe 
those Lie or non-Lie groups which are 'intuitively acceptable'. The easier is 
to argue with examples ol shape keeping or destroying transformations. 

Some examples of the groups of occasional preservation or destruction 
fores are as follows: 

displacements, motions, affine transformations, similarities, projective 
transformations, topological groups, Lie-groups: regular matrices, Lie-groups: 
analytical transformations, special rotations, special reflections,discrete 20 
and 30 transformation groups etc.. 

Kaps írom these groups conserve or deteriorate specific features of a set 
of points: distances, angles, directions or sense, neighbourhood, measures 
etc. (Heyl, 1952; Berczi, 1909; Coxeter, 1969, 1974; Coxeter and Moser, 19B»; 
Gans 1969). However, tor the constancy of a figure contexts or conventions are 
also important. 

Nevertheless, simple transformations help in 'pattern-matching'. If a 
picture is suspected to be similar to an other one, than a scale 
transformation, shift or rotation may help to reach a maximum overlap of the 
two images. If this is not too small, then the old and new may be regarded -
let say - similar (Selfridge and Neisser, 1963). It is a real handicap that if 
the matching transformation is not adequate, than different farms will appear 
to be identical to each other, i.e. a mismatching takes place. Thus a letter J 
can be tcpologically tranformed into M. This shows only one of the limits of 
"standardizations" procedures in pattern recognition. 

4. NAIVE DEFINITIONS OF THE SHAPE 
Finally the Indians caught the crow 

It is often useful and is possible to give «ore than one definition to 
the same item. These definitions may correspond to the conventions of the 
everyday language. The multiplicity of definitions indicates that the class ol 
object is eore general(deeper) than it is believed or heterogenous (only the 
names are identical). 

DEFINITION (1): A T-transtonation shape is the class (set) of invariants 
of the transformation T. 

REMARK: It is i. problem whether such a tranformation T should be an entry 
of an algebraic group or not. E.g. a rotation/translations of letter И or p is 

ч 

decoded as new 'tons' of the same 'shape'. Do the «eta of invariants 
characterize subjective constancy? No. It is luppoaid that here already convention* and references start to govern the perception of • figure or 
image. 

DEFINITION (2)• An S-subject (person or animal) t o n i» the cless (set) 
of invariants of those trensfenationa after application of which the subject 
S still recognize • • n a P e or fon. 

REMARK: The definition procedure is delicate because It may become e 
subject dependent (but still may romáin objective) characterization. A human 
subject may recognize or miss of rocognitlng • shape (Upending on a training. 
Thus Hofstadter(l?BJ) shows that artistic Chinese characters are more easily 
identified by Chlnese-letter-teoched persons compared to those who missed such 
a training. The rather serious problem emerges whether a recognition is based 
on conventions or even on the knowledge of an encryption. In fact, the 
recognition criteria may become completely arbitrary. 

A further factor is illustrated in decoding the language, and the meaning 
of the following very simple strings: 

(1) UP CF PS CPU UP CF 
sieo л UIF RVFTUJPO 

(2) EHANNI, KANGI KIN ZINTKALA 
ATA SKA HfCA.. 

The meaning - as something essential - remains invariant only if the 
language of transformation can be decoded too. tilth the help of key both the 
meaning and the form can be reconstructed. Thus we may decode a form or shape 
even if it seems to be lost. Case (1) is an encryption of an English text; the 
2nd one is an other and Sioux Indian (Oakota) sentence. Its meaning is as 
follows: 'A long time ago, the crow was a bird that was completely white' 
(Katzner, 1987; p. 28<0. 

In biology, coding is evidently present: a significant part and potency 
of the future organism - Including external image - is encoded in a ion 
completely alien (macromolecular) from the final appearance. Thorn Ü9B05 
follows a good intuition when mora generally emphasizes that language 
structures and morphogenesis may be related to each other. Tnus cryptology is 
neither neutral nor strange in various fields of biology. 

S. BIOLOGICAL, ORGANIC AND ARTIFICIAL FORMS. 
Venations of fore- and hindwings of a Zygoptera 
are almost identical replicas of a hidden template 

The idea of organic shape is based on the peculiarities of living forms. 
It is neither amorphous, nor crystall-like. Usually display soma kind of 
'immanent symmetry' in the sense that some transformations of some parti 
result in other parts. Exclusive occurence in living organisms is not an 
adequate criterium. The living fon-class is not necessarily disjoint fron 
that of non-living shapes. 

It is similar the dilemma of 'artificial' versus 'natural' shapes. 
Natural ions are misbelieved to be пол-regular or mathematically less 
sophisticated. Often the opposite is the case. 



The noUon of 'intrinsic symmetry' Jaarits attention. In 'fractal forms' 
the self-similarity is • charactarlstic feature. This concept is generalized 
as follows: 

DEFINITION; A t o n F is called T-self-tranformed if it encloses parts 
which goes to other parts by repeated application of transformation T. 

REMARK: T is arbitrary. It is not necessarily а 'monotonic' map. F is a 
set of an embedding space S. Periodic forms are the simplest cases: the 
identical transform of a template is repeated as a replica. E.g. the venation 
of the four wings of Zygoptera is per definitional, identical but in fact not. 

New (multiple) strange forms may be obtained if non-monotonic iterations 
are applied to a point set with the possibility that more than one strange 
attractors are defined for the case. It occurs if self-similarities are only 
locally identical to each other. 

Amorphous forms are paradoxical by the the names. The random, the too 
complicated or strange (fractal) forms are subjectively amorphous. However, in 
modem cryptology there are encryptions resisting even to arbitrarily large 
computational power. Thus to find out hidden regularities is not easy at all. 

6. CONFORMISM OF D'ARCY THOMPSON VERSUS CATASTROPHES. 
Singularities cannot be 
explained by regularities 

Concepts of Darwin, O'Arcy Thompson and Thorn about the variety or 
similarity of forms include both smooth and catastrophal transitions. Darwin 
regarded slight deviations as 'steps leading to more strongly 
marked..varieties'. Thompson interpreted even large differences by smooth 
topological transformations, while Thorn stressed the possibility of 
unpredi-ted sudden variations (bifurcations). 

O'Arcy Thompson's (1888) approached the problems of di-ersity of forms -
e.g. allometry - and (implicitly) morphogenesis by coordinate transformation. 
His iim seems to be opposite to that 01 Klein: to explain variations and not 
invariants. In evolution, variations appear with invariants but geometrical 
transformations may describe transitions only between two given forms. The 
biological transformations are most probably not so simple which those of 
Thompson (e.g. coruarm maps holding shape in small scale, i.e. locally). His 
approach is superable by more adequate transformations. 

The 'Origin of Species' and the 'Origin of Forms' are different but 
related problems. External appearance and species qualities may diverge, 
albeit often correlate. 

7. GEOMETRIC FORM IS ALSO A PERCEPTIONAL ISSUE 
Mhat the human brain 
tells the human eye? 

A kind of intelligence is attributed to perception (imong others by 
Gregory, 1970) because no external or even internal/sensory factors are 
capable of explaining visual performance. The intervention of central nervous 
system is more than probable. 

The traditional shape concepts of geometry «re clearly rat sufficient to 
enclose all forms and patterns. Are these forms defined objectively or instead 

thsy are conceptual artifacts because universal criteria to distinguish 
objective and perceptual factors!« difficult to outline. This definition 
dilemma is not restricted to biological or artificial shape» or learning to 
recognize forms. All shapes are - more or loss directly - related to visual 
perception or visual neuroscience. This view is accepted in aesthetics 
(Arnheim, l>74). 

Often ме start from the human (animal) perception which csttgorizes the 
shapes by poorly understood mechanisms. We should like to catch tr* 
'perceptual form' by simplified, 'objective' methods and with minimum numtxn 
of describing parameters. Soon, the concept of shape bifurcates into 
'subjective' and 'objective' branches. The visual neuroscience and psychology 
of visual perception deal with the first case while and the various trends of 
geometry incorporate the second concept. 

We saw that a division of biological cells is already a non-topological 
change since from a 'whole' two disconnected but similar forms appear. The two 
halves remain together or become separated. 

Moreover, topological and metatopologlcal invariants are dependent on the 
range of magnification at which the given object is investigated: a plane may 
be only an approximation of true planes, a thick line auy be a quite 
complicated manifold. A seemingly continuous object may consist of small 
particles, a layer may be a special condensed regular set of cells, a contour 
of a leaf may enclose a highly organized geometrically heterogenous territory, 
ind the same object - e.g. retina - may have 10 histological or three 
synaptically connected layers etc. The apparent homogeneity is strictly 
resolution-dependent. 

The 'invariants' appeared not only in geometry, but alio in the 
explanations of perceptual performances. Thus, Pitts ar.d McCulloch (19*/) 
computed invariants from variables supposed that group structures were 
involved. Their sophisticated technique is compared to other pattern 
recognition methods by Armer(19iJ). Minsky (1963) also attempted of merging 
geometrical/engineering techniques and physiological factors. 

It causes a complication the 'shape' can be a local and not a global 
feature. Thus the Euclidean dimension may be local. The shape of a 
spermatocyte or Ciliata or Flagelleta is an approximate (i.e. real) 
illustration of the last and abstract statement. The localizedness of 
geometrical properties is the phenomenon which is expressed by the attribute 
'heterogenous'. However, the perception deals with glob*! properties too. 
Otherwise a conform transformed pair of figures would result in the impression 
of similarity because 'in small scale' to conform maps are objectively 
similar. 

8. THE GESTALT OF GESTALY - THE ROSE OF PERCEPTION 
It has even details 

Thorn (I960) is one of the authors who expressed that 'simple geometry' is 
not sufficient to understand the morphogenesis and also that the foundation of 
modern 'science of forms' (morphology) may be related even to non-visuil 
issues as well. His non-visual aspect was linguistic on«. Essentially, the 
same is stated for the ordinary visual and other perception by the 
Gestalt-psychology (Koehler, Wertheim, Koffka between 1910-1940) and stressed 
by Arnheim for artistic perception and others for pattern recognition 
(Gregory, 1970; Hofstadter, 1965). The emergence of the concept of Gestalt is 



thm сепеахвипсе of limits of the >U«ts of invariant p m r n t i n ' . No doubt, 
its application implies also a aagical <nro- or paralogical or obacuro) aapact 
comparable to «he cases of misapplications of topology. In auch casta a 
•label" or 'name' la given to a ditficuult phoiwmonon and this gives the falsa 
Illusion of the ре и щ е м . 

•bat factors govern these trends? 
(1) A dsaand emeiuad to find e aore general geometry. Non-linear 

dynamics, fractals and other uneasy subjects are the sources. This enlai-ges 
the lepertoir of candidates tor 'objective shape' concepts. 

(2) A broader foundation using results fro« sciences dealing with 
non-visual perception is also required. This can be done by generalization 
through such abstractions lite: 

shape — » icon — > signal — 4 syabol — > code — > concept 
(J) Independently, it is recognized that description, generation, 

construction, encoding, recognition etc. as applied for 'shape' and 'form' are 
clearly correlated issues. This statement appeared first in the theory of 
nachines (automata) and was eaphasired in synergetics (Haken): 

(a) recognition of x implies X as an internally represented item and 
applied as an input signal; 

(b) generation of X iaplies á capability of recognition whether 
exactly Ж was generated or not; here X appears as an output of a machine 

(4) Unfortuately the emergence of the 'holistic' ideas like the Gestalt, 
the aechanisBS and details are simultaneously lost. 

(5) Non-traditional, 'active' procedures are supposed to be present in 
recognizing for«. E.g. a real time iteration of a bet of prime techniques in 
the self-definition of visual tone during their identification is such a 
(•ypothetical process (Minsky, 1963). The 'objective' geometry also goes toward 
such a computational and dynamical direction. Operational definitions may also 
clarify even certain 'enigmatic' aspects of 'Gestalt'. 

9. ACTIVE METHODS. FORMS AS COMPUTATIONS. 
Recognitions like measurements 
require even an apparatus 

Both in the definition and the recognition of shapes a procedure is 
required befure the end-result is reached. The definitions include methods and 
the recognitions are their applications as actual computations. 

EXAMPLE: A black and white visual image - called N is describable by a 
set of binary vectors from a space В as follows. Soma vectors are regarded as 
having the property N, while others do not belong to the class of N. Thus N is 
a subset of fr or a characteristic truth-function to define M. Ambiguities 
which may occur with respect to such * decision are of secondary importance. 
Thus a truth-function defined on В Boolean vector set with values 1 it b €. В 
is a M and is 0 if it is not a form N may replace a definition of H, 

This rigorous definition offers • tremendous amount of distinguishable 
figures. Also, compact mathematical description for a lot of such pictures is 
strictly non-comfortable, cumbersome and seems to br very long-lasting. 

Because of such difficulties 'indirect' and 'short' characterizations are 
urged which would correspond more to details of visual perception. However, 

for general pattern recognition t e * such visual cues cannot be ooaenoed «it* 
good efficiency or raison. The cues are very often non-visible properties of 
the form-vectors. 

The indirect methods usually includes •oat kind of testing procedure or 
measurement. If the end-result of such s aaiiuiemsnt is in • rangt of 
tolerance, then the black-and whltt digitalized picture (t binary string) Is 
regarded es corresponding to the criteria. 

Among such indicator the following can be mentioned! (1) - Functionen* 
i.e. computable numbers attributed to the image vectors; (2) - 'Spectral 
requirements' i.e. a list of valuta or properties determinable from the 
vectors. 

The examples below are applicable to a more general world than a binary 
vector space. 

EXAMPLES: 
(1) - A set of lintj(hype.'plsnes) in R , ...,•" or even an arbitrary 

set of points may be descrlt<ed by a smooth shift of a '«sting una 
(hyperplane) across this figure and counting the intersection (incidence) 
ooints if these points are countable. The non-countable case may occur if some 
•arts of the figure are parallel to the test manifold. 

This sweeping pattern of coincidences is ambiguous. Nevertheless, helps 
to distinguish some set patterns. For example, tha maximum number of 
coincidences is unambigous parameter of the set. But such a parameter is 
rather vulnerable against transformations. 

(2) - Pattern matching occurs it a given teat image is transformed until 
it covers well tt* figure. Both the efficiency and errors depends on the range 
of permitted transformations and the matching criterium. 

The first case is naive, but it also Implies an active matching method. 
It demonstrates that describing parameters can be obtained after a test or 
measuring or matching procedure. Such 'testing-methods' may rarely include 
even topological or group theoretical properties. They are not even related to 
invariants. The test is done without direct, visible transformation of the 
figure. Instead, the tester image wes transformed. 

Such procedures cannot catch general ideas but may be useful. Analogous 
techniques are definable but do not offer a 'final solution' for the 
identification of shape as 'essence of a set'. Their failure is comparable to 
that of 'Gestalt-psychology' (Ellis, 19)8: Htnls INI), where even no 
analytical exploration techniques ere demanded beyond the 
'synthetic-obscure-holistic' declaration. Thus the cause of failure is not the 
same. 

The testing principle applied here points to the active role of 'method' 
itself both in recognition and identification. Trivial cases demonstrates this 
statement) colour blind eyes are not suitable equipments to distinguish 
specific colours. 

10. HON AT LAST SHAPES MAY BE CHARACTERIZED? 
A straight U n s is the 
pattma^ at tue light 

Shapes or sere gsnenl (e.g. non-visual) patterns or even concepts art 
identified by 'standard methods': 



(1) Searching invariences and varying properties against a given class of 
transformations; 

C?) Tasting the presence and 'extraction' of given features; (3) Measuring certain parameters with given methods; 
(») Spectral characterization: it is a multiple 

application of (г) or (J); 
(S) Pattern matching using a standard or an tor» etalon. 
The above - analytical - characterizstions are similar in that they are 

only partial descriptions of the object. 
For example, a recognition of a given odour or taste is equivalent to the 

recognition at certain classes of chemical substances. In this case some 
properties are measurable but not essential in the determination of the odour 
or taste, while other features are crucial. Also smells may be invariant or on 
the contrary change in a dilution range Hiich is a non-chemical 
transformation. 

A given recognition problem is the determination of those properties 
which are filtered out by a given method H (e.g. human judgement), i.e. an 
indirect characterization of the method H itself by some other and different 
method M. The difficult is to find various M methods. Usually and naively 
method M is regarded as a reduction of H. Almost always an economic, quick, 
optimized description is demanded instead of the most probably complex 
procedure M. No doubt H and M should be different procedures. 

The place of 'Eestalt-concept' of psychology (Köhler, 1940; Koffka, 1935; 
Henle, 1961; Arnheim, 1974; Ellis, 1939; Gregory, 1970) is as follows: 

(1) A psychological image is regarded as something which cannot be 
described by its physical components. The same may be claimed for objective 
visual forms. 

(2) In vulgarized form the integrity of a 'fori»' is 'more' than a 'sum' 
of its components. Host probably, when analyzing the r >t of shape, we fall 
easily into sane of the known traps of the Gestalt-ps> gy (Koehler, 1916; 
Neisser, 1976; Valentine, 1982). This is explici " the analysis of 
A - lettemess given by Hofstadter (1982). 

(3) Host often, both general patterns and special visual forms ara more 
difficult to recognize automatically than i: is done by human observers. 

Further issues emerge- Is it necessary to distinguish geometrical shapes 
and patterns? Is the pattern recognition problem significantly different from 
the question of objective visual form definition? The answer appears to be 
negative. However a visual characterization is not generally practical or 
sometimes visually not well analyzed. 

A further problem is related 'pattern generation'. If something is 
defined, than it may be constructed or implemented in principle but not 
necessarily materially. At least, with a limited range of met' ids end by 
preassigned precision. 

The degree of 'hardness' of the two questions (rec._ ition and 
generation) is very close to each other. For example, since the shape concept 
may include strange shapes (e.g. fractal Sets), thus the decidability (the 
Entscheindungsproblem) with respect of shapes as sets is not an extravagant 
question. It may be a question that for a definition of a given snape-cl»ss an 
efficient algorithm does exist or does not exist. An actual shape belongs or 
does not belong to a given category of forms? 

In body language this hand formation 
is strongly context (in this case country) dependent. It has been applied 
also on some Buddha monuments. In USA, 
France, Japan and Tunisia it meens 'OK', 
•zero", 'money' or 'I -ill kill you' 
(Horris, 19BB). 

Shape of leafs are more than their idealized contours. The leaf 
Jestroyed by a phytphagous species of Coleoptera, displays its complicated 
network of vessels as a skeleton. Remark also that the abstract contour of 
leaves (as a line) with different shares are homeomorphic but usually not 
diffeomorphic images of each other, since spiny sites represenT non 
ditterentiable points. 



и. юоамнис вташпли «BUS HOLISTIC ОСПМПЛМ or FOM 
Faraa dat aaaa rei 

(1) - Gabor O M S ) propoMd a holpographic procedure «1th tha help of 
Mhlch as ha says U w c t a r « can ba recognized. lenguet-Hlgglne(19tS) and Sabot 
(190), or praaantly men» authors »eck on so callad holographic and 
non-holographic associativa aoaoriea (MllUhow at al., IN»; Kohonan, 1977; 
Fata, 1910). Thasa ara believed to be efficient methods сшрагаЫа to tha 
human lacignition and storaga mechanisms ot both visual or non-visual patterns 
and forms. 

Ma SSM also, that in tha psychology already long tiae ago it has bean 
elaborated so callad holistic or integrated principles. Such a concapt is the 
celebrated 'Gestalt', which corresponds «ore or less to the word 'fom'. 

Is the analogy of holistic font concepts and holographic recognition 
procadura an accident or the similarity is deeper? This is a question of which 
the clarification may be instructive. 

The Gabor procedure is based on the following trick. The storaga medium 
saves two luhaionl pictures A and В in tha «ay, that В holds the phase 
reference tec A during recall. Gaboc proposes for A an ieage hardly 
recognizable by •«china, aesily by aan and A is the image of a code-word. The 
hologram is used as a coding apparatus with a speciel recall mechanism. Gabor 
in 145 mimiait that a single holograa aay store in a recognizable aanner 
about 30-40 different itaas, each of which with about 30 different 
tot»-variations. 

He see that the reason why the recognition is executable is the 
associated storage. In huasn learning, conditioning, assotiated or operant 
training aay work through this mechanism. The fine details and the complete 
phenomenological rapartoir is not yet explored. 

It seems acceptable that the fact that A or even a part of A recalls tha 
whole A or 8 or is hidden in the simultaneous and special storage with few 
additional mechanisms. Thus the connection between A and В is rather 
arbitrary. If you recognize A by B, than it is bo^ed on training or 
convention. The role of associated reference can ba even included in the 
context itself. 

(2) - The 'Gestalt' principle has an apposite feature. It is said that 
'Gestalt' is required to explain cases when the whole is more than the sum of 
parts. In a lass simplified way the integrity is different both in quality and 
quantitative indices from the simple collection of any parts. The difference 
is in the prescribed relationship of the parts. 

(3) Therefore the parts of a hologram apparently include the information 
which defines the whole, wiile in case of Gestalt no such parts exist in the 
perceptual entities. Both concepts hove been proposed to the same or partially 
overlapping perceptual happenings as explanation. In a part both principles 
seams to ba adequate approaches. Howava-, о paradoxical contradiction is 
between them which now cannot be eliminated. Thus the relation between 
holographic storage and holistic perception is not only a noennclatural 
accident. A deiper relationship exists between the two items which appears to 
be both incompatible whith each other and at the same time attractive. 
Nevertheless, holographic principles even according to Gabor are applied in 
the brain by som* indirect way. 

DISCUSSION 

are essentially äquivalent 
and formally different 

This survey suggests thet both V-+ purely geometrical or purely 
psychological characterization of forms proves to be (insufficient. The affine 
(linear-lie-group) transformations represent only partial solutions. This to 
declared also by those who applied group-theoretical approach to visual 
perception (e.g. Hoffmann, 1970). 

Remember that such innocent transformations like rotation could result 
already in perceptual changes. E. g. А П В or AUB is en example demonstrating 
that tha diagnosis of О or и to depends on the milieu. 

Attempts for the unification of pattern formation (Ff) and recognition 
(РЮ ia explicit in Haken (1979). However, the coneequencee of this point of 
view is not exploited at all. Hakan regards tha Ff and Ft as number pattern or 
pattern number map, where the word number to instead of 'symbol'. 

Non-affine topological transformation» usually cause deformations. Still 
more, this holds for non-topologieal maps. On tha other hand, the 
non-analytical, non-topological, non-linear etc.. transformation» could 
preserve the shape in its aaaily recognizable state. 

No attention was paid for scholestically rigorous etymology. Amheim 
(197«), and philosophers/psychologists (Avarill, W O distinguish even the 
meaning of form and shape according to the convention of a given author (like 
Flato, Aristotle, Kant or others). He accept the view that tha form 
philosophically is a kind of 'essence'. Thus auch statements that 'the shape 
is a visible form ot the contents' (Amheim, 1*7*i p. 11) from Shahn, 1937) ia 
•ore perceptible. Perhaps, since we may perceive non-visible aspects of forma 
as wall. E.g. with ears or by intellect. Blind children learn to read. But 
already a metaphor is included in this form concapt. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
An abstract concept of (neural) network wiring or network 

structure(NS) is presented. It is demonstrated that: 
(1) Particular (almost individual) combinatorial procedures are 

required to enumerate various NS; (2) Even at snail numbers of units 
in a network, the number of 'essentially different' network structures 
is enoraous; (3} The enumeration is «ore complicated if the digraph -
of vittch the NS-construction here is initiated - has non-trivial 
vertex-autoBoiphism group (v-AG), i.e. when it is 'symmetric' in this 
well defined sense. Based on the emerging symmetries, four different 
classes of starting digraphs can be istinguished. 

2. NETNORK STRUCTURES AND GRAPHS 
The structure of a neural networks is definable so that various 

neurohistological diagnosis method with respect of their properties 
could be available. This requirement is not here fullfilled since it 
is still impossible to satisfy because the definition is broader. It 
incorporates - at least now - histologically hardly or non-testable 
properties. 

DEFINITION: Given p neurons as points of a dir;».ted graphCOG). 
The interconnections between cells (points, vertices, units of the 
network) are represented by the edges of this digraph. Two sorts of 
vertices are defined and distinguished by two labels or colours: (1) 
one which corresponds to autoactive cells and (2) the other for the so 
called silent units. Also, two kinds of edges are defined. The first 
category represents the excitatory connections, tftile the second kind 
is for the inhibitory interconnections. 

RTMARK: The structural graph corresponds to vertex-two-coloured 
and eoX )-two-labelled directed graphs (2vDG or 2V1G). The existence of 
pacemaker neurons is a old supposition (Bullock, 1961) and it is also 
a reality. However, the autoactive neurons cannot be distinguished 
from each other by morphological methods, only by physiological 
procedures. In a part of cases, the excitatory or inhibitory character 

ЮТ 

of an iwtwcunMcUcw 4s not recognizable either. 
The м у of construction is given by the rent ttsgraKFU 2)i 

EXAMPLE! The case of p » •, network! of four unite. - 11 
non-isomorphic graphs can be distinguished. However, if Instead of a 
single line between two particular points or even two lines are also 
permitted, then altogether U different 2нвЛ«.1дгарпа (2-MG) are 
distinguished. The number of different directed graphs at p * 4 is 
larger: 218 (Harary and Palmer, W J ) , 

The class 'ZvisOG' is the point labelled directed graphs with 
two sorts of vertices. At p « *, their number is about 3000. 

Directed graphs with uncoloured points but with two distinguished 
edges form the 'lv2eOG' class. Their number la about 20000. 

It Uith points and edges are equally labelled, both of thee by 
two colours, then the 2v2aOG class is defined. Their number at p » • 
is about 360000. 

The colouration procedure to be presented below domain tratet that 
various symmetries emerge in the graphical objects during the 
construction. This is especially explicit in their enumeration. 

3. SYMMETRIES AND GRAPH AUTOMORPHISMS 
Definition of vertex-isomorphism of graphical itarnt is based on 

the existence of one-to-one correspondence which preserves 
sdjecencin. Thus G end H are isomorphic if for all (v,,vJ or (Wi.w,) 
pair? of vertices in G or in H are interconnected by an edge only 
together: either both pairs or neither of them are adjacent in this 
sense. 

A group - called automorphism group of the graphical object 
(graph, digraph, etc.; sea e.g. in Cameron, 1*83; Harary, 1*89) - is a 
permutation group over the set of vertices which reflects the 
distiguished and equivalent points. 

DEFINITION: A digraph (graph) is called asymmetric if its 
automorphism group is trivial. The digraph is called symmetric in the 
opposite case. 

REMARK: In this case all the points are distinguished from each 
other, thus only the identical permutation is suitable to express 
which vertices can be exchanged by each other. 

The symmetry of adjacency matrix of the digraphs or graphs does 
not reflect this group-theoretically founded symmetry(FIG 1) 

ASYMMETRIC GRAPHICAL OBJECT 
WITH SYMMETRIC ADXCENCY MATRIX IV 



a. O U C R M I M OF NS GRAPHS 

4.1. ГОДЯ StttCTRY CLASSES «NO TABLE GENERATION (FIG 4,5); 
The 2-vertex and 2-edge coloured digraphs are enumerated in 

analler steps. First the cases are classified according to their 
'skeleton-graph'. After all possible aultigraphs are derived which 
already show the number of edges present in the digraphs obtained from 
each 2-aultigraph. The digraphs are divided into groups according to 
their skeleton and nuaber of edges(q). For each digraph the asymmetry 
or symmetry (defined above) is also tested. The asymmetric cases are 
segregated since the enumeration of their labelled derivatives is 
easy. 

For each symmetric digraph a table is generated. In its 
horizontal headlines the number of edges, in vertical heads the nuaber 
of points.are listed «mich points or lines are labelled by the 2nd 
colour (p or q ). If the digraph originally had p points and q edges, 
i.e. it was a (p,q) digraph, then the table had p*l rows and q*l 
columns since altogether (p*l)x(q+l) colourations Mas possible if the 
- otherwise different - allocations «tere not distinguished fron each 
other. Thus e.g. for a p » * symmetric digraph such a table consists 
of 5, 10,,..., or CS boxes since q * 0, 1, -.., 12. Into each 
particular boxes the number of colour allocations are written. The 
determination of the values in such a table is easy for asymmetric 
case. However, in the census of symmetric cases difficulties arise. 

That is Mhy it M S necessary to determine the edge colour 
allocation nuabers separately at each fixed vertex colour allocation. 

Four different situations (or digraph classes} occur: 
(1) Case - A-OC - A digraph is asyanetric if without any 

colouration, the number of these is obtained by a value of 
conbination, i.e. by a binomial coefficUit. It is because in this 
case all vertices are distinguishable with the help of their 
neighbours only, without particular labelling. 

(2) Case - S-OG. - A symmetric digraph has «indistinguishable 
vertices and/or edges. For equivalent points or veryices, only 
artificial labels make such distinctions. 

(2.1) Case - (AS)-DG - A syamtric digraph aay become 
asymmetric (A case) by colouration зове its vertices or alternatively 
aay keep the original symmetry type vá-сазе) observed in the 
non-labelled initial case. Thus only two enumeration problem« taerge: 
the computationally easy A-case and the S-case. Having the syaaetry 
status patterns at each vertex labelling, the «mole table can be 
coaputed. The nuaber of all possible colour allocations is 
h, x s * k, x a, «mere a and s are the nuaber of vertex colourations 
leading to esymmetrization or keeping the original syaaetry 
respectively. The value of V for one гом of the table is 2 4, «there q 
is again the nuaber of edges. 

(2.2) Сазе - (AS...S-DC) - It is «ore complicated if for 
different point colourings, bfith asymmetry and more than one symmetry 
configuration emerge. In such a situation it is necessary to carry out 
computation of the edge-colour-allocation numbers at various 
symmetry-types and using also the value of 2 4 . The sum in the table of 
uG^is given foraallys follows: 

\ -2кл * v 
i'l 

(2.2) Case - (S...S-06) - Here only various symmetries 
appear. It means that no vertix coloration exists at «mich the edges 
are distinguishable with the help of their relationship to points 
of one or two colours. The computational task it a bit harder since in 
the formula given above the value of 2 q is not present as an easily 
calculated value 

All the four situations of colouration occur in fact as it i* 
demonstrated by figures (FIG 4 ). 

Investigating the table of z(p i tqJ colour allocation numbers, 
two Marginal set of values are 1 reWkable. The zCO.q,) upper 
horizontal set of numbers gives as a sun the number of lv2é-digrepn* 
obtained from a single initial uncoloure4 digraph. Alto the sun in the 
first column, i.e. the total of ziPj.O) values is the number of 
2vleOG-s, i.e. the two-colour-point-lloelled digraphs obtained alio 
from the same single digraph. 

At p » * altogether 136 asymmetric, end 82 symmetric digraphs 
were counted. In the last group all the three symmetrical listed 
configurations are represented. At p • », among the 82 symmetrical 
digraphs the A?-type occured proved most frequently. However, no even 
conjecture can be given with respect of the frequencies in the 
category (2.1), (2.2). and (2.3) at arbitrary value of p. 

4.2. 2v2e COLOURING OF ASYMMETRIC DIGRAPHS (Case A) 
Tables and numbers of digraphs is usually available (Harary and 

Palmer, l»73j Barary, 1»*»). 
If the 0 digraph has 'p' vertices, 'e' directed edges and 

furthermore it is asymmetric in the sense outlined above, then its 
2vle or M e and 2v2e colouration is possible in 

2", 2 4 or z** 4 

different ways. 
Since at p » *, the nuuoer of lines is 

q « 0,1,2,3,4,S,«,7,8,9,10,U or 12 and the asymmetry of the 218 
different digraph can be easily recognized in each case, the number of 
new labelled graphical objects can be determined for 13« digraphs 
easily. 

The next table lists digraphs and the numbers of the derivable 
coloured graphical objects. Their classification la given according to 
the original non-oriented graph-structure, which is called as the 
'skeleton' of the derived items. 



MMER *F Ш Ю К STmCTURCS AT p . * 
(LFTTQS QENDTl VARIOS GRAPHS (FIG J) 

fete 2wlt Me 2»t« Ivl« 2vlt felt 2v2t 
A 1 5 1 5 F 10 112 120 1C32 8 2 21 3 3* 6 is 222 244 4128 С 3 28 IS 171 H is 189 . 54* 8388 
0 * 8* 36 54* I 45 CM 2112 33280 E 7 88 9* 1440 3 72 10S3 8384 132480 К «2 358 11236 171032 

SUM: (lvle)«218 (Ь«з)*3044 (2vle)<22815 (2v2e)OS92S4 
S. COKXUSIOMS 
Difficulty of graphical enueerations usually dapendens on the symmetry 

(Palmer, 1979; Read, 1979): (1) on its type (2) on the structure of 
corresponding automorphism groups (Coxeter end Moser, 1984) which are 
usually unpredictable, individual or not sufficiently known. Morover 
isomorphic unlabelled digraphs can display distinguishable sets of new 
groups after point-labelling. Computers help in exploration but with United 
efficiency. The task is hardly tractable (Garey and Johnson, 1979; 
Read,1979). Great difficulties are present already at small graphs. The 
number of different nets is also large even with radical negligence. 

The as> '«try (Erdos and Renyi, 1943) has been proved to be dominant 
for graphs »id tnis may hold for digraphs too (Cameron, 1983). The fact, 
that almost all graphs are asymmetric, might have even neurobiological 
relevance: (1) nervous systems are almost surely asymmetrically wired ; (2) 
neural cells, should be distinguished from each other-, (3) if numerous cells 
arc still regardable as functionally equivalent, it may mean that not the 
adjacency or waring are essential in the apparent functional immunity. 
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TAmtl 
TW pew? AW TW ran тятшчтлт 

DANAI or sflornas ит-шши 
. vertices« 9 i 
4 symmetrical cam 
1 point» (o, b,b, с ) 
and $ connections 
are distinguished 
(AABBCCK, А,в,С,0,Е) 

Table of labels 
of 

0 1 2 3 
of 2nd label 

4 S 6 7 8 Sua 

number i 
of points 2 
labelled j 

4 

1 5 1« 31 38 31 U S 1 144 
) 11 (0 118 14« 118 «0 18 1 544 
4 2« H 174 216 174 88 26 1 800 
3 18 60 118 146 118 60 18 1 5*4 
1 5 It 31 38 31 16 5 1 144 
12 72 240 472 584 472 24P 72 12 2176 

Edge patterns with restrictions from the (AAB8CC0E) pool are as 
follows. The edge representing string is AABBCCDE. Five letters from the 8 
are distinguished. Thus the rduced String is A8C0E. Combinations with 
repetitions end by following restrictions are tobegmerated: 

At most vector: 2,2,2,1,1 (because of A4MCC00E edge pcol) 
At least vector: 0,0,0,0,0 (because no participation demand) 
Edge combinations of order two with multiplicities ( > possible nurt>er 

of realizations): 
AA, A0, AE, 88, 80, BE, CC, CO, CE, 0E with m*l; AB, AC, ВС with m»2. 

Altogether 13 edge pattern*. Nith multiplicities: W*2xJ.i6. Without 
restriction 15 combinations exist. 

Combiner*. <~is of order three: „ 
-, « 1 - Ш, AAC, АА0, AAE, ABB, ACC, AOE, BBC, BSD, BBE, BCC, BOE, 

CCO, CCE, С0Е 
m • 2 - ABO, ABE, АС0, ACE, BCO, ВСЕ 
m ' 4 - ABC 
Altogether 15*6*1 » 22 rases-, with multiplicities: 15*6x2*401. 
Combinations of order i3ur: m »1 - AABB, AA80, AABE AACC, AACO, AACE 

AAOE, ABBD, A8BE, ACCC, ACCE, BBCC, BBCO, BBCE, B80E, BCCO, BCCE, CCOEs m 
- AABC. АввС, ABCC, ABOE, ACOE, BCOEi m . 4 - ABCO, ABCEj 18 * 6 * 2 • 26 
cases (with multiplicities-. 18*2x6*4x2«JB). 

RESULT: (lv2e) » 12; (2vle) - 144} ( Ы в ) * »S • 4* . 8x144*4x256 • 
> 1152 * 1о24 * 2176 



DERIVATION OF NETtORK 
STRUCTURES FRON A GRAPH: 
pi«, q»A. 

THE NUMBER OF VARIOUS 
GRAPHICAL OBJECTS: 

1 skeleton graph 
12 2-eultigraph 
AS digraphs 

(36 asymnetric,9symetric) 

3S i8» '«8 « ^ « % äS3 »*S •— * 

.«: i>5 

«225/ $Sa Xe£äl к?}? S 
• - iTi . JTSÍ *-IO*-ÍVJ-I . s-is«-i»:* м-гтг-ísat ;:-37?-^*д is.f:I7j;j5 

« и^Я&Н « гг\'йё§>1 SAMPLE OF SYMMETRIC DIGRAPHS «TU 
И§»» Ш § £ } REOUrr-EO ANO COMPUTED VALUES AFTER 

», ^ S ? , « * , ̂ * ^ 2-VERTEX ANO 2-EOGE LABEILI 'C 
S - г » -

ÜK Ш 
Ü 0 t 

f * 

ASTMHÍTRIC 
CASE 

CASE AS (ааумеЛгу by vertex 
colouration} one aort of tyemtrv) 

MA AM 
CASE A5.S, : Both »syrmetry and syinaatries emerge. Distinguished Vertices S^.l, A:*, S2s2i tdgee: Sj>2, A:B, Sj.- *. 

Case when point labelling by two colours never ends in »symmetric coloured digraph. It neens that essentially three different symmetries emerge. This is expressed in the patterns of distinguished edges: (АШАДАДАДДА), (AAAAAABBBCCC), (AABB8BCCCCX). Such are the «ost difficult cases in census 

on 
HO 
i t t 
J « 
KB 

A AS AS, Sr 
A • • 0 0 0 1 

° • 0 
0 2 0 0 

ct: 0 2 0 1 

on 5 Э 0 0 

Et* 3 3 0 1 

F*t 1 6 0 3 

A AS AS sr 
и 5 0 0 

7 5 2 1 

36 9 0 С 

51 IS 3 0 

23 14 2 5 

136 65 7 10 
HETAMORHOSES OF SYMMETRY AFTER VERTEX 

COLOURATION OF OICRAPHS: p • 4 . 
CLASSIFICATION BY SKELETON • GRAPHS 
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ABSTRACT Tabular order of tha transformational relations bet
ween Platonic and Archimedean /without distinguished rotational 
axis/ solids waa given on tha baaia of tha truncation operation 
13 years ago /Barcsi. 197«./. Zn this paper the refemulation of 
tue system by a cellular automata in the for« of indirect von-
- Ш а и п problem /Barcsi, IMS./ solution is givan. 

UiTMOUCTION 

Transformation ot a spherical cellular system is a common pheno
menon in development of embryonal structures. These transforma
tions may be formulated according to different languages of de
scriptions. Among, the most simple cases ot such transformations 
there ara those ones which preserve soma properties of the initial 
cellular arrangement. One form of initial simplicity of cellular 
arrangements is the symmetry. Zn this paper wa «tidy those spher
ical cell-arrangementa which hava symmetries that of tha Platonic 
solids. He do not distinguish solid« /which are covered by regular 
faces/ and spherical tessellations /which are the corresponding 
cellular mosaics on the encircling spheres by central projection 
of the earlier solids/. 

IS* 

(D 
O.M) 

0.4.3.4) O.J.J,*) 

<4.4,4) (J.5.Í) 
rig.l. The complete sat of Archimedean solids /upper four 
rows/ and Platonic solids /in their spherical tessellation 
form, lower two rows/ which ware arranged in a periodic 
table according to a cellular automatic operationiby truncation. 



Flg.J. Tb* coaplete »et of those Arcnlmdean •olid«, which 
« • » not .Involved in «to« periodic table, because they have 
distinguished rotational axis /except: (3,3,3,3) and (1,4,4). 
which ax* regular solid«/. 

Fig.3. r«ce« of dual regular «olid« «re different regular-
-f«c«-foraina blocks of f w d M w t e l region« in U M spherical 
te«»ell«tion of fundamental region« of tetrahedral- /*,«,/< 
octahedral- /C,D,/, and icosahsdral- /I,F,/ «roup«. A third 
kind of Ыоск-foraing should result in roabohedral faee«i. 
the«« «olid« ar« also alsaing from the periodic tabl«. 



Platonic solids «a« temeted by Luairusat m e l w polygons of 
tb» м м Ida*.. «Ml« Archimedean solid« are covered by a or 3 
types of smch regular polygons. Symmetry of them» solids w i m 
regularity of not only tb» covering polygon!, bat the uniformity 
of the vertex configurations, too. This uniformity of the ver
tices allows * simple naming o£ these solids according to the 
polygons masting at a vertex /listed in a given circulating or
der around vertex/. Ttom arc the Stainar symbols* the cubs is 
named (4,4,4), tb» octahedron is (3,9,3,э) according to Steiner'a 
terminology, /«here numbers mean the sides of a regular polygon 
meeting at vertex/. The solids involved in our problem-solving 
are given in Pig.l. Those solids, which traditionally are also 
Archimedean solids, and can be given by Stelner symbols, but has 
distinguished rotational axis, do not take part in our transfor
mational system /Fig.2./. These prisms and entiprisms can not in
volved into a sequence where solids are listed according to a 
coherent transformation*! Operation on their faces /on sphere on 
cells/: this operation is tins truncation. 

FOSMUIATION OP TRUNCATION AS СЕМПТ.АИ AUTOMATIC OPERATION 
• 

The meaner* of the complete set of regular and semiregular cellu
lar arrangements on sphere /Pig.l./ were considered as stages of 
transformational sequences, where the transformation was generated 
by an operation: the truncation /Bercii, 1978./. This truncation 
changes the cellular surface of a Platonic or Archimedean solid 
/or spherical mosaic/ but does not changes the symmetry group of 
the solid. Th* concept of truncation has a visually imaginable 
meaning for solids: the pyramids at vertices of regular solids are 
cut leaving a face on the place of the vertex: the base of pyramid. 

(4,6,в) 

(3,«,4,4) ' 
Pig.4. Truncations in the octahedron-cube/hexahedron/ system. The 
two Platonic solids close the simple truncation sequence. Halfway 
between them, the cuboctahedron is the generator of the complex 
truncation sequence /below (3.4,3,*)/. and the snub-truncated enan-
tiomorphous pairs /above(э,4,3,4)/. The simple truncation sequence 
is considered to be the global transitional function in Pig.5. 



«дай. nuuexrxawu. FUNCTION u c u тямюхтпмм. FONCTXON 

вь-i 

ВЬ-2 

вь-э 

С*.«,4) Ва-1, 

V 
(3,8.8) Ва-1. 

(3.4.3,4) а«-з. 

+ > 
ВЬ-4. ( « • « . * ) 

о 
л 

ВЬ-5. (3.3.3,3) В«-5. 

vertices 
begin to 
blow up 
on sphere 

remnant 
edges of 
contracted 
regions and 
blown up 
region»' 
edges «re 
with equal 
lengths 

remnant 
edges vanish, 
blown up 
regions meet 
«t their 
vertices 

blown up 
regions 
tighten to 
each other, 
tightened edges 
and remnant 
region edges 
are equal 
blown up 
regions 
meet alongside 
their edges, 
remnant 
regions 
are contrasted 
to points of 
the vertices of 
dual solid 

rig.5. Т Ы global /left column/ and the local /right column/ tran 
aitional function im the cellular automatic formulation of the 
truncatlonal transformation between duals of regular solids. 

The cutting plan« is perpendicular to th* radius vector coming 
from th* center of the regular selld to the vertex.Advanced trun
cation cuts truncated pyramids. Zn the spherical ease truncation 
means: blowing up of Initial vertex'points* of a regular spherical 
tessellation. Zn both variants of coordinate systems /solid-repre
sentation or spherical representation/ three different stages with 
equal edge-lengths for all faces appear, when truncation started 
from a regular solid and advanced till th* reaching of the dual 
solid of the initial er.e. The two closing regular /Platonic/ solids 
in the truncational sequence flanks three Archimedean solids as 
stages of truncation operation. Zt is shown for the case of cube-
-octahedron sequence in Fig.4. 

Tne definition of the indirect vnn-Neumann problem /implicite 
formulation: Bérezi, 1978., 1935., explicite formulation: Mrcsl, 
1991./ allows an easy formulation of the truncational transforma
tion« /Fig.5./. Let us consider the simple truncational sequences 
as global transitional functions with 5 stages /steps/ lor solids. 
Then the local transitional functions are the blowing up sequences 
for vertices /or equivalent compl<imenters> the truncational sequen
ces of initial faces or polygons /or eelIs//.These formulation -
the global and local transitional functions - were given parallel 
for the higher dimensional case of the transformations for spatial 
cube-tessellation /Bercii, 197t./. This was the first implicite 
formulation of the Platonic-Archimedean Spherical Cellular Autuost* 
/PASCA/. /Fig.7./ 

EXTENSIONS OF PASCA t THE PERIODIC ТЛЮЖ AMD Я1ПЯХШ DIÍ1EJHI0HAL 
DEVELOP.4ENTS 

Fitting the corresponding FASCA sequences of the three 30 spherical 
symmetry groups /terahedral, octahedral, icosahedral/ and also to 
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hyperbolic 
tessellations i^-P1*"*? 

,. r*- tessellations 

solids or spherical „. 
'tessellations ~ 

^&y- £4-

'1 

Fig.8. The periodic table of Platonic and Archimedean solids and 

tessellations, or the spherical-, planar-, and hyperbolic tessella

tions. Regular solids are represented by their spherical tessella

tions Cor the sake of emphasis-, they are the generators for serai -

regular ores. /Bercii Sz., 1978./ 

planar and hyperbolic tessellations, a periodic table was given, 

as a summary of the deduction system built by truncation. /Fig.«. 

Bérezi, 1974./ This Periodic Table of Platonic and Archimedean So

lids and Tessellations shows the price payed for the ordered arran-

geraent of solids given in Fig.l. Some of the structures occurs «ore 

than once. But, on the other hand, the functional «»pect of the 

relations between solids arises the source of simplicity: it is 

both in symmetry of initial conditions /Sphere, symmetric mosaic', 

and in formulation of the operation. Indirect von-Neumann problems 

can be formulated and solved for the first cases when symmetry re

duces the number of states of cells to small numbers. 

S'JHMARY 

A classical problem of the functional arranging ol regular and semi-

regular /Platonic and Archimedean/ solids /and tessellations/ was 

solved ar.3 tabularly formulated by a cellular automatic operation 

using up the framework of the indirect von-Neumann problem. The 

cellular transformation were double-terminated by regular dual-solids; 

therefore these arrangements of cells seemed more like a wave-motion 

of a global state of the spherical surface between opposite wave-

formations. But the method and the approach to the problem may be 

useful, when more complex cellular states and arrangement are to 

be discerned and described. 
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Abstract 
The spatiotcmporal unfolding of the Caenorhabditis elegáns has 

been reconstructed by computer. Real developmental parameters have 
been estimated for the organization of tempóra! and spatial 
asymmetries. A temporal asymmetry in cellular birth-death processes, 
and spatial asymmetries in nuclei and in the distribution of cell division 
axes have been established. These can affect the morphogenesis and the 
relative evolutionary invariance of the worm. 

1. The Problem 

The primary aim of this project is to construct a model for a star 
worm, representing the minimally essential explanatory characteristics 
of a small multicellular developing organism from zygote state in a 
tractabUc form. As it is well known, there exist models for Drosophila 
development, but, strangely, models arc lacking for a simpler worm. 
There are many reasons for constructing a model for a small animal 
such as С elegáns. We list some of them. 

A current tendency in modelling developing organisms is to 
increase the number of model parameters, making them irrcalistic, 
untraceable, using sometimes more than ten or twenty "in principle 
measurable'' quantities. There is a chance to reverse this tendency in the 
following way. First, we have put the whole cell lineage of C. elegáns 
into computer. By extracting real, estimated developmental parameters 
from the real cell Uncage, it is possible to incorporate data into models 

to make them more realistic, than in the numerical solutions of 
complicated developmental models. In other words, our expectation is 
that using more realistic developmental parameters instead of pure, ad 
hoc numbers for numerical simulation», we get more realistic 
representation» lor developing organism». 

Thtre are many unresolved questions, which may be answered or 
approximated from a different angle on .the basis of estimated or 
computed properties of the real cell lineage. 

What is the origin of the "wormness" or the worm body plan? 
Sydney Brenner (cf. Lewin, 1984) says that in the beginning of 
development there is a noisy worm, becoming progressively refined, 
more worm-like later. This problem can be investigated using cell 
lineage. 

What is a reconstructed morphogenetic field? The heritage of 
experimental embryology (Hamburger, 1988) has not given a clear 
answer. The possibility of the reconstruction of a deformation field 
describing the individual cell displacements (or some marker of it 
represented by the nuclei) may clarify important morphogenetic 
problems. If there exists an underlying morphogenetic field generating 
spatiotemporal unfolding of the cell Uncage, then we can have more 
insight into the nature of the spatial and temporal organization of cell 
lineage. 

What are the competitive and cooperative connections between 
sublincages? (Cf. theories of Buss, 19U7. Arthur, 1988 on the evolution 
of development, and their criticism). Induction and lateral inhibition 
have been shown to control complex intercellular signalling and 
pattern formation (Horvitz A Steinberg. 1991). without establishing the 
relative cell division rate in the whole set of sublincages. 

How is the cell Uncage organized into cell layers or shell 
structures? The study of the mechanical and mcchanochemica! ba»i» uf 
morphogenesis (D'Arcy Thompson. 1917; Hu/ella. 1933; Wainwright « 
al, 197Ő; Odell ct al, 1981: Newman A Con per. 1990) can be extended to 
the investigation of a whole developing multicellular organism. The 
folding of cell layers, the dynamic cell patterns (he inteactions of 
generic and genetic mechanisms should reflect the whole 
developmental history in the language of cell lineages. 



2. Tbc Data 

Three classes of data were measured on the basis of Subton et ai 
(1983, Figs. 3. 8a,b,c, and Appendix) and Sulston ct a! (1988, Appendix 
3, Part A-Figs. 1,2,3.4.5,6,7,8). The measured data on the drawings were 
as follows: 

1) The distances between the nuclei of the cells in three 
dimensions. We ki>ow that these "data" represent only neigbourhood 
relations. However, for the estimation of the relative displacements the 
positions of the nuclei provide sufficient information. 

2) The life time or duration of the Individual cells. 
3) Finally, the largest and the smallest measures (diameters) of the 

nuclei. 
The most relevant spatial information is the neigbourhood 

'atktns. The estimated error of the measurments is 10 yum. which is 
negligible as compared to the uncertainty of the original data presented 
in the two Sulston et al. papers. 

In the computation some inconsistencies were found anions 
measuments coming from different drawings (sometimes in positions, 
sometimes in lineages); the origin is still unknown. For safety, these 
data were omitted from analysis, affecting cca. 20% of the points, lite 
computations on the cell lineage have been done until LI stage, 
containing some 550 cells. 

3. Computations on the C. elegáns Cell lineage 

Up to now two classes of computations have been done. The first 
concerns cell birth-death processes. Flg.l. shows a temporal asymmetry 
in kinetics of birth-death processes. There is a maximum of lifetime of 
cells around the tenth generation. Note that cells surviving the LI stage 
have been omitted. 

Fig. 2 shows the directions in cell cleavage. Obviously, the relative 
angles of eel? division planes (either between neighbouring or ancestor 
and decdendant cells) must play a very important role in 
morphogenesis. For these angles a definite statement exists in the 
literature (Hyman and White, 1987), that "there arc two different 
patterns of cleavage during early embryogencsis": in one class of cells 
the division axes keep their original directions in successive divisions. 

< J 0 -

1 .TOO 

- 2 0 0 • 

too -

Fig. I: Artmge It/etimr (го1ч1) u-tth » ' nhX ' t rrror irlnjhrrt) in 
difftrtr.t ctl( generation*. Cells aiimurtj stajje LI art enmlted. 

! a 



walle in die other the pattern of successive division planes i* 
orthogonal. We test this observation in the total sample of data 
mentioned above. 

Let as Introduce some notations. We have a grandmother cell, with 
two daughters, connected by a line. Both mother cells end up In two» 
two daughters, connected by a pair of lines. The angle between any of 
these two lines and the preceeding one will be denoted by *|, where | 
stands for the pairs of the granddaughters. Then in the whole sample 0 
has a distribution f(i), normalized to unity. 

The «его hypothesis is that the cleavage directions in generation 
x+l are independent of those for the ancestors in generation x. Then 
f(0) is spherically symmetric. 

If so, then 
<«»»•> »1/3 (3.1) 

where < > stands for expectation value. In our sample N"78. (Note that 
в Involves three generations.) In this sample 

<cos> •> * 0.425 ± 0.024 (3.2) 
that is the distribution is not spherical above 3a level, and there is a 
tendency for parallel axes. 

However, this does not tell too much about the claimed 
orthogonal family. So let us see the whole distribution (although for 
N«78 substantial statistical fluctuations are expected). That is shown on 
Fig. 2. (The distribution is an even function, since no line has any 
directionality.) The dashed line is the best quartic fit, for a curve having 
a peak in the center #»90 f. Note the very slight central peak, completely 
negligible compared to the ends at 0* and 180*. 

Finally, Fig. 3 is about the symmetry of the Individual nuclei. 
Obviously by a pure mechanical influence of a fluid-like medium poorly 
structured deformable bodies are expected to remain spherical, due to 
Pascal's Law of hydrostatics. Fig. 3 shows the average excentricities in 6 
layers, successive from the main axis of the body in stage LI, separately 
for dorsal and ventral sides. Statistic errors are not displayed; they may 
be substantial, however the Figure shows a definite tendency, therefore 
for the present we may regard the curves established. Moderate 
excentridttcs can be observed in different layers. 



4. Evolutionary Consequences 

There are at leafs four possible evolutionary relevances of this 
project, related to the mechanical or other design of the worm. 

The first is the exploration of developmental constraints 
restricting phenotypir variation in worm evolution. The distribution of 
cell division axes described in this paper is a developmental constraint 
on form and symmetry (Cf. Wood, 1991). 

Secondly, when a worm model has been constructed, there is a 
chance for the exploration of the possible domains of developmental 
pathways or morphologies by the perturbation of the model. 

The third possibility is the comparative analysis between the worm 
developmental characteristics and the developmental properties of 
other species' organisms in a quantitative way (Cf. Conklin, 1905; 
Wilson, 1892, 1925: Morris et al, 1989; Brown & Wolpert, 1990; 
Davidson, 1990). Л resolvable problem is that whether or not there 
exists and underlying (generic) qualitative similarity In different 
developmental dynamics or body plans, from which the developmental 
diversity can be derived. 

The fourth option is to extract and to catalog the developmental 
rules and their relations in terms of revealing correlations between a 
variety of developmental properties, within and between different 
temporal and spatial developmental domaius. This can help in 
organizing the accumulating worm data without too much sign of 
discovery of developmental regularities (C.f. Hordcr, 1989; HoUiday, 
1990; Wolpert, 1990; Molnár. 1090). 

5. Conclusions 

In Fif. 1 one can observe a definite and statistically significant 
pattern of change of lifetimes of cell generations. Until the tenth 
generation a continuous decrease of division rate is seen; after that the 
lifetime starts to decrease but this may quite be the consequence of 
separation of two classes of cells of different fates, since we ignored 
here the ones surviving for adult life. A possible explanation of this 
temporal asymmetry of the cell lineage is that increasing cell density 
implies shortage of resources. 

A« told above, Fig. 2 does not show an expressed family of cell>witb 



orthogonally patterned division history. However note the wide central 
plateau. Therefore It seems that the second family, If recognisable at all, 
is characterised not by orthogonal planes bat by a tendency of large 
plane rotations between successive divisions. Observe that a cell has no 
way to detect a right angle rotation. Anyway, the predominance of 
parallel divisions seems to be able to contribute to the elongation of the 
animal during its development. ("Wormness".) 

As for F.g. 3, a tendency for moderate excentridty is suggested. 
This may have various origins, e.g. the the cell structure. However, 
serious differences are seen in different layers. So cell interaction 
effects cannot be excluded, while the hydrodynamlc stress is isotropic, 
at large pressures spontaneous symmetry breaking is not unknown in 
the compression of deformable media. Of course, further studies are 
needed to separate the possible intracellular (e.g. cytoskeleton-induced) 
and intercellular causes of the temporal and spatial asymmetries 
discussed. 
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i EQUILIBRIA vs ATTRACTCP.5 
(easic facts; 

In uyiSTical systems equilibria or equilibrium sets 'ES, c-s=t) are regarded usually as fine:! sets in whic'i the state regains captured or fror. •«nich the states rove cut. As scon as a notion is initiated fron э locus cut*ide of E-set and the state sequenres approach the ES, tnen it is called attract;-, otherwise repeUer or unstable ES. 'he taxonomy of various stabilities is beyond the scope of this snort introduction. Often the region fror wnich attraction to a given ES may occur, is called the basin cf this attractcr. A dynamical system (05) - in its broad sense - aces not necessarily has attractor(s) and also it may have more than one such a set. A linear DS has at most one attractor and when it has more than one it is non-linear. 
The term of 'approach' clearly shows that the state soace is metric or at weaker condition some sort of neighbnurhoodness (topology) is involved. 
The less complicated ant) most traditional E-sets are the fixed points (FP; a large collection of fixed point theorems see in Hegedűs and Zalai, 1978) and the closed periodic orbits (CPO). The almost periodicities of Lissajous type are mathematically not the most comolicated cases. In the 'dynamical bestiary' (name given by Schaffet and Kot, 1986) the toroidal flows and hynerchaos are also included (Rossler, 1979; Ruelle, 1980). Toroidal flows are not yet regarded strange. Also the item which I will call here 'vibration' ssens simpler but usually accompanied to discrete CS together with stranger E-sets. Schaffer and Kot in their list list 'turbulence' as a motion different from strange attractors. According to then these яге the most irregular cases. A satisfactory classification of the non-traditional attractors and those of the chaos are not yet available. Nevertheless, efforts are altready made (e.g. Kchda and Aihara, 1990; Rossler, 1979; Smale, 1980). 

Peculiarities of 'higher order' are already present in с а м of special non-exact periodicities and Moreover when explicit non-periodicities eaerge. This may happen in the practice either during a Motion or in • spatial formation as a result of a growth process. Thus the 'temporal' or 'frozen-spatial' items Might be eventually approached fron a common theoretical foundation. 
Knots emerging in dynamical processes and the strange attractors of either fractional or integer dimension interconnects various chapters of dynamics and geometry. Here, the attention turns also toward knots. Research of this field is still young in sharp contrast with the knot theory itself (Alexander, Dehn, Seifert). A few years ago started that the possible арреэгепсе of knots in dynamics has been stressed (Holmes, 1985-1990; Birmm and Williams UBJ). For the sake of shortness, the few illustrations as sxamples will be usually addressed to a 3D embedding space but almost always a generalization is possible for higher dimensions. 
2. WHY ATTRACTORS MAY БЕ STRANGE? It seems probable that sets with almost any properties may be E-set. So the question necessarily emerges: which sets are already strange and which are not yet? Are the folded limit cycles of Schulmeister and Selkov (1578) already 'strange' or these are 'ordinary'? 
No dcuct, knotted orbits or fractals alreaay merits the 'strange' attribute. Nevertheless, strsngness is rather conventional or Subjective and net mathematical concept. Now, it is a hard task to clarify the relation of the possible properties immanent in this relatively new notion. Tr,e Pest strategy is to define different kinds of strange sets and investigate their emergence in various dynamical systems. With respect of attraotors, the differential systems and iterations seens radically different. While in discrete systems isolated points are generated ana a seemingly 'closed trajectory' is filled up step fcy step ana follows sometimes rather special wandering of state, in differential syster. thE trajectories ara continuous lines anc are objects of lower dimension than that of the embedding space: line in 30. 
In case of iterations an attractor which appears to be a iine generated by computer simulation may be a complicated set, strictly different fro« a line. Similar phenomenon was already recognized by Birkhoff. Thus Abraham and Shaw (1993) mention Birknoff's 'remarkable curve' which is not really a 10 formation. It is thicker, tnus tney call it 'thick curve'. Comparable phenomena are not rare at all. Thus small nodes at higner resolution mignt display complicated fine structure (e.g. Metzner, 1986). Also, the well-known self-similarities which appear both in next state plots (NSP) or in bifurcation diagrams (BFD) belong to this resolution-dependent structural phenomenon, 
3. SOME FACTC ABCL'T KNOTS 
Since numerous excellent introductions and mono' -iphs are available about knot theory, only some - well-known - aspects are summarized here. 
J.I - 30-knots are closed continuous lines (10) objects which - in the non-trivial case are not homecmorphic to a 10-circle-line embedded into a JO space. J.2 - It is argued usually that the 'knnttedness' is not an internal feature of a knot since a blind passanger climbing along a knotted line is not able of telling whether the pathway was a circle or a knotted orbit. 
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3.3 - Knots can be represented either by special planar 
graphs(knot-graphs), special homotopy-groups or by e.g. polynomial invariants 
(those of Alexander and Jones). A list ot then is compiled dH*»~ont sources 
(Rolfsen, 1976; Neuwirth, 1979; Jones, 1990 etc.): 

3.3.1 - Knot groups (finite describable continuous groups of motion in 
the embedding space consisting ot hnaotopy pathways not touching or crossing 
the embedded knot) 

3.3.2 - Polynomials (Alexander, Jones) as knot invariants 
3.3.3 - Special planar multigraphs of degree * which are not 

topological^ invariant representations. One graph may represent many knots and 
one knot may have different knot graphs (Harary and Palmer, 1973). 

*. The diagnosis problem of knots is i»t yet generally and practically 
solved. This means that an efficient general algorithm by which the identity or 
difference of two (complicated) knots can be easily recognized is not yet 
known. Most probably this is also a hardly tractable problem even if it is 
generally solved. Promising efforts are available. 

S. Knots are related to the edges of oriented surfaces in 30. 
4. METRIC SPACES AND STRANGE ATTRACTORS 
Both convergence and divergence is intelligible in metric spaces. The 

distance between points (states) and sets (ES) is already required in case of 
limit cycles and unavoidable in the context of 'peculiar-set-attractors'. E.g. 
This occurs with the so celled 'Kasseler Eftelturm' (Metzner, 1986). Since a 
strange notion represents a wandering inside a peculiar set, it is good to 
compare them to sequences with numerous accumulation points or sets. A detailed 
work is required to clarify the 'strange convergences' and also its 'strange 
stabilities'. Namely, a strange set may be stable as a whole, but a particular 
part of it might be unstaole in some ordinary sense. The only requirement is 
the boundedness. 

5. WEAK PERIODICITIES 
Between precise periodicities and monotonic processes or sequences 

numerous transitional cases can be defined. Some of them can be generated 
without the participation of 'noise' simply with weakly chaotic iterations. The 
author believes that a classification of these 'intermediary motions' have both 
practical and theoretical significance. 

DEFINITION 1: The process f is exactly periodic(EP) if for all t there 
exists a positive number p so that f(t*p)»f(t) holds. 

REMEMBER: A constant flow is per definitionem exactly periodic. 
DEFINITION 2-. A motion is recurrent (RN) if all values occur but after 

different 'periods of time parameter'. 
EXAMPLE: f(t) * sin(g(t)) where g(t) is a continous function. The RN 

could not occur in discrete systems(Why?). 
.DEFINITION 3: If a small positive d value exists as e variation of p, 

i.e. p (p*d,p~d) for which f(t*p )*f(t) than t is newly periodic(NP). 
DEFINITION *: If the return of all value occur in exact p period, but 

the values will return inprecisely in a narrow range. 
REMARK: Here the period is exact but the values may deviate from each 

other. 
DEFINITION 5: If both the period length and the return values display 

variation but both remain in • arbitrarily preassigned - narrow ranges than the 

process is called weakly periodic (•*). 
EXAMPLE: The polynomial spike generator defined by Lábos (19M; 1917a, 

1987b) belong* to the MP catenory-er weekly chaotic (Kh> in the case if other 
chaos criteria would be satisfied. 

DEFINITION (t A discrete process (a sequence of numbers or vectors) is 
completely or partially vibrational (cVH or DVM) if all of its values or ell 
values of its some components ara extremal values (minimal and maximal values. 

EXAMPLE: The sequence of (1,2,1,2,1,2,1,...) is such a complete 
vibrational motion. 

A given value x of a real number sequence may belong into nine 
categories according to its relationship to the proceeding (a) awl following 
(b) values (a,x,b). These are given by the (a.x.b) triplets - (1) Extremal • 
minimum(m) or maximum (M) ((2,1,2); (1,2,1); ; (2) Monotonic value ((1,2,3); 
(3,2,1)); (3) Plateau values: C,2,2); (3,2,2); (2,2,1), (2,2,2), (2,2,3). 

DEFINITION 7: For any discrete process a vibrational factor (VF) may be 
introduced: the ratio of extremal points to the total «umber of states in any 
finite sequence. 

REMARK: This vibrational factor is between zero and 1/2 for arbitrary 
sequence of items taken from a partially ordered set. In a 'non-trivial' 
iteration the plateau points ere usually rare. 'Smoothness' is manifested in 
monotonic, while vibration in extremal points. The different types of points 
cannot follow each other in arbitrary manner. A generalization of this 
categorization is possible if farer neighbourhoods are taken into account. An 
n-order classification generates 3 classes. 

«. KNOTTED ATTRACTJRS 
Basic facts about knots can be found in many works (Alexander, 1927; 

Alexander and Briggs, 192t; Boltyensky et al, 1935; Borlsowich et al., 19»; 
Bürde and Ziescheng, 1985; Cot-way, 1970; Crowell and Fox, 19(3; Kosniowski, 
1980; Rolfsen, ; Harary and Calmer, 1973; Kaufmann, 1981; Lomanoco, 1981; 
Neuwirth, 1979; Reidemeister, i948; Jones, 1990), Some of them has been listed 
above. 

Further aspects of knot theory is explored by berczy (1991). • 
Knots emerged in the OS theory as 'knotted periodic attractors' of 

Lorenz system or Smale's horshoe map (Airman and Williams, 1983; Williams, 
1983). 

Concerning dynamics several problems emerge: 
(1) The constructive way. Spatial Lissijous-curves including also 

special control of radial parameters can lead ••" 'artificial' and really 
periodic knotted continuous orbits. 

(2) The knotted orbits analyzed by Birman and Williams in Lorenz and 
Smale's horshoe map are claimed to be periodic. Nevertheless, the periodicity 
of this essentially aperiodic flows might need further support. It is here 
important distinguish discrete and continuous parameter lyitems. 

(3) Infinite knots (like wild knots; see e.g. in Neuwirth, 1979) which 
may occur in real dynamical systems are sometimes knotted only in infinite 
version (Neuwirth, 1979). 

(•) In case of discrete dynamical systems the knots as continuous 
objects can be defined only through suitable toroidal (thick) envelope or 
covering into which the set of isolated points were embedded. 

(5) Birmen and Holmes and Williams speak about knotted periodic orbits. 
In case of embedded strange attractora the attribute 'periodic' seems sometimes 
untenable. Is the notion Tknotted aperiodic orbit' a consistent definition, 
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i.e. is it tenable? It is believed that yes, it is. 
(6) The most diflicult to lind a chaotic continuous and at the заве 

autonomous dynamical system in the bifurcation diagrams of which the Knotted 
orbits (either stable or unstable) necessarily emerge. In this respect we are 
still tar from the decisive examples. Actually only case studies and some 
theorems are available. 

(7) It is an unsolved problem to list or characterize those knots which 
have two mirror-symnetric versions. These are not so frequent items. Is this 
empirical observation a manifestation of the dominance of asymmetric objects 
(which is proven in case of graphs and seems to be a more general low)? 

The non-autonomous generation of knots seems easier since the external 
cctmand function can be arbitrary and thus may be capable of correcting 
unsatisfactory motions thus leading to true knots. 
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POSSIBLE TRANSITIONS IN THE SET OF NINE DIFFERENT TRIPLETS OF CONSECUTIVE VALUES 
ALTOGETHER 27 TRANSITIONS CAN BE COLLECTEO. GENERALIZATION FOR LONGER STRINGS IS 

NATURAL. 

NEXT STATE PLOT OF A POLYNOMIAL ITERATION. NO ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF THIS ATTRACTOR IS AVAILABLE. OETAILS SEE IN LABOS, 1 ? M , 1 W , 1 W 7 . 
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HOMOTOPY PATHWAYS USED AS ENTRIES IN CROUPS DESCRIBING KNOTS: FIRST TO ELEMENTS? 
AFTER THEIR PRODUCT IS DISPLAYED. INVERSE IS NOT OEFINEO HERE. 

TNU DIFFERENT PLANAR KNOT-GRAPHS REPRESENTING THE SAME KNOT. KNOT-GRAPHS ARE 
МОГ INVARIANTS. 
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LORENZ-PLOT AND 
NEXT STATE PLOT OF 
THE SAME POLYNOMIAL 
ITERATION. 



SYMMETRY AND ASYMMETRY IN THE EVOLUTION OF 
VERTEBRATES 

László KORDOS 

Hung. Geol. Inat., H-1143 Budapest. Népstadion ut 14, HUNGARY 

symmetry „a TOPO!o3y ,„ evotut.on. el. в. LU*acs i ai. KFKI- >99<-зг 

ABSTRACT. 
Sine« their first emergence /500 million уеагь ago/ Vertebrates 
neve э bilateral symmetry. There is an appeare.it symmetry betwaen 
the two sides of the body along a Plane might be ,->l3ceJ across 
the sagittal dierction. This corresponds to tha vertebral eolunn 
and fron phylogenetical point of vie« this is the most ancient 
symmetry. The symmetric position of the notorial syste.n and alsc 
of certain Internal organs is the consequence of this vertebrate 
column symmetry. In the more evolvea groups of Vertebrates in 
addition to the sagittal-vertebral symmetry other secondary 
symmetry planes appear on the extremities. Unicellular bodies 
participating in the inner building of she body /like e.g.blood/ 
show a racial symmetry while the elementary parts of solid ma
terials have symmetry relations according to the system of 
crystallization characteristic of their own. 
At tho same time there ara also symmetric parts within the body 
of Vertebrates, like e.g. heart, lung, digestive organs or the 
cellular structure of tissues. 
Among Vertebrates either the development of an asymmetry within 
one individual /individual variations/ can be observed or a func
tional evolutionary distortion. A frequent variant of the latter 
is adaptation *hile a special case of it is the development of 
the character-^сv- right-left side dominances during the homl-
nizatlon process. The lecture hints at also the questions releted 
to cranial symmetry in certain Hominold finds. 

Mirror laage-like syaaetry la one of the aoet widespread fea
tures of Nature and for that very reason it le one of the aoet 
enigmatic phenoeene aa well. It Is very important to inquire In 
every possible respect, starting froa cosmic symmetry thorough 
the more and more complex organization levele up to «an, what it 
the cause of symmetry, and first of all, whet is the causa of 
symmetry break, that la of asymmetry? 

The manifold symmetry of Vertebrate« 
Among Vertebrates, including their every class, froa Fishes 

rill .lammals. we may observe the sane basic syemetry in body 
construction. The sagittal median plane divides the animals into 
two equal parts, right and left ones. The axis is the vertebral 
column and the majority of extremities, sense organ.*, internal 
organs are placed symmetrically, by pairs. At the same tine, 
similar planes with mirror imagelike symmetry exist at other 
places of the bodies of the Vertebrates a« well: e.g. on the 
äxtresitlea where fillers form a structure consisting of five. 
The symmetry plane could be placed across the nlddle finger «nd 
to both directions from it two ends of extremities sre preeent. 
The reduction process of fingers, their decrease in nuaber took 
place in the зато manner among Amphibians, Septiles, Bird* and 
Mammals, that is it was the middle finger which, being in the 
symmetry axis, bad strengthened while the other fingers had been 
atrophlzed or even diaopeared. .'ihile this phenomenon took place 
equally in animals, regardless even of their radically different 
habits and their nay of life in radically different environments, 
symmetry itself survived. The organs which build up the body and 
especially blood vessels have a symmetry nhich had baen developed 
not only along a plane but also a symmetry developed along э line. 
Blood vessels are tubular formations tho symmetry axis of which 
is the centre line of the tube. The rajority of cells could be 
observed in body fluids have radial symmetry, their shape 13 
usually globular or regularly distorted globular. In the organism 
of vertebrate animals there sre a lot of materials which used to 
go through the process of crystallization and crystal structure 
itself la arranged along avmnetry planes and axes. 
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Нее any evolutlonory eignlflcencc of thie manifold eynmetry 
—она Vmrtemrmtee or It I« Juet Human way of thinking which finds 
any difference among theaT 

It 1« quite obviou« that the meterlel« of body Influenced by 
different effecte appear in the fore» with different syaaetry. 
developed according to the Iowa of their own. Perhapa it ia not 
an entl-aclentlflc attitude to eeeume that froa an evolutionary 
point of view thoee cryetala which are built up by aolid compounds 
could be regarded aa the aoat ancient type« end the characteristic 
«yeatry relations of bodies depending on water end bound to life 
had been developed only later. Life waa and atill is depending on 
water, allquld environment. In weter hoaoneneous aaterials take 
on globular shape, like gee bubblea in siphon bottle. Similarly, 
among foaail coprollthes. the ones of thoae fishes which used to 
void into water could be identified in the moat aimple way, that 
la on «he beala of their globular ehape. The ovuc, representing 
the earliest phase of ontogeny in vertebrates has alao a globular 
shape and till the ferilizotlon all ova have a radial syaaetry. 
After ferlllzatlon, aerogeneele. the division of the plasm subs« 
tanee of the ovum, beglne. resulting in the starting of a diffe
rentiation among the many cells, and tha three germ layare will 
develop. Тлеее layers take on a cylindrical shape so radial sym
metry. Therefore the change in symmetry relations takes place 
during e formally simple process, when merely together with e 
alight depression of the globular biastula, a aac. consisting of 
two cell pletee. appear«. 

Host probably a similar process took place at tha first appe« 
aranca of Vertebrates, 50O-SS0 my ago,providing but at the aaae 
time alee confining further possibilities for symmetry relations 
in vertebrates. In other group« of anlaals. which had bean deve
loped earlier than Vertebrates other types of symne;rlee hed been 
fixed. The majority of protozoan« with aolid test retained their 
globular ehape which appear« alee in the structure of their dif
ferent organ» /e.g.Redlolarla/. The aymmetry axis of coral« 1« 
a smell column /columella/ in the centre of the body which eeve-
rel eyametry planes could be piacod aero««. Three «r si* plan«« 
ef aymmetry could be pieced eerooe Echinodeme with quintuple 
etructare /see urchin«, «la lillee/. At the eane tine on each 

Holluac«, similarly to vertebrates only one «ein tyeoetry plane 
can be observed which determines and characterises basically the 
•nlaal group in question. On Pelaeypods tha «yaaetry plan« run« 
across the two valve«. The nein pleno of alrrorlng reaelna eleo 
eaong thoee aniaale the body of which used to coll. i.e. aaong 
Cephalopoda, aoee Gastropods, «xoakalstal protoaoans. 

Therefore the following tendency could be observed in tha evo
lution of living creaturest «yaaatry possibilities are wider aaong 
thoae creeturea which had been developed earlier than aeong those 
onee which appeared leter. Moreover, the foreetlon of a certain 
kind of symmetry usually leprlnts itself and become« steady already 
in an initial phaee of evolution. Consequently in those complex 
organise« in which ssvsrsl foras of organisation are present, dif
ferent neteriale and organs pereeervo their eyeoetry relatione 
which correspond to their eerly stagae in evolution. In crystalli
sing materials an alteration in syeestry relation« doe« not follow 
evolutionary pattern /developeent/ but it la tha result of aoee 
significant change« either in their component« or in environment 
condition«. In contradiction to the developeent of living aeteriel 
- which ie en unidirectional proceee - they represent auch group 
of phenomene which could be repeated eeverel tlaas. Living cree
turea, among thea Vertebrataa, ara already unable to deviate froa 
that type of syaaetry which determine« their body structure funda
mentally becuaae it hed been imprinted elready at tha tlee of 
their formation a« an extreeely conservative phenomenon. 

Symmetry break in Vertabratea 
In aplte of it« bilateral aymaetry the two parte of the body 

of Vertebrate« ere not the mirror loegee of each other, t. g. 
the character and beauty of huaan fee« 1« d«t«ralnsd first of «11 
by the «light ecymmetrtoe of the two parte of the face. That la 
why w« think thos« picture« on which th« h«ad« «r« coaposed by 
adjusting two mirror inegea of a «Ingle hemifacial part together 
to be sträng«, «xtranaly cold and rigid. Slight divergences which 
appeer in the body structure of living Individual« we do not regerd 
e« «yeaetry break, they are Just insignificant aberrations. 

Not ell of our organs are pelred within our body and not all 
of them have symmetric«! position or dlaenslons. we have aleo 
unpaired organ«, Ilk« haart, liver, aplaen, eta. Lunge and heart 



have no symmetrical position or dimensions, in the early phase of 
the development of human embryo all the appearing organs or prin-
jrdia have still a symmetric position but later, by the end of 
the third uonth, certain parts of the foetus are becoming asym
metrical during development and growtn. 

The asynnetric position of золе internal organs can be demonst
rated beyond doubt already in primary Vertebrates, though we could 
be convinced of this onl/ by studying their descendants living 
even now, several my later. Theoretically we яэу cartainly assume 
that at that tine when Vertebrates h3d been develaoed fe/iar organs 
«ere asymmetrical than in those groups of organs which appeared 
later. Most probably the asymmetrical position of the digestive 
system is simply the result of lack ->f space arose as the conse
quence of the functional differentiation of the intestinal tr^ct. 
As for the asymmetrical structure of the heart the differencia 
between the supplies of the lesser and greater circulations played 
a decisive role. Erect posture and bipedal walking made CJite ob
viously signxficant changes in the position of internal organs of 
human beings. All these are still aare or less open questions and 
it is extremely difficult to answer the». Yet it seaas quite sure 
that the asymmetry of the internal organs of Vertebrates seans to 
be subjected to quicker shanges and a greater variability than 
the verteoral column which determines the structure of the body 
and the paired organs closely linked to It. 

The extrece diversification of living creatures to a great 
extent is the result of their adaptation to the environment. 
itching a film on deep sea animals a great number of those phe

nomena which are connected with syamsty break strike the eye 
immediately. E.g. thsre ars fishes who have eyes only in one side 
of their body or fishes tha fins of which are in asymmetrical 
position. Undoubteoly this kind of development is essentially a 
specialization and it3 formation is the result of an evolution 
cf some ten million years, veil known is the evolution of chamber 
structure among Cephalopoda which, starting from a straight, 
stick-lika form, having axial and plane symmetry, went through с 
coiling, perpendicular to the main plane. Later after an uncoil
ing the animals became formless and lost the external symmetry 

characteristic of their whole body. 

SSO 

The symmetry break of hominlzation 
It is well-known that 90 per cent of mankind consists of right-

handed persons, 8 per cent of left-handed ones and the remaining 
2 per cent is able to use both hands equally. Among right.handed 
persons the ability of speech, sense of hearing and thinking are 
concentrated in the left cerebral hemisphere. Cerebrologslsta think 
that right cerebral hemisphere is the more ancient where spatial 
integration /the sense of bodily position, shape, space/ is the 
stronger, while the left part is the younger which is in charge 
of tine-integration, ret in spite of the numerous clinical inves
tigations made on human brain it remained impossible to demonstra
te any histological difference between the two hemisphere«. M0st 
probably there are several centres within the brain which »re 
able to take over the division of tasks originated from asymmetry 
and if functions are concentrated in one hemisphere asymmetric 
рпелотэпэ aoinest themselves mors definitely. 

"позе investigations which tried to demonstrate cerebral 
symmetry break on the skull finds of hominization, a process of 
3C-35 ay old, had failed, too. Apart from the sporadic and usually 
fragmentary and deformed skull finds the cause of this failure is 
the fact that those patterns which had been preserved as impressi
ons on the inner surfaces of neurocrania represent onl/ the highly 
variable vascular system. Among recent apes it is impossible to 
demonstrate the existence of definite dextrallty or sinistrality. 
The geneological lines leading toward man and toward recent apes 
/gorilla, chimpanzee/ had broken away from each other supposedly 
some 5-6 my ago and for that period we have to assume a still 
symmetric function of hands. As for specifically human phenomena, 
bipedal walking appeared at abnut 3,6-4,0 my ago, aná the making 
of lithic tools appeared at about 3,0-3,2 ay ago. It i s a general 
opinion that tha earliest lithic tools were held mostly by the 
right hand. At the same time a more considerable growth of the 
capacity of neurocranlum resulting in an uprise of the frontal 
part of the neuroeraniua took place only much later, at about 
1,5 my ago and the development of articulated speech is only a 
few ten thousand years old, at most. It aeeme that functional 
symmetry break, in man had been developed together with tool-
making ability. 



In too oovolopoowt e» tlit oyoaotry relation» of Vart »brat«» 
«be aeet ancient «Ml м» to «IMI » к и т unchanged phenomenon 1« 
büataral body «yoaotry« «Hthtn о «norter ttoo - at о «pood of 
ten allllon year« - could have been developed in varioua living 
creator«« the ««уем try of internal organ«. Tho «oat quickly 
developed «yea* try brook am* tho rt.ee of dextreilty or «Inletre« 
llty aaong huoan bolngo. 
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ABSTRACT 
The appearance of human cerebral lateral isation as a spontaneous 

symaietry breaking, is investigated. The basic assumption is that an 
individual having speech center only on one side and spatial orientation 
one on the opposite possesses greater fitness than the symmetric 
individual. The reason say be anything, e.g. the dense packing and 
interference of the two centers on one side. The simplest possible Model 
gives aleost instantaneous lateralisation when the relative fitness 
passes the critical value 2. 

t. THE eftOBLEn 
Homo sapiens shows an expressed left-right functional asymmetry, 

especially in handedness, whose literal translation would be chirality. 
More than "»OX is right-handed, and a similar fraction has the cerebral 
speech center in the left half of the brain til. This fact is somewhat 
balanced by the similarly unilateral right position of the center for 
^-dimensional geometric orientation. For chimpanzee such cerebral 
asymmetries are not known, and chimpanzee populations are not asymmetric 
for chirality 121. In this paper we try to interpret the human asymmetry 
as a manifestation of a spontaneous symmetry breaking. <For the idea of 
broken cerebral symmetry see Ref. 2.) In a model calculation we 
demonstrate that if some unequalities hold then such a spontaneous 
symmetry breaking will propagate through the total population in some 
dozens of generations; the direction is random, but after the transients 
it remains unchanged. 

2. QN TIME SCALES 
Here we try to estimate the time scale of the process fro« the very 

scarce information available now. 
1) Chimpanzee as species shows no chirality, hence the cerebral 

lateralisation is probably younger than 3-7 rtys «the age of 
man-<chimpanzee*gorillat hi- or trifurcation t31. 

21 Stone tools suggest human right-handedness from 1.3-2 rlys, end 

endocasts show an asymmetry greater than for apes C4J. 
3) The emergence of speech happened somewhere between 1.3 By* and 

33 kys 111. Par the latter bound. Homo sapiens lor Homo sapiens sapiens) 
goes beck «lightly before 39 kys Uhe horizon of C** method). The speech 
ability of Homo neanderthal is is still open for discuesioni cerebral 
capacity is quite sufficient, the form of the mandible is not too lucky, 
there are significant differences in the details of the vocal channel 
between us and the Neanderthals, while acoustic simulations result in a 
possibility of limited but substantial phoneme set IS). 

3. THE HOOT. 
we use the simplest nontrivial model with a possibility for 

spontaneous symmetry breaking. The model is certainly oversimplified but 
works. It may anticipate the results of more elaborated later ones. Mo 
assume that 

1) cerebral asymmetry increases the fitness above a critical level 
of cerebral complexity (e.g. since the speech and spatial geometry 
centers ere both space-consumming, or since in duplicate the copies 
could disturb each other tll>, the relative gain is v>l; 

2) there is a single gene behind the lateral isation, with 3 
alleles) wild 0, right-handed * and left-handed -, genotypes 00 and •-
give a phenotype without laterall sat ion (i.e. both centers in both 
halves), 0+ and •• lead to right-handed phenotype and 0- and — to 
left-handed one (this being the simplest scheme)t 

3) • and - lateral isatione give the same gain v (no preferred 
direction)i 

4) the mutation probabilities are 
во*"ро-"*<в"р-о*Р-*о; P--*P--'° 

3) the mating is random. 
Hence one gets a recursive system of equations tsee the Appendix), 

solvable for any given initial condition. In the actual calculations 
4—10"*, o»3«10~*. 

4. INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Since gene О is the wild form, 3 types of initial conditions may 

have relevance. 
!> "Symmetrie", he solve the evolution equations with v-l staring 

from the phenotypic concentration c e e"l for asymptotic times. The result 
is e •0.»9e*, e_ »е. «0.0002, anythhlnq else is «lO"*. This is the 

OO в* O" 
unperturbed Mild population, and a »ymiwtric i n i t i a l condition. 



2» -Minimal I у eayaeatricV Fluctuations (of order 1/tfO are 
—pact«* in any population. I tuct «or any primordial population 
0.0002NX1. the « у — t r i e i n i t i a l mtat* cannot o v i s t . Mo assume that by 
fluctuation с •0.«««S, с__"О.ОООг, e «O. This minimal • • > — t r y i s 

oo •* • • 
nawjiMart t o ho right handed, which i s as probable a» tha opposite. 

3) "MHd*. A«tar a contact of asyaptotic hemosygnte populations. 
In i t i a l l y only e: and e wO. 

w ** 

Fig. 1 is an «-volution <rga the symmetric initial condition, for 
too generations) v»l.e and 2.1 respectively. both the genotypes and the 
phenotypes reaain symmetric. For v»l.° the final state very auch 
resembles the initial one. On the other hand for v»2.1 the wild sane 
alaost coapletely eliminates, so the О phenotype is produced by •-
genotype. 

Fig. 2 is the same for the minimally «syaaetric initial condition. 
Again no serious change for v-I.S. However, for v-2.1 not only the Mild 
О gene eliminates but the - one as well. No» observe that i> the • and -
ganas ar» equivalent for function] ii> fluctuations of order W~* always 
happen. So for v>2.I the total laterálisátion of the population is 
inevitable in lOO generations. 

Fig. 3 shows sowe phenotypit concentrations in the 100 t h 

generation from the ainieallу asyaaetric initial condition, vs. v. As 
seen, except for a narrow range either nothing happens or the phenotype 
bacaaas alaost purely •. Nueerical experience suggests that the 
transitional range would siaply need aore generations. 

Fig. 4 shows the critical line in aixed initial conditions. Froa 
abOTia the line, c^ increases towards an asyaptotic value very near 1| 
from below the state tends to alaost purely the wild one. As seen, for 
v>2 an arbitrarily aaall mixed right-handed injection can laterálisé a 
wild population. 

Finally Fig. S is the evolution free the special mixed initial 
condition c e e-c^-O.S far v"1.01. <The initial generation is not shown.) 
Even such a Moderate difference elieinatea the wild fore in 20 
generations. 

*** easel system shows « spontaneous symmetry breaking for v>2. It 
was assumed that the laws themselves are syaaetric for «••, therefore 
the syaaetric state is « solution of the evolution equation, but it is 

unstable «or v>2. «ny m i l initial fluctuation leads to a 
correspondingly asyaaetric final statei since there is no preferred side 
for the fluctuations, the probability of final right and left-nended 
states is SO-SO*. The once laterálisad population lateral tees any 
further wild population in contact if v>2. 

The results of the present toy aedal suggest a staple coherent 
history. Since the over whet at wg pajort ty of Primates was always 
arboreal, the 3 dimensional geometric center must have been older than 
the speech center. Now consider a population with slowly developing 
speech ability, so with the increase of the corresponding canter in the 
brain. Assume that after a stage the two centers disturb each other 
because too dense packing. Then the unlaterelisod individuals become 
aore and aore hendiceppedi relatively any laterálisad one will have 
better speech ability, spatial orientation, manipulation, tooleaking er 
such, i.e. v is increasing. Parallelly the • and - panes arm 
accumulating. I Iowa var for Moderate v's the dominant phenotype remains 
unlateralised <cf. Figs. 1-3). The situation, however, abruptly changes 
when v exceeds the critical 2. From then the first small «symmetric 
fluctuation in gene concentrations led to rapid eltetnation of the 
mirror-reflected gene <cf. Figs. 2 and 3). This, of course happened in 
one local populatton «first exceeding v«2 in the local circumstances). 
Then, t' any neighbouring community moves into the local environment 
which prefers so much the ability v>2 then a mined initial condition 
with • surplus appears, which again r.tptdly eliminates the 0 and - genes 
«ef. Fig. S>. If the speech ability Is younger than lateralisation 
(which is, as seen, quite possible), then the driving force must have 
been different. Then the simplest explanation is aa follows. A 
speechless individual with doubly represented spatial geometry center 
would not have too clear feeling of the difference of left and right, 
which would be a handicap of tool-making. Having eliminated one of the 
centers, a functional asymmetry occurs for manipulation. It would be 
hard to say anything more definite in this moment. 

The present model is deliberately oversimplified. However even this 
model works and gives results conform with the very United number of 
paleenthologic facts known. I.g. this mechanism may lead to a history in 
which all populations шгт lateralised to the aame sidesi and 
right-handedness is characteristic for all present populations as well 
as for populations 1.Э Hys *oo (according to the forms of the stone 
tools C4J). The critical value v-2 seems rather high for first eiahti it 
may bo a consequence of oversimplifications, but such a value may have 

Jjf 



гтй in harsh primitive circumstance*. 
To ha aura, re do not claim to hava provan that tha human 

lateral iaation was * spontaneous symmetry breaking. Папу vertebrate 
bodies ere slightly asymmetric! aaa e.g. tha asyaaatric position of 
heart in mammals which «ay cause alight asymmetries in blood 
circulation, so in cerebral circumstances as wall. Assuaing v̂ >v_ for 
any reason, a slow accumulation of the * gene would happen. However, the 
expected differences aay be only very slight in the best case, resulting 
in a long tiaescale of transition. If tha transition were found to be 
rapid, then tha spontaneous syaaatrv breaking would remain as the only 
reasonable mechanismt on the other hand the spontaneous ayaaetry 
breaking is an existing aechanisa in any case when the lateralisation in 
itself gives highar fitness, anj it works anyways above a critical 
increase of v. 

M>| TIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS FOR 6ENE CONCENTRATIONS 
In general tha recursive equations for the gana concentrations can 

be built up similarly as in Co). The whole system Is rather complicated, 
so here we go step by step. 

Let us start with the scheme 
Genotype Phenotype Gain 
00 О 1 
О* • V>1 
©- - V 
• • • V 
• - О 1 

Introduce concentrations in tha population c. For genotype it is 
CMtf* M n a r * i labels tha generation, and a«0,*,-. For phenotype wa have 
с . Now introduce the gene concentrations С i obviously 

с ., - Q С С _ <A.1> 
where Q. is a normalizing factor. 

For the Phänotypes 
eU» " CiOO .*«!•-

and s i m i l a r l y «or - . The mat ing p r o b a b U i t i a * * r » enhanced by f a c t o r s 1 , 
v , v * accord ing t o t h e О or * Phänotypes o f t h e i n d i v i d u a l s i n t h e 
p a i r s . F i n a l l y , t h e a m i o t i c schema, w i t h m u t a t i o n l e a d s t o 

J 

( 00 ) - 2 ( 1 - 2 * M 0 » • 2 * ( * > • 2d<-> 
(©*» -. ( l - 2 * * 6 M O > * « 1 - е * * » « * ) • # ( - > i A . 3 ) 
( • • » •• 2o(0> ••• 2 ( 1 - 4 ) 1 * 1 
( • - » -. 2o(0> • ( l - o > ( + > • ( l - o > ( - > 

• mirror r e f l e c t e d two f u r t h e r r e l a t i o n s . Hence 
C - 2 ( l - 2 * l c . 4 ^ < 1 - 2 * * о ) с „ • v ( l - 2 * * o l c «• 

\**o too vo* te— 
* 2 v * e i . , * 2 * c v « - * 2 v * c — ( * . * > 

C. » 2*c. _ * v ( ! • * - * > с .„ * v * e . » г у М - Л с . • l l - i » c 1 *•*• toe vo* vo— i * * i#— 
• a mirror-symmetric equation. 

Now the computation starts from some initial conditions for с _ ar 
off 

proceeds accord ing t o 
с __ •• С » с _ „ - » . . • (A.5> 

\ОР \ * 4 0 l»tO/t 
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